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• VII ARTIFACT ANALYSIS: CLAY PIPES

INTRODUCTION

1. Nature of the Sample - The Broad

yielded a total of 9720 fragments of

were analyzed. However. 9298 fragment

Components which contained pipes, re of

stratigraphically defined units

therefore,

distributed over the site - <78'%.)

being the pipe cache in Lot

Almost all pipes

several red clay stems

tht::' eli'::,:_', its

sourCE, and/or differences Colors ranged

from white, to pink and I'-ed.

examined and measured,
none in its entir-ety. Gr ....ph

V11--1 bore diameters through time.

cleal- that. the 1640 Tempora.t [it-oup cont,r':'.1 r-,s

I arge-bcir'ed pipestem:: vii t" 1::-,E 1. c,8u

A trend towards narrower bores l~

re-sses in time into t.he earl"),18th C8ntLll-·'i.

st~m5 which constituted 1.5Z of the

although lhe vast majority ot bowls ~nd stems

unmarked or undecorated. Pipes that were marked.

• as well as those that were complete enough to reveal bowl shape,

prOVided inform~tion about trade networks. A t o t; ,",.J

, . .~
-; , - !
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DISTRIBUTION OF BORE DIA THRU TIME
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• distinctive makers' marks or mot1fs (6% of the sample) revealed

that 10 different cities. areas or states were represented.

These were: Am5te~dam. Br1stol. Dorkirig! Exeter. Glasgow, GOUda,

Liverpool. London. North Carolina. and the Western Netherlands.

Of thE mc::~kers·m,;:;rl~::;;. 6): WEr's Dutch (31} arId 94% Engl i sh (520).

lhlS dlsparjiy in p~rcentages was the direct result of the

presence 0+ the PIpe Cache. When the cache was deleted. 36% of

the marks l.-JE·l'-e Dut.ch f,:.'S.l: .:.nd64i~ (54) English.

2. Clay pIpe ana]~5is ObjEctiVES - The Broad Flnanclal Center

site presented erch3Eolog15CS WIth an opportunjty to lay the

material change thrOUGh time. 8ased upon the iact that thE slte

centurv Dutch Nieuw Amsterdam by Agents or Factors of the Dutch

West India Company. through the Engl1sh Colonial Period and Into

the 19th century. pipe ~nalvsis focused upon the follOWIng

Ob:JEctJ v'ES:

1. lhe
for

EstablIshment ot ~ termInus post quem
E~Cn controlled 5t~atiqraph]c unit of

and fliean
associatIon.

'-,...:.:.. A cha~actEri2a~ion of the range
diversity of pipe materlal for each

ot variation and
temporal PEI"'l oci ,

Pi documentat 1 CWI o·t sh 11t SIr, th I S aspect
material record throu9h time.

0+

Changes jn bowl morphology and the fact that pipemakers

identJfied their products With distinctiVE marks proved clay

tobacco pipes to b& valid temporal indicators as well as

• h~rbingers of the shifting trade patterns of mid-17th Century

Nieuw Amsterdam as well as late 17th/early 18th century New York.



• This gene~al f~amewo~k of analysis allowed the generation of

seconda~y pipe rese3~ch qUE5tiens~

1. 10 what Extent dio the pipe sample reflect or herald the
economic and political changeover +~om Dutch to ~n91ish
Colonial New York? Hew long did it take befo~e this
chan~e was reflected in the material record?

2. Was it possible to refIne the relative chronologv of two
or' mewe 17th ce"tur'! deposl ts that had been dated wi th
ceramic terminus post quems to the same date and to
dl+ferentiate what was earlIer from what was later?

3. DOES thE' j":'th ce-ntur v o i pe data r'eflect shifts r n t ra de
pattE'r'I-,=~t,""Guqt"i tune or dOE5 it only reflect tr,!? monopc,l',/
0'1 Cf?l~ta]rl c r t.r es upon the pipe trade in <:;:lEnE'f"i-d';,·

4. 15 It P05S1Dl~ to correlate speCIT1C
indi'"'jrju",] s ",n the hi storical rec or d?

i'eatures

5. 1'0establish a typology tor EB types and then see it this
typology CO!'r"E,l ates \'IIi t;-, cor- contTaci:i crs the t'/pc,} c'g'~.'
established ~t Fort Oran?E bv Paul Huev.

temporaJ occupation periods. {8ctD~S

permit us t6 USE the piPE as s dating tool;

1. Th~t"'E? was c' con t.a nuou s r--eductlc-.n in stem bare d~ameter,=
through time. lhis trend was a gradual and pos~lblv
uneven pt"'C)C(:;>ss.

-,
L .. Specific stylIstIC and

haVing to do with bowl
sizE'.

mOI-phoJ og i cal change!:'.C'CClU" t-ed
shape. stem-to-bowl 2ngle and

:::!'.. Manu+actl.tl-'ers j derft_i-fied thej r- prodL~ct.S vJltn o i sti nc t ive
l1i~rks which also prov i de kev cht-anologlcai :ir,oiC8,tO!"'s.

Fipemaking +ormallv begBn In England with the gr~nting of a

Westminster in 16]9 CJac~50n and Prlce:1974). Bristol 40rmed its

own Guild of F'ipemakers in 1652 and by the beginning of the 18th

.' Century, It was the primary center of trade to the American

Colonies.

'" .'. ,j, .L
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During the late 16th and early 17th Century. waves of

English-speaking peoples lmmigrated to the Netherlands.

the eal"liest l>Javeof "immigrants" had been sent by Oueerr

Elizabeth I in order to galn "a F'r'otestant + cothol d on the
Continent." (Due0 1981: :;7 1) • These soldiers aided the Dutch in

thejr battle against Spanish occupation.

The English introduced tobacco smoking to the Netherlands bv

the end of tt-"iE 16th Lentw ..···,i and domi nated the {~mstel-dam pi pE

industry during the period 1630~1660. The Amsterdam industry
reached its zenith in the 1640s and 16505. Dweo has implied

(]981) an inter-connection bEtween the tobacco trade and the piPE

industry in Amsterdam - both industries Empio~ing 2n equal numLer

of people. Bec~..,.use Cit t h is, relat.ionship. Amsterdam r,ad ..e,i

advantage Over citiES such as Goud~. which had no tr5cE in

tobacco.

This adva~tage might have been due to the fact that agents

0+ the Dutch West India Company. which was bS5ed In Amsterdam.

colonies outside of the Netherlands in locales such BS Brazil and

Nieuw Amsterdam. Augustine Heermans. th~ builder of the

warehouse designated BUILDING A OM the Broad Financial Center

site. d~?scl~ibed himself as "the first beginner of the \,,'irgini2

tobacco tt-'adE'"in I'~ieuw Amsterdam (Innes 1902:::".i4).

For reasons not qUite understood. the rise ot the Gouda

Industry after the foundation of the·?ipemakers· Guild in 1660.

sounced the death knell for Amsterdam as a pipemaking center .

Clay pipes were easily broken WhICh made their period of

utilization short. This makes them useful temporal indicators

I. " J .~ 0_ •• ~:;
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for specific site occupation periods. Pipes can be examined in a

number of ways to determine relativE date of deposit, place of

origin and name of manufacturer.

PIPESTEM DATING

In 1954, J.e. Harr1ngton noted differences between earlier and

later p i pes in trH? ,;:,rtJ+act collect.ion frolllJamestown, Virglnia.

Earlier pipes had relatively larger bore holes through their

stems than later on&s WhlCh were narrower. He measured ~ sample

of three hundred and thIrty pipe bores from sites with known

occupation pETiDds and compc;red thE' pipestem mec-.surements wlth

specific periods of time. His bar graph expressed in percentages

(1954)•

Based upon Harrl ngton .s reseal~ch. Le;,-Ji5 F:. [:ii"d crd :;1'-i6:': i •

devised a regression formula which could be appliEd tG

statistically large enough samples of plpes~ems to ~rrlve at a

single date. theoretlcallv th~ median fIgure for th~ occupation

tlme oi the sample.

The formu12 15 Y ~ 1931.85 - 38.26X

Where Y is the desjred date

1931.85 15 trlE date at lo'lhichthe borE dlametE'I"' theoreticallY'
reaches z ere)

38.26 is the slope oi the line representing the number o~
years between Ec-.ch1/64" decrease in size.

X is the mean bore diameter tor the sample to be dated.

The result is a single theoretically median figure for the

occupation time of the material under examination . (Walker
1971:88)
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Binford"s formula has been applied. oiten mIsused. and

extensively discussed since its original publicatIon. 1n 'v'ol utTIe

Hanson, Jr. (1969), attacked Binford on a number 01 grounds. the

most significant of which was to claim that pipestem bore

diameters do not follow a stralght-IIne regression but instead

change at di+terent rates during different periods of time.

Hanson suggested replacing the single formula with ten dIfferent

formulas, computed for varYing periods of time from the

Harrington dst3, u~ing the lIne 0+ least squares method (Hanson

1971: Wh~t Hanson dId not realize was that Harrington had

neVEr published his complete data, and it was on that more

extensiVE colJ~ctIDn that Biniord had based h15 oriQinal

calculation (Binford 1962). As Binford ~howed ~n ~IS rebuttal to

Hanson (BInford 197?I, his formula conslstentlv works better ~han

any 0+ Hanson"s. for collections with known time aurbtions.

Hanson pleaded tor better-documented samples in order to derive

accur~te dates. while Binford countered WIth an em~~a5]5 on the

record. " Bi nf c:w"d c 1alms that lrJhat we neEd to do 1;:; "begi n the

fascinating study of the dist~lbution. temporall~ and spatiallY,

of discrepanc~es between the age estimates giVEn bv the piPEstem

formula and hIstorically documented contexts as weI] as

c.arrelat ions Wl th other" classes of art ifacts"

249) • He gOES on to say that he Expects dIscrepancies between

p i pEl:;t"em"-del" i ved dates and si tes to "c ILlst.el~ spat i all y wi th

regard to the territorie~ supplied from different ports and

,,;



• t hr ouqn di fferent 1ogi st i cal contacts" and he specul ated that

"greater- di ff erenCES bE-tween p1pestem est i mates and known dates

will b(;>5r,own to c-luster during the initIal periods of the.

establishmEnt of sett.lements" (PinfOI-d 1'i'72: 249).

E§Q~[g, Robert F HeIghton and Kathleen G. Deagan (1972) presented

yet another. and what they cGnsider a better. fermula fer

arrivinq at dates b~5~d on pIpestem bore diameters. Using a

total O~ 26 stem s~mples from 14 sites, they argue that an

exponential curve fjts the data better than Sintero·s straiaht

Hanson (:1 ':"; 16) has r.oi nted OLit. the

unreliability of tn~lr results becauEe 0+ the weaknesses In many

at their samples l5ffi~11. from qu~stionably-deted sites. etc.).

Oth~r res~archFr5 haVE notIced addltlonal limItations with

the pipestem dati~g method. ~udrey Noel-Hume tound 11963; wnen

working with plpestems ~rom the WIlliamsburg Virgini~ collection.

that a minimum of 90u stem tragments were necessary to prOduce

r=,liablE'resLdts. She also demonstrated t.hat t.he BintOI··d -for-mtl1a

was not reliable for samples datInq earlier than 1670 nor later
than j7",O. Stems ~ram later SItes v1eided dates wnich were

consistently too early as one progressed into the 19th century.

Wal ker (j 977) e>:pl':;1ned the phenomenon as the t·· Esul t ot two

- occurrences: an JnCreaSE in production which resulted in a

multiplicity D~ pipe types: the siZE 0+ the bore holes could not

reduce inde-finjtely.

HarrIngton ~nd BInford (lq54;196~) recognized the limitation• ot pipestem datIng techniqUES for th~ late 18th and 19th

centuries. ThE·~'a1 so appreci ated the prob Iem ct-eated by thE fact

:. I
, .1
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that the mean date formula W2S based upon size varIatIon In

English pipes and ~ould not be directly applied to pipes of Duten

manu+ C'ict.ul"·e(Dall ai 1'7'82) .

Dutch bores grew narrow earlIEr than English bores of

comparable time periods. For archaeologIsts working with 17th

century sites contalning Dutch or miXEd Dutch and English pipe

remains, the use 01 8Iniord or j~arrington's statistical methods

is not. P05Slbi~ without som~ ]nterpretation andior mod11Ic~tlon.

John McCeshion f00nd. ~fter working with mJxed DutchiEnglish

deposits on dated New Yor~ State sites. the subtractIon oi 10

years from mean dates add i t.Iort 1 ..",
..... ,_I

after 1660 was 2 valid method of dealing with the dJi+ere~ces in

The analysis oi the Broad FinanCIal Center SIte pipe sample

incorporated all the aforementioned mEthods Ot pipe ci~tlng. It

was then established that bv lool:ing at the rel~tive percentages

demonstrate these bore dl2m~ter dIstrIbutIons. It was p05sible ~D

retine the chronoloqv of t "Je; Ci!" century dEP05i~5 that

had been dated WIth cEramjc termInus post quems to the same date.

DECiJr;;A 1 IOi'-J

Ornamented piPES can be d~t.Ed within ranges 01 tImE during

whIch certain styles WEre popular. and by changes In design

elements. Decor··ation was main! ....' on t.he stems in the 17th

cerrt urv , However. elaborately decorated molded bowls are known

from 17th century Dutch sites in the Netherlands. Favorite

subjects wer~ Sir Walter Raleigh being spat out by a crocodile



• talso known as Jonah pipes) and "Orange" pipes which depict

Stadtholders, Royalty and/or motifs related to the House of

Orange. ~DLICc; J981)

During the second half of the 18th century. elaborately

molded bowls deccrated with Roval Arms, hEraldic figures. Masonic

emblems and PrinCE Qf Wales feathers becamE popular in England.

Heraldic marks were relatively uncommon before 1750 and came into

their fullv developeo form durIng the last 50 years 04 tne
·centur-'',,'.By j8:.:,<!~ t.he-,' no;td qone out of s t v Ls- (At.f;:ir,;;.onand

Oswal d 19t8;.

Decor~ted. ~wo-piece rel1e~-molded bowls with sc~jloDed

ridge~ or iluting predominsted )n thE ]~th CEntury. Oswald

styjes~ Implying mold makers deli'iering patterns ~rom an order

the case with archItectural pattern books. The. re~ult Ot 1.hls

borrowing was that styies originally characteristic 01 one

manufacturing Area were qU3te oiten Imitated in other reglons

.andiot- pet-ioGs.

In the 19th century~ a Wider range of design motifs

inclUding flutjng. bars ana beads. iloral and bot~nlcal

ornamentation. wa~ employed. Oswald oates one speclflc

cembinatioM commonly found on LcndQn sites le<:'d decot-ation

aleng mol d se,:H"It:,. -, to between 1790 Bnd 1830. U"jalket- 1966).

Hand apolied roulettIng popular as a decoration on early pipes.

• disappeared in England before 1710 . Dutch pipemakers, however~

continued the tradition throughout the 18th and 19th centuries

1 .: . 'l



• but the results were poorly-executed molded imitations. Partial
rouletting on the front of the rim was done to cheaper pipes.

Duee (1981:191) states that until the 19th century. Gouda

"potters fired pipes 'for tt-Iepipemakel~". Glazed pipes offer

evidence of the close relationship "between the pipemaker and

the potter who fired his pipes and dipped them into the lead

glaze." (Duco IllBl:385) Most pipes were completely covered with

lead glaze - the bowl as well as the stem. Green was tne most
cornrnor. co] 01- but: '-,'ellowCind brown oc cur-r-ed ,

I I B) • GlaZing began before the 16205 and continued until the

end of the 17th centurv.

FloLlletting on bOWl 1"im5 rna'"" indicate the' stc;tus of the p i oe

(Davey 1982:206). In general. rouletting on plpe'S i:ound on l\iev;

York City sites seems to be arbitrarily anG haphazardly aoplied.

This implies that the Dutch were shipping cheaper pipe product~

to Nieuw Amsterdam.

Pinched stems were molded between the fing~rs while the

boring wire was still in the bore. "ThlS was donE both

horizontally ';:,lid vel-tlcall'l"'~pt-oduclng;;. t.Ot-tuous o;.t+ect~ ~.k,:iC"'·1

may derive from a pattern 1n 4urnJture lege popular In Holland

during the 16::.0'5" (Duco 1981:454i.

Dutch and English stems.
ThiS wa~ done with both

CHANGES IN PIPE SHAPE AND THE RELATIVE ORIENTATION OF BOWL TO STEM

The use oi tobacco was learned from the American Indian •

• The prototype for the earliest British pipe was an aboriginal

model which promptly took on a distinctly European flavor . Very

....: j i -. .i . '



• small bowls, contracting slightlv at the rim attached to thick

stems at an obtuse angle ~radual1y changed until. bv the early

18th century. stems were thinner and longer and the bnwls were

larger "with gently curving lines while the large flat bases had

given lrJay to smaLL Ovals or single spurs" U=>etersen 196::::;).

Ducn 11981~ hypa~he~lzed that bowls became larger around tne
middle of the 17th century because the cost of tobacco
declined. I-ie 'i ur:tnE.·rcone:1uded that Iarget- bowl S WEr e n.O'ceSSbt"'V

because smokel"-~,had becomE r-Iao j tuated to n i cot i ne.

F.H.W. Fr3E'<iI"':ichtJ96·~.: E'vc,Jved a dating met.hod D<:<:;edl;PCJn

three bowl shapE elements WhiCh chan~ed through tlme - the height

of the bowl measured from tne rim to the Juncture of the stem at

the largest inner dl~meter of the mouth of the bOWL.

measured in millimeters. then multiplied Looether. resuttlnq if' a

series of gr~phs which equated theSE tJgures wlth d~te5.

The FriedrIch method was no t. Ernplo\/ecJ ori tTIE i::wCoe.-dSt.

sample becaUSE of an early estimate 0+ the minimum number5 O~

However, pipe bowl measurements were taken and thE in~ormstion

•

avaIlable for future stUdy.

Bowl-shape typologies. and theretore dates. were based

prImarily on Htkinson and Oswalds' typology tor London pipes

(1969). Lvor: hloel--HulTle's "simpll'fied EVOJut:ianar-\' 5erjEs of

English clay pjpes" (1979) and Dueo's comprehensive study of 17th

centurv Dutch clay plpes (1981) .

1Me wide angle between bowl and stem was retained In Holland
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and England for nearly 100 Years. When the angle was reduced the
bowls sat more erectly on their stems. Simultane:-ousl'l. "the

plane of the rim of the bowl. which. jf projected. formed an

acute anglE with thE stern in the older pipes. now became parallel

wi th the p Iane of thE !;.tem." ~ccording to Omwake (1967:11 this

change in the relationship of rim to stem IS a valid criterion

for d at i ng a pi pe U:.':..ll':-.l 1(:;,8:U •

STUB - STEMMED P1PES

United States was th.:-testablished bv Got~fried Hust at

Bethabara. North CarolIna 1n 1755. ThIS pipe style is basea upon

Turkish models 2nd had Lentr~l European origins. HLlst·S

successors~ Rudoiph ~hrlst and Johann Krause staved at Bethacara

When Aust moved to Wlnston-Salem 1n 1772.

South (1967.' recovered seven varieties of stub-stemmed pipes

at the site of Aust'5 wOrksnOD in Bethabara. ~wo varieties of

WF-rE also recorded.

Financial Plaza appeared to be type H. (See F1q. 1 Wal ket- 198U j •

with a clear or colorless glaze. The eMr-i st./I:..rause

anthropomorphIC reeded style d~ted 1780 to 180~. Chr-'l st reopened

the Bethabara pottery in 1786, abandoned in 1789 and was

succeeded by Gottlob I:..rause.

MAt:::EF; 'S MARKS

Fortunatelv iar archaeologists. pipemakers often stamped

their products WIth distinctIVE marks. These mar~s usually

! ;-: . j ..::
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• conslsted of the manufacturer 5 initials and can be traced to

individual pipemakers who Were in business during spEcl~ic

pEriod~ of timE. from the second half of the seventeentn century

onwards there are wrltten records lFreedom Rolls. wills, marriage

licenses. parish reglsterS) which identify individuals as

pipe-makers.

extant +or Dutch pJpema~ers. fhe registry 0+ Dutch Guild marks

for the period between 1660 and i7~0 was sold at a London public

auction in 18)6 ,?.i-,G has s~!b5equEntl..",been lost.

(Marsden 1974) however. has providEG a dated collection oi mlD

18th century Dutch Goud~ pipes. lne ship is known to nav~ sunk
off the British snor~ r~ea~~~{astinq5 lG 1748. ihus. aithough the

period.

The initials on a ma~er s

[nolisM. cannot always be aSSigned to one indivldual.

caSE 0+ thE' comrnon l v-·-fDUnG j::' i pes aT' tne Bt-l t 1sn 1!,i1.riu·i <i:lctu""et-

had the 5ame mark. Thi5 absolute ldentlfication of plPemakers is

complicated further oy the iact that the marks had the status o~

A mark that had ~cqulred prestige in one period ffilghtbe used bv

a second or third manufacturer many years later.

• in addi t:ion to e1 emer-d.s of st ....,:i E'. the pl acement of the

maker's mark has chronologlca] significance. The earl i Est mad~s

i.:
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'. association. 'len were from rni xeaddeposit.s or ~oJeresLIt-face finds.

Paul Huev (Pers. Comm. 1~84) has e5tabllsh~d a rough

Chronological typology ~or EEl marks at Ft. Orange.

generally in stratigraphic sequence. meaning that #3 is earlier

than :lilO.etc.

Beaded E8 #'3
Dashed EEl #10
EB in concentric CIrcles #25
EB i~ Sunburst #26
Plai" EB #31

The EB sample ~rGm stratigraphically defIned un~t5 O~

cc;ncentri C 1.-. _ • .: :-,. ,-, ~ I
• 1~ 1,.,~ Ci." f..-• ....,

diameters.

1680 temporal group.

HUE',.' i: DU"O t.h i s

mark to be later than the Beadeo E8.

At the Broad Street. sitE. thE deposits with a lPQ of lbbU

contaIned thEIGllowlng EEl marks:

EB in concentric circles
Beaded FE (6/64". 7/64".
F'la:'n EB ("1/64")

(764". bf 64" !

SinCE no dates were gIven ~n 2sSoclatlon with Huev s E~ marks.

one can onlY state tnat the 8ro&d St. £8 mar~s did not correl~te

wlth the rough chronolDgical sequence ~rom Ft. Urange.

The following facts were Established for the Broad St.

4It collection:

a) The EB in concentric circles seems to be aS60clsted



• l;-Jitha hes''J'ier. t.hic kar- bowl (both in the 1640 and
1680 temporal groups) and may be earlier than the
other Ili.;irks.

bi EB pi.pes h.;ic stem bot-es l-cH,qlnq from 6/64" -, ':;','04"
indicating that Bird was produclng pipes with
many styles and bore diameters.

Beaded E8 marks were on the heels of the thinner.
more delIcate Pipes llate 17th Century).

In the temporal group with a 1680 TPQ. the EB
mark$ in concentric circles. as well as beadEd
and pl2in Eb. were contemporaneous.

NETHGDOLOGr

As stated ~bove. 80 components were Defined GY the

Stratagraphic ~najysi5. TheSE natural units 01 assocl.;ition and

contem-poranEltv SErved as prImary analv~ical units. Components.
ranged from structuj-:,.j elements. +Eat.ul~E~. coo str uc t aon and

destruction debrI~ tG dEPOS1~5 from interfaces. draina9E svstems

and 20ttl ceni:'ur'y'i nt.ru:;;iorr a ,

Whlch reflected aSPEcts O~ n-- 'l' _.
l.._.:...::::::'f -.. pIpes WhICh CGuld be used for

dl~gnostic purpasE~~

1 • Stem ;::1- <:<'ylilt"i-,t s
2. Be,,,;} t- j- <:<.g me;-,t. s
3. Makers Marks

identifIcation was based primarily upon the following sources:

1. 17th and 18th eeritur-'/ EIY-iste.,} pipes (Jackson and Pt-ice
1974. 1981; Walker ]977)

.-,

.:.. 17i: h Lent.U!·-....Dutch p i pes (j1c:Cashion 1979; Duco 1981)

3. Enolish piPes \Atkinson and Oswald 1~69; Ivor Noel Hume
1'~76! •

• 4 • 17th ~nd 18th century Dutch and English pipes from New
York City sites (D~llal, in press).

Pipe tabulation and identification began With the context

.,



• numbe~ tthe basIc pruvenience level} within a speclfic CGffipanent

and proceeded to larger ana mare complex stratagraphic groupIngs.

the Component. the Strata Group and ultimately, the Temporal
Group. By maintaining association with the minimal unIt. (the

context nUmbE~). CICES could be reorganized. and therefo~e re-

interpreted. if th~ need arose. (Mvers 1~82; see Roberts above -

lhe sample oi PIPE fragment tram each context num~Er was

measured and de~ln~d In tE~ms of the fragment"s dimenSions and

specific Charact2ri~tIc5.

MEASUHEt1ENTS

Although plpe~ generall~ Increased in SIze until th~ end o~

the 18th centuF" ".".=;:,:. e alone 1 S nct. c on s r det- ed a SEcure

or other technological indicato~s IGswald 1951). hea:;:,Lwement s

we~E made on the Broad St. collection. however. in order to

Establish the r-,;,nqe at' '.a'"lat.ion preser,t wlthir, c:ompone"ts. 'i ne

follOWIng measurements were taken consIstently for bOWlS:

1. borE c!l",lnetel- In 1;64" inct"ements
2. MeasuremEnts of bowls in mIllimeters

a} Height of bowl meaSLlredfr'om the bo'·Jl/ ",tEIi. JLlnctu~-E
(oack of the bowl facing the smoker) to tne rim.

bj Circumference of widest part oi bowi
CI Height of bowl measured {rom top of bowl rim to

begInning of heEl.
d/ Circumference of bowl rim.

~. Heel dimensions: Length. Wldth. Circumference and shape0+ Dottom

The size of the bore diameter. as discussed above. (See Pipe

• Stem Dating). is used to characterize the groups of stems •

Measurements are usually taken with"," set of I metal drili bits

-I.. .: '.'



•

•

gauged in 1/64" increments between 4/64" and lCJ/64". the e>:pected

size range for- stem diameters. ~ single tool. the Steo Gauge.
developed by Edward J. Lenik (1971) which incorporatEs the Idea

of a graded set 0+ driils into one instrument, was used to

measure the Broad St. samplE. This tool allows measurements to

be made in less than half the timE it would take using the

separate drill bit method. it was necessary to use individual

drill bits when a short stem attached to a bowl. or a bowl with

no stem was to C'E lTJeasured. beca\..lse the 1ength of the Stoep GaugE

inhibited maximum insertion capabilities gave an Inaccurate

reading.

Since measurements 01 makers marks dId not con~rlbute to

the identification 0+ thE mark nor help to di~feren~Iate one

m<aLer from anothEI- •. ,10 rneasur-ements were tai,:e".

angles changed through timE and could haVE b~en measureD with a

standard protractor. how~ver, the estImated mimlmum numbers 01

bowls ~approXlm2tely 900). was thought to be tOG great. given tilTJe and

oudgE·t cor,strai.-,t.s. ana it ~";"'_Sdetermined that tr,e dl';-fel"'ence in

the angle of the bow] to the stem could be gauged Wl~~ the nakew
E:..~·E• Camp e'r I 50,,5 were made between mid ~nd late litn century

bowls as well as 18th and 19th centurv bowls. iMese angles could

be detennined bv ho l c i nu one bowl up agaInst. the Dther.

Relevant Information ~or each complete, or nearl~ complete

bowl. makers' mark andlor unusual decorative motif was entered.

traced or sketchEd onto i ndE?:: In this way. it was

not necessary to handle the arti+act more than was absolutely

required.

conferences, etc. without the accompanying artifact and the



•

•

chance of loss or misplacement 0+ pipes was greatly reduced.

WEAR

Wear or use-related marks were noted on tabulatIon sheets,

i.e. smoked. water-worn, reworked. The presence or absence of

wear or use-related marks was impGrtant in both the dating and/or

interpretation of depos~ts. For example, reworked pipe stems are

directly associated with whistle-making, a mid to late 17th

century phenomenon at Fort OrangE. Albany. New York where it is

associated with the Dutch West India Company s hea~lEs~ period O~

trade with thE' Inbians (1-:1...<2\/ 1974). The re-worklnq or wMittllnq
of pipe stems also occurred, Del: asi ori aLl\/. v·;herl

the smokEI~ neeo,:;;d tel::;mooth the jagged eoges 0+ '·.he nE''''

mouthpiece.

pipes might reVEal a domestic or tavern depOSit as opposed to ~

commercial or merchant-related deposit which would theoretic611y

haVE 8 greater percentage 0+ unsmoked pipes. .'

(;OL.JI~Tr=;:'r DF OF:IGII\I

The country of origin was also taoulated. Unl ~ke ceramic;:;,

it is often possible to determine the country of origin of a

particular pjpe. Even wlthout ~ maker'S mark, especlallv from the

17th through the mid-18th centuries. it becoming progressively mor&

difficult as one travels toward the 19th century. 'i ni s, is dLle to

the proliferation of molds and piPE styles <Walker 1977). For 1c,.·th

century pipes it is nearly impossible to determine country Dr

city of origin. Fortunately, however. this information is often

stamped on the stem.



•

•
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Although it is possible to distinguish 17th century Dutch

from English pipes. It is more difficult to determine the pipe"s

!';ii)::" of or i gin. For e::< ampl E, "London t Yj:Je-" pipes upon closer

scrutiny often bear the name 0+ a Bristol manufacturer. "Gouda"

pipes are sometimes marked EB on the heel ~nd Edward Bird was an

Amsterdam pjpemaker {SeE Strata Group lIB!.

DECORA1IVE M01JF

This JGiormation 15 ~Emporally and nationally spec11ic

helping to d~te and defIne De-posits.

of the pipes couio proceed to tne nExt SLEP whlcn wnlch

Establishment O~ the terminus post quem for e~ch component.

MEND I t-·.IG

Mending beaan at tne context - ...""'-

Intra and Inter-component lEvel ~as underta~en in Greer to

illegible had an attempt to mend ~nEm not Deen msde.

dEtermln~tj Dr, oi country or city of orlqin.

separately recovered ~ragment5 estaollshed tne reia~lve Isol~tion

or contemporaneity between apparentlY dIstinct strata.

Pipes were mendeC bv the pipe analyst after consultation

With the Conservator .

THE PIPE DATA BASE



• As with other diagnostic artifact classes. selected

information resulting from the pipe analysis was tabulated and

entered into the IBM Xl Computer in order to produce a quantifIEd
data base. Hc)wE'\,··el' ir, t.he case of pipe data Co. sligh-cl'i different

approach was applIEd ~o the data entry. 1n ordel~ to get

fragment totals of each bore dIameter easily, a separate field

was establlshed for each of SEven possible diameters and the data

was organized In such a way that each C~SQC~ in the fjle

represented the d~ts irom an entire Context No. Since the

i nd ivi dua 1 r-E'C:OI~ci f··Ej:lI-eSer,t Ed an ent J re samp 10::>r·at:.her- than on Iv

those pipes {rom ~ sample which exhibited the same attributes (as

WIth tne other dl~gnostjc artIfact ~ile5), the additional fields of

someWhat dlf1erently.

Componer,t
COr.tE~-:tr~umbet·
COl.;r.t(toT a1 numbel- 0+ + t'~a9iT1Er,tsin the ContE~:t)
TH=.:
End Late'
Total £'/64" f101'·ES

T .. , c,.•• ,,, ••ot: a 1 .J / Cl.-, ,.

t./b41t

Beres
BorES

7 j 04/1 i:kir2s
Eli 6"+ /I 801- es
S',/64" Bores

fotal 10/64" bores
Basis for TPD (i.e.• maker's marks. bowl type.

decorativE motIf. etc.)
Maker (numerical code. refers onlY to lPQ pipe)
DECOf-ati .,is Noti t ',nume,ical code)
Bowl Diagnostic Icoded. shape=bellv bowl; stub-

stemmed. etc.)
lother diaqnosti~ pipes within the Context)

Total
To-cal
Tot""l
Total

Other

The coding svsteffi was numerIC and the pipe taxonomy is

• included ~ere as ~Dpendix G •



• STRATA GROUP IA

Strata Group 1~ consists of 5 Components - structural

elements of Building A. This deposit of mid-17th century PIpes
contained a total of 143 pipe fragments. With the Except]on of

one English pipe bowl. e~ch of the Diagnostic elements was Dutch.

All m~kers' m~rk~ were lOuder Roses (Plate VII-~ top, bottom).

which were popular until aft~r the middle 0+ the 17th centurY

when theY began to declIne and 9Jve way to other marks. "rne

the Crowne:·d TUDDr- !:;;OE:.E:'." (DLlco 1'?'81:376 Flate 'v'11-.2. cop i , -it-,~

English dominated t~E Amsterdam PipE Industry durinq th& perlG~

marJ:s ""r;dbo ....l shapE'S t-angeo trom

the Early to mid-17tn century is con51stE~t with ~he historv of

Building A whjch was identified as the warehouse of AuqusiJn~

Heermans and built sometime before 1651 <Innes j902).

Western Netherlar;ds. decor~ted WIth a 5-petalled kose on Do~n

diameter lDueD 1981. Plate VII-1. bGt~om:3).

present within thj~ Str~ta Group. One red stem may be trom
\.'irglnia. This too. is con~istent With the historical record.

August i ne Heel"m6nS deSCr"l bed r,i msel f "as "the -f I rst oeg1 nnet- of

the Virginia t ob ac.cc tl-ade" (Innes :19(2) •• Forty' pet-cent o"f the stem bore diameter were 7/64". Tn i rt. "y.

four- pel~cent wer-e 8/64". This was indicative of an earlier

. ~,



• rather than later deposit.

~QmQQQ~Qi ~ yielded 37 pipe f~agments. Key diagnostic
chronological indicators ~evEalEd this to be a 17th c~ntu~y
Dutch deposit. It mostiy consisted 0+ varIOUS types of decor~tea
Dutch stems although there were fragments of 17th century Dutch
belly bowls. The varIOUS motifs included:

1) ~ouletting Bt trlE jLlilctUr-E of the bowl and stem (8/64").
Dutch. 17th centurv;

2> pinched stem ~fingerprints can be seen, indicating that this
decorative techniquE was applied while the clay was still wet end
that thE' stem dEcol'··at:i.on was r.o t; mold imparted. 7 / 64". Dutch ~
17th centu~y;

3) 4-in-diamond tleur de IV5 in cartouche separated b~ a line 04
~oLlletting. 7/64". DU1:ch, 17tri centw-'y';

4) fleur de iys lG beadeo diamond.
(Plate VII-i. top:2;

-;/64". 17th c:en t..u;- ',' Dut c n ;

5J {leur de Ivs in dIamond lunmeasurable bore:.
Dutch;

6) 4-in-d~amond {leur de lvs witn lInes of rOUletting oVErlaving
the diamond sr'tap02dCi:"r-tQLlches:. rn r a IlTlPlle=. tTI6t "tilE r oul et t r nn
W8S ctp;:d i ed a-fter- ·the of:i E,Llr' de 1vs weI-eo starr'j:Ji·:::(i i rrt o tht~ stem.
17th Century Dutch (Plate Vll-l~ top:l)

A mean date of J659 W65 calculated based upon ~9 s~em bores.
NcCasrlion sugge;::.ted that +01-' pr-"e-16b(! Dutch deposi'ts. a deduction
of 10 yea~s from the date ~l~es a more accu~atE portrait 0+ thE
mEan date of deposition.

50';'~ at· the plpes had 7/64" b or e diameters. :S9~~ of tt1E st:e;m::::
were 8/64" - s i q n i fv i r.q a 1".lth cent:~lrv depOSIt. pt-ooabl'.· c;ja.ting
between 1650-1680 ~Harr!ngton 1954).

b;g!!.lp-.glJ~ut: ~ the f~LlildjnSl M cobblf.?d ilolJl'-.

were excavated from the cocbled floo~ ot
dIagnostics within thlS group Included:

95 pipe fragments
BuildIng A. Key

.l} bell"" bowl 'fl-'agments Hith r ou Le t t eo r r rns
171(;);

17th c2ntu~y ~pre-

2} stems decar~tEd with roulettlng. probably Dutch. 6/64". 17th
centurv;

• 3) bOWl with heel &" ~ouletted I~im: burnished f'inish indicating
better type 0+ pipe. ,7/64". Amsterdam circa 1640; simila~ to
Noel--HLlme's #8. 162(1-1660; (1976) (F'late 'jII-l, bottom:::)



• 4) belly bowl, rouletted all the way around the rim indIcatinq a
better class of pipe. stroke burnished, Tudor Rose on heel.
7/64". Dutch. probably Amsterdam and similar to Noel-Hume's 1976
#8 type, dated 1620-1660; (PI ate '.,ilI-1. bottom: i:

5) tiny heeled belly bawl with rouletting only on back of rim.
Fi ve-petall ed rose-mar k on lower part 0+ bOI>-JIt one on ei thel-
side). 8/64". Western Netherlands 1640-1670 (Duce 1981:25. #32>;
(Plate VII-I, bottom:3)

6.) red clay stem (unmeasurable bore).
stems have been tound on Dutch sites; Virginia. However, red

(Plate VII-2, bottom)
7) molded 7/64" stem with elaborate decoration composed of
connecting branches interspersed with diamond shaped dots;
lozenges, bars and s~al1aps below the branches. "fh1S stem is
simIlar to Le Cheminant."s d981) #162 which he calis"" "Landor·,
type" ca. J66C!. The Lcin dori stem. hOll-leVer,is deSCi~jt.ed as
"crude ". 1he mol ded pi ec:e f"'om Component t» is beaut i full"y"mad"e
and I 'am inclined to thjnj~ it is DUtch, based upon craftsmanship
and the large number of molded Dutch stems found in 17th c~ntury
Components on other sitES (de Pernambucco 1983J. and the rarity
of 17th century English stems. In Brazil~ molded stems began to
take precedence o\'er stampec.1 stems in the ,1 ater part Q·f i: he" 1·,'t.r
century, probably aft~r 1660. it is odd tnat molded 17th cen~urv
stems are not present in any quan~ity on New York C~tv SItes.
(Plate "111-1 top:::::')

8) thick bellv bo~~l Wl'tn r-oLtlettlng or, bac:I::o"i thE bGIrJI. 8/64"
bor-e. "English" tl'lcCashion 1984 ~< Huey 198A. pel-os. CO[l,ilo.} 17th
century. Howe--.!el'".it is i..m1lLe anv English pipe publIShEd and
the back Q·f the bOI>-Jlis similal- to "L.eiderl·-tvpe" bO'.Jl~_
illustrated by" DUCQ 1'181; (F'lat_E:',)11-1bottom~4j

9:- t h i clc , double con i c s.j

4mm long <most ar""e 1-217,J1l
type #8 dated 16:0-1660.
piPE CDuCQ 1981;. 6/04";
top)

towl. rouletted rIm, large round heel
long). Similar to Noel-Hume"s (1976)
Heelmark IS Tudor Rose. Amsterdam

(Fi .=:.t.e '")1 1-1 bo tt orn ; 5: r: Qi'tE ',/1 1"-:"

10) stems with
fleur de 1vs ,
top: 4)

di ,,;.rnctndc.:;rtouc:hes1nsi de of wr, j, ch are SI nq'le
Dutch 17th cerrturv , "7/64"--8i64" ';Fl~tE \..'Ii-l

11l 2 stems with single ~leur de Ivs In diamond cartouche
surrounded by beads or pearls. Dutch 17th century. 7/64" (Plate
V I1-1 top: 2)

1::) heEl Iess bO~'JlfraCiment 5/64" bar-e", 51 i9nt bell "I.
Late 17th century(~).

Bristol (7')

• 13, 3 very thick belly bowl tragments with heavily Impressed
rouletted rims;

14) stem with large 4-1n-diamond fleur de lys (each 18mm long.

L"
.... i .-.• T



• others are usually 17mm long).
V11-1 t.op:1) 8/64"; 17th CentLlry Dutch; (Pl.:\t.e

15) (P26)
a diamond

~ stem l-Jit.h
cartouche;

::C' 1 i nes of rouletting and de in

16) stem with q-ln-·diamond fleur de l vs; , 7/64".

This was baslcallv a Dutch deposit. A mean date c~ 1665
based upon 66 stem bores was calculated. However, since Dutch
stems were shorter and narrower than comparablE English pipes of
the same tImE perIod. the mEan date may be approximately 10
yrE~rs later. (1655; ·~t"'1cC;ashion:F·ers. COflHn.)

3B~'~ 01- 14 0+ tile sterr,s~"Jere 7/64" l-Jr,ile 35'i~ or 2::, t-.Jer.-,;,

8/64". OnI';.'::::1:': or 1i.l of the stem bore diameters ~'Jet-E' 6/64".
4/64" and 5/64" lrJer";'; ·:::.,d\', 3'1. eactl. Wit:-·,Er'~lllsh i='1;::'C:S. 8:64"
stems had theiF grestest period of popularitv between 1620-1650
~-Jhi 1e 7/64" bOI-e5...Jen? H,ost POQul~r betlrJeE-n 1 65i)-· 168u •

It is better to d~t~ pipes by mai~Ers mar·ks~ wh~rt av?~]~blE.
and bv bowl sr,;=ti::·,~. c.:ompc,ner,"t i~. hOWE;-'·.;E!·-.ot-ferElj n.:::. ,l,,,,,ket-s
initials. The only m~rks were decorati~e motifs of ¥udor RO~ES
on the side o~ the bcwls and on tne heels. InlS component had
more Tudor ROSE- (ilari,::.=t.hen ar-,'," other Compone.,\: c,n '~i"",E ",1 teo
'fuoor- Roses lrJEr"e amC<,1i:lthe earl jest fT,akF-l-Sir,a!~ks ." r-;fi,= ..t.el-Oam
de: Holland) ,;:.nd t.i-,i;·',,.' retained t.heir popu,i.5I""l"i":·,· l;n~~.l t:-'<7 rr'iodie
of the 17th century wh~n thev 9ave way to o~her marks.
Englishmen dominated tne Amste~dam pipe jndu5~ry durln~ ~he
peri od 163(:'--166',:.1 and t,r-'Ie; crc,wnf:",d 'f udor F:o':;e cont i nUc=d to be 2,
symbol of the freedom and prosperltv th~t wa~ unaval:a~]E to
English pipe i1,bkers Lmdf.~r' the t-~5~:t'ictivE r"ei';ln of jame:; i ,

Ther~ was a total ot nin~ J7th centur~ Dutch decorated
stems; 3 bo!.'.lstrOll,HmstEI-dam: +I-om "tr-:E t,je'iE"ti?t-r-, !'·je"hE.!-l i:;'1t-j~;
stem possibly made in Virginia: 1 mid-17th CEn~urv ~ngl15n bQwl
(c,r- Leiden''-')~ J 'fl-,;:,qment o-t thE i"'E'Eless t\:PE bo ...t l [,opulcU' in
Bri:=.toi in the l~~E l;i:h c:entur-/ Theit- W.=.~;ar, int,=","-{2ce PFco!::"iE'ff,
with either tne robber trench of BUlldinq h \CHP jl. Strat.=. Group
IVA;. next to it. or the CMP 34 lsand and SIlt bE'low the rubble
Strata Group VI~ ~ above it.

The lPQ was based upon bowl shapes a5 well as mar~s. ~eepin9
in mind the popuJarity of ludor Roses as makers' marks up until
the middle 0+ thE 17th century. The predominance of Am5terda~
bowls is conSistent with historical evidenCE. After 1600 there
was a slow decline in the ~msterdam pipe industrY and bv 1670 it
was almost non-existent. lhere are no Gouda pipes in this Component.
It was the tounda~ion of the Gouda Pipe Ma~ers Guild in 1650 that
sounded the tocsin for Amsterdam as a pipe making center .• This component dates before 1660 (which I will propose ~s ,;:,
possible End datel. lhe TPQ was based upon the latest bowl
dating 1640-1670 (DueD 1981:25. #32) from the Western



• Netherlands, although this bowl. too. is similar to Amsterdam
bowls (Plate VIl-l bottom:3J.

~QmQQo~oi 1~ the robbed internal dividing wall. lhere were
eleven clay tobacco pipe fragments In this Component.
Unfortunatelv none were dIagnostic, although this was one of the
earliest strata groupIngs on the site. Surprisingly, stem bores
ranged from 4/64" tCJ 7/64".

51F:ATf=l mWUF' rc

Strata Group Ie contained 5 Components. ~ of the 5, Dr 60%.

contained pipes. HOWEver, the total number of pipes was four.

There was one diagno5~Ic b~w~ wjth a maker-·s mark, (overlapping

1670-17.20. see Cc)mpc.:w,ent 1. (F·late '''/11-:::;;). There were no ather

diagnost~~ elements.

!';;:.Q!DQQQ§?lJi J the ;;oii ;.: Gur-+c;ce 1?2st ",.nd r,or-t_r; of i:-:uIidlnq ri). JvJO
pIpe fragments were recovered from Component i. ll~e oniv
diagnostic artifact~ and therefore the TPQ, was part of 2 late
17th century bowl with a mark on the tip of its oval hEEl,
consisting of overlapPing W s~ The pIpe appears to be 6
"second", .3.<:: the- mar~.:ori Lv h i t t~al"·t 01' t.hE I-·,eEl. In 6ddition.
the tool used for boring holes tnrouqh stems pun~tured the bow]
,tsel·f. This pipe. hlith i.<. DCiI'E' \jlameter at 5/b4", was
manufactured by William White of Exeter, 1670-1720. (Bradleyet
al 1983j.. (Flate \)11-3 top ,~(bot t oro.

The pEak perl od 0+ E:<etel'- e::pol-ts to !-~ewEng] and. espeCl all'y
Boston, was between 1670 and J720 ~Arnold and Hilan 1980J.
William WhIte was one of Exeter's majwr prodUCErs. f=l pipe with
this mark was excavated at the 0nondaga IroqUOIs Sevier site in
l\lew York State, and dated c i rca jiC}l.)-l?:::::,~! ~8t-adle·:.- 1!:17'-i-;.

~gm~QQ~D! ~Z tne sjlt surface behind 8uilding A.
4/64" bore was e:-:c,;:,vc..tedfrom this silt sur-facE •

••
.G9!DQQ!::I.§?r:!!,:9§ the ;;:;:iJt ?.lu-·lacE~ "'JEst CJ-t build:ing f-1. 1 pipe
fragment was Excav~te~ from Component 46. This was not diagnostic .

STRATA GF:OUP JD



• Strata Group 1D consisted of 4 Components.

four or )5/~ (~ontained p i pe ·fl-""grnents. wrtich totcolled- 1::::-9.

Group 10 contained Dutch and EnglIsh materIal.

suggested. based upon bowl morphology (Atkinson and Oswald. type

#22.. 168t)-171'.::'. F·jate \/ll--.q #;"i). lhe placement of maker's marks
on the heE1. Do{- pi pE'o: i:; a 17th centuJ-·l man i -festati on. The'

"FortunE" mar·]:: Gt- "Da .:"u::l with '3hield and SWOy·ti" mark from

Component 3 with a lPQ 01 1675 (Plate VII-5 bottom). the heelmark

of IW from Compo~ent 4 WIth 2 TPQ of 1667 (Plate Vll-5 center) as

type probably dev~loped by RObert Tippet Ii. 1PQ 1678, suggest

that a TPQ of 1680 i.::,rStrata Group ID is acceptable.

An infL,,,,ion of F.::r,gIishelements st'iOirJS i.-'.PI" C.::rmporlent4.
Although ]t IS difti~u]t to differentiate 0utcn steffiS from
EnglIsh stems uniESS they ha~e markerS marks or are d~corated
with specific rno t i t;;; knw~Jn to h<':<'~'e n sc i on aI '=19nl·i iC2-.r,ce. one cai,
Bssume that stems decorated with fleur de lys andior rouletted
runs c~ dots are Dutch (Plate Vll-4 #2.#41.

Decorated stems constituted 6% oi the tot~] stem sample 2S

opposed t o 14~·..In Str-ata GI"OUi.' ih. IrJr·ilcr. had beEn DetEI-mined 1.:,:-:
be an EarlIer depOSit.

Ei ght camp1E'T..E0[- near· J'T· comp J E"(E r.Ol·JJS WEI-e ~::wouDed u';,5ed
on morphology. Intc ~he ~oilowJng two c2tegorie~:

1~ Heeless Export type. l~te 17th-eaFl\ 18th cen~ury; Bristol
(WallrEr 1977>. 1o"tal of 5.

2) Tvpe ::::':2. 168'~!-'L'jO;E·ni,Jland (Atklr,son and [J=:l-Jalo 196';'1.
of ~ (Plate VII-4 #5).

Tot.al

All bowls ...c:!-e Erio i as.n , o3';'~ wer·ri' Lit-istc,] pip£~s. 'ins othet-
3a~ were definitely from England but it coulo not be determined
if theSE Type ~~ pipes WEre trom Bri5t~1. London. or Indeed. trom
both CIties.

-- The prepClnder anCE: 0+ "7/ 6.::i"and 6/64" bore di.ameter s. 37:'~·f 01-

the formel" and .~"':':':'~for- the 16tter • .:\st-Jell.as 18~~ of the stems
having a bore diameter of 5/64". indIcated that Strata Group 1~. ,was later than Strata Group IA.



• ~9!!!e9D.~!:!~~ the constl'"ucti.on debl'"is west of Building A. This
component consisted of 20 pipe fragments. Of thesE~ only one was
of chl'"onological value. This was the heel of a Dutch piPE
(7/64") ~ith a picture-mark that appeared to be either the
"FOt-tLlne" rnc;wk 01- "Da'v'ld vJ:ith a Shield and Swot-d;'. For-t.une.tel .•·•
both marks had a TPQ of 1675 and were used until 1881. These
were Gouda marks. the shape of the fragment indicated that it is
a 17th century piPE (DuCG 1976).

A mean datE of 1691 was calculated. based upon the measure
ment of 14 stems. ]n this instance. a mEan date of 1691 SEemed
reasonable. As stated above. hOWEver, it is better. where
possible. to date depOSits based upon bowl shapes and maker's marks.
SInCE we werfr fortu~ate to have the aforementioned mark. we used
thi s as the bCo.~ i ~ t ':-'/- oLn- Terml nu:; F'ost UUEin.

gQillQQD§D1 1 th. vel]ow brIck debris west of 8UIldi~q ~.lhere
were 108 pipe + /- agr..er,t S E-:ca\;a ted fr-om t.h i;; Compo,lent _ I'..&',!

diagnostic ind~catorE Included:

Heel ....Jlth liN·!> ma'-'k ,:'/64";.
maker's mark datIng 1667-1693 on New York State sites.
(McCashIC',',lO:,;;"'~,;':. I'i.::is intet-est:il,g to r.ot e t nst; JL:H: m.=.rksha·."€;
been found at t.he Stadt HLIVS e:,nd '7 Hal-,o",-er" Squbr.? s1tes i r.
M,;,nhattar. and that 6.,,1 h,:;,·.··ehad l/b.t4" borE- c;'iametel's. ([,'allalin
press) (PI ate ")11--5 ,>:=mtE':'l-: F'l e:,"f':E 'v' I 1-4 =If~';)

2) Ft-agment~; 0+ a heeless "e:-:pc;r-t" t·,.:pepipe (6.:64"). lhis ,,5.0
a double bore hole through the stem. \~eE'Components 5~ and ~4;.
Bristol~ late .j~··tr:--e21-1\·c 18th centUl"lE5.

3) He,-;.l ess pipe s·tamped Fd or; the beck Cst- U-'i';:bm.J1.
Manufactured bv onE o~ tne Robert llppets. of bristol
~hr6E gener~tJGn5. 1660-1722.

who spanned

4 ; F:F-~JOrked
17tt-, century

PI p,;:, stem ,an
<HuE:/ :1974).

attempt at WhlS~l& makIng;.
[1/64.1 l r-'late :.,/1 i ..- ,~.(.:; •

5) Stem decor-atet1 wi th I.oTge (14mm; + 1EUT ae 1vs in beaded,
di amond shaped cartouche:7S. Du t ch 17th ce,ntl.W\·. 7,.64" (F'late
\.11 1-4 #:2).

6>
dots
line
17th

Stem dEcor~ted wi~h rouletting (wide and narrow) and runs of
wlth a cogg12 above and below each circle. caused by thE
of dots beIng applied below the line of rOUlettIng. Dutch,
century. b/ 64" ;,F-'l ~te '.,,)I1--4 #4).

•
Eight complete or nearly complete bowls were grouped, based

upon morphology. into the following categories: 1) Heeless Export
type, Late j7th - earlv 18th century. Bristol, (Walker 19771; and
2) T'y'pE 22; 168(i-j710. Erlgland. (Atkinson and Oswald 1969).
(F'late V11-4 #5i
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• All of the above bowls were English. 5 or 63% were Bristol
pipes. The other 3, or 38% were from England but it could not be
determined with certainty if Type 22 piPES were trom 8ristol~
London or, indeed. from both cities.

It should be noted that a unique Gouda heel mark by an
unknown maker consis~ing of an 8-pointed star and dating 1670-
1690 eDuco 1981) was recovered from Context 591. It was decided
to eXCIse ex 591 from Component 4 due to interface problems with
Component 34. dlr~ctly above it. 1he mark IS noted here because
it was uniqUE to the sIte and dated to the mid-17th century baSEd
on Onondaga sites in New York State (Bradlev and DeAngelo 1981'.
(Plate \/11-""5 top; F'iate './11-4 #1)

Component ~ was a composite of Dutch and EnglIsh pipes.
There was a trend tcwards an Increase In English material tow~rd5
the end o"f ·the 1it h CE,l t ur v , LrJhieh I>Jc;s wholl\t" consi 5tent wi th tr-Ie
historIcal rEcord. 1ne lPQ 04 1680 was based upon 6 bo~l
morphologIcally dating from 1680.

Although th15 was a mixed dEposit~ a mean date 0+ 1684 was
calculated ba5ed upon 49 bore diameters. McCashion (pers. cemm.)
feels that for mixed Dutch/EnglIsh deposits a1ter 16~0. an
additional 10 years should be add~d to tn~ mean which giVES a
more accuratE reading of the mean date of DepOSIts. 11694;
In this caSE. hOWEver it should bE noted that a lPQ of 1680 was
found by independent analysts of ceramIcs. pIpes and glass. E~ch
wor~ing separately.

~Qm~QD§Di ~Q the trench 4ilJ
E}:C5."v"co.tedfl~om c'ompone,d..4() but.

Ele".'er", ~,ipt':·tl-,,,g'flE'ef"lt,,, WF.,-I-E;

none af t~ese were dl~gnostIC.

S"TEATA GROUP I lA

Stl-at.a Gr-OL\p lI?1. composed o{~ mid-"17th cEnt.LW\'fEat.ut-es.

contained 7 Components. 6 oi theSE or 86~ contai~eG pipe
fragments. A total 01 48 fragmEnts were r~covered and anaivz~d.

11% of the stems were d~corated. 0ecora~ions included twa types:

11 +leur de lvs; in be<;d€'d car t ouc ne s, , 14mm long (8/64";

unmeasurablei~ a total of "3 (Plate VII-6 bottom:l).

dlamond fleur de lys (7/b4"); this stem was reworked which

• sLlggests whistle making acti ...,'it)or ; total 0+ 1 (F'late "/11-30).

Maker"s marks were a plain EB on the heei and an E~ In

.. I.i ... '



• concentric circles lPlate VII-6 topJ. f:c.i::h were

manufactured l~ Amsterdam. The d i aqnG5tic' PIpes sp~<?k for'

themselves. This wcas a uut.c h mid·,ilt.h cent.ur\l depG~lt o r c La .:

tobacco pipes. probably trom Am~tErdam.

There was b predomlnance \44%J at 8;6~" stem~ as well ~s 41%

E"qllSh pi pe5 ~-Jltr, 8/64" bore di alTiE'ter=:.

pipes.

~Q~R9D§Qi § the small barrel in the buildEr'~ tr~Gch. hithGugh
only 9 pipe +ragments were excav~ted from ~hl~ Comoonent. ali
were cor.sis t er, t 1\' e"u- ~y. St €l,T,be,!"- E d 1 arn;:o-t ':':'1--;;: 1,-.11"') c.r, h'i?t- Eo

predominantly ~:;/o4" ~5'":!~·~!. :"/64" (.::;.8/.: and '-t/64" "l:~.:·.~ alsG
point to an earlv date.

tWO DLttci··; ~,t.ems !~8"'b411 and ur11"seaslH-'&~j e.' t.~JE~~-E· dEcor·v.ttEd i.-.,;~th
e1 aborate bEb(jed t leur de J ''0':' eCic:, \.'1 ti-, J.4f'III, 10.,0 C';;I,·toUC:I\ES. M

mE.:o.n date of 10:'::,:':, is ClOSE t.o the ;::el-d{jli,~ 'jf;'':'' ot JCJ.of!~).

~Q!!.iE9~~!1:t
f r Co.9ment 5
included:

S the till] 1cis-r
l.-~el-e 2)-(CaV2ted

s i; r'ench i 01- the-
from Component ~.

idl-q,:;:. h<·~t"'!-·E·j. E.IE'·.'i2r""1

Di i.'\C1ncJst i c: ;:;1 E;r;l€':.~j"-,-r =:

1: I;jhist.le madE' {"I-om a 7/64" stEm oecul"·<,i..e..j v\llth a 4-in-'dli:lmond
flELlr dE lys, bisected bv a line o~ rGUiEttlng. 17th century
0utch. Whistles have beEn cassociated With mid-late 17th century
['>jew YOI-k site::::, (Hu e,: 1':;'74). (Flate ',.iI 1-30) ~

~) bElly bowl fragments; 17th cenTury Dutcn.

• A mean d~te of 1664 was ccalculsted based upon 9 stems wlth
thE majorit'>,! 01 trH:' stE?ms 7/64" (56)~J and ~21. each of 6/64" ""r,d
8/64" bore dime'lsicms. 1Me- sample "'las too small to be statlstic:all\r
significant. however it was close to the CE~amlC TPQ of 1650 .

. i



". ~QmQQD~Dt!Q the builder's trench" for the oval yellow brick
cistern in Lot 8. Of the 7 pipe fragments excavated from this
Component, none werE diagnostic.

~QmQQQ~D! 1~ the pIt associated with the small barrel. Only two
fragments wet-e in thi s component., one of which was an 8/64" ,stem.
There were no bawls Dr maker's marks.

~9.£DQ9D§Qt
component
tt-agments.

1 ", til,=:, 'j':} Ll
IT,! d -·1 7th

0+ the small barrel in
c:e"tur'y Dut ch , There

L.ot 8.
were 17

ihis
pipe\.-'Jas

kEy dia9ncstic and chronologiea) indicators were:

1) belly bowl fr~gments WIth rouletted rims, 17th century.
probably Dutch;

2) be l Lv bow l WI th
co~centric CIrcles
8/64". 8i mi 1ar to
pers. comm.). BOWl
Hume"s type #'5 ~.
Terminus Post Quem

rouletted rim. heel with ED mark in
(lo30-168~), Amsterdam (0uco J~81).
Hue'"."5 tvp s- #25 at Fc.r t. CJt-ani;ll? (F',:.ul Hue-.•:.
5hape is 1045-1665, and similar to Noel-'
10 and 11; lhis pipe was used as the
(Plate VIl-6 bottom::).

~I whistle ~8/64") associated with mId-late 17tn centur~ New
York sites (f--juey 1'7'/·";:, (f:'lat.e ~v'Il-~:".));

4) stem decorated with fleur de Ivs in beaded lozenges (7/64").
Dutch (Plate Vll-6 bottom:1).

The Binford mean date wa5 j6~5. hOWEver, th15 was based on
oril v 1~) :;:.tems. rlcf..:':';.5r-,ion fElt "i:hat ·i:.:w· depo:5i-L::, ciatlrig pl-e--lobe,
SUbtracting :iO years r rorn thE {T,E-andate "'JOulcibE' ",ppl"c,pr"iatE.
-;hi is q i.:....es a rr.eCi.f'i Gi:'i.t.e 01 Jf.,-':::5. WhEU,EI- c-.r- r.o t; onE accept5 the
v r ab i La t.v of llsir,<,;mean dates +;:iF Dutc.h p i pe deposits, in t.:ril5
caSE, the date l~ unreasonable.

~g!DQ.g!:!~!.!l;::;' tt--,E builder·"s 'ITel"lC~"1 tor- thE' r-;,:C'cta"gularVE,,)jOl--oJ

briCk structlH'"'e. Ut the L: pipe -tragfTlent5 e;:c2'-...·sted from t.nr s
Component, both mended to form a belly bowl with a thick stem and
a heel mat-ked EEl in concentl'"'ic c'ircle,;o,(l:l/b-4"). 1he pipe WG,S
m.anuf act-L\t""ed D,.,. E.dlr.ar-d 81 r d Ot- Amster·dam. 16::::,(j" J <:,83.

STRATA GROUP lIB

Five Components were within Strata Group lIB. All had clay

tobacco pipe fragments wnich totalled 418 • Tt-Iese Iate 17th• centut""y features contained 8% decorated stems (26J out of total



• of 311 stems •

len pipes had maker's marks. 80% (8) were EB marks (1630-

1683, Edward Bird) from Amsterdam. 10% (1) were HG. Hendrik

Gerdes. Amsterdam 1668-1684, and 10% (1) were Rl. Robert Tippet.
1678~1722. This meant that 90% of the makers were Dutch and 10%
were English.

Whole bowls were grouped into types based upon morphologIcai
character-istics. One would expect an influx of English pipes

after the British occupatIon of Nieuw Amsterdam in 1664 and that

thi s takeovet- ltJOuJci ha'~'E?(?;.~pedlted the i mpor"tati on of F.:.ngllsh

goods to the Colonies. Indeed, 22 pipe bowls in Strata Group JI8

were Identifi~d 65 to country and, in some cases. city oi origin.

Date ranges were Estswlished. PIpe bowls were grouped Into 8
typological c3teoories. Dutch bowis were dIvided into tWG

dIstinct groups while ~ngllsh bowls as Expected were more

dIversified with 6 typological groupings:

1) Type: Dutch contractIng bowl base \EB pipes). late 17tn
century. Origin: Amsterdam. 1otal: 6. Reference: Duco 1~81
(Plate VII-7 #8.#~).

::) 1 vpe: 21, 1.68U~ 1. 7 1o ,
Atkinson & Oswald 1969.

Or q;1Jn e Engl and. To t; al ~ 1. F\E·i ';'1"' e" CE:
(Plate VII-7 #7:.

3) Type: 13, 1650-168':J. Gr a n a n e EngJ and.
Noel Hume 1976 (Plate VII-7 #1).

fe,tal: 1. F-:e"terence:

4) TYPE:
Atkinson

22 • 168CJ--l7 1.O.
1'.:, OSl'Jal d 1969

Origin: Engl.and.
(Plate VII-7 #2).

Total: 4. F:eferenee:

5) Type: 10B. 1690-1740.
1965 (Plate VII-7 #6).

Cwigin: En <;11and. Tatal: 1. Oswald

6) Type: Longer, thicker Dutch pipe. '3rd quarter 17th century.
Origin: Amsterd~m. Total: 5. Reference: Duco 1981 (Plate VIl-7
#8 J •

• 7) l'ype: 9C, 1680-1730. Origin:
Oswald 1965 (Plate VII-7 #4).

England. Total: 1. F:e+'erence:

T __ ':I



•• 8> Type: 20, 1680-1710.
Atkinson & Oswald 1969

Origin: England.
(Plate VII-7 #10>.

Total: F:eference:

9) lype: Molded Bowl. late 17th century. Origin: Gouda.
1. Reference: per scnc:1.1obser ...tat1on. (F'late l) 11-,,7 #5)

lotal:

55% of the bowls werE Dutch. (11 of these were from
Amsterdam, 1 from Gouda). 45% of the bowl were English.

Initially. it was surprising that the quantity of Amsterdam

pipes overshadowed the Gouda pipes by 11 to 1. The historical

record states that ~itEr the 1660's, the growth of the GOuda pipe

industry nearly wiPEd Amsterdam off the face of the map as an

important pipem~king center. A closer look at the pipes grouped

.:IS "E'ut ch cant t'· ",",cti nq bow l D.ase (EB pipes}" re··...eal ed th;;:'/nto bE

nearly identical to Gouda pjpes. dated 1680-1710. b~ CUco. 1981

(PI ate ',)11-7 # 14;,. TheSE lo-Jel"e EB p i pe s , though. C?nd ECi\ ...ard 8i t-d

was an Amsterdam pip~ maker. CueD (1981). as if In anSHer to our

dilemma, mentions a document dating to 1683.

Adriaen van der Cruis, complains to the (Gouda! Guild tnat thE

pipes~ which he had made tor him bv ~acobus de Vrient. and whl~n

were marked EB on the heel, had been lmitated by other plpe
maker-s. Van der Cruis declared his right to the E8 mark. used bv

him since 167:::. Other pipe i1iiilkel"'s WEFe then tOt"bidderl to Lise the

EB mark. though the crowned E8 Has allowed" lOueo 1981:420).

Is it possa i bl e then. that the (;)"Du t ch con t re ct i r~lg oow l base

EB pipes" werE made in Gouda. If this is true. then the

archaeological remains support the historical record.

7/64" . This is nesrlv the ratlo predicted by Harrington for

• English pipes between 1680,-1710 (Harrington 1954) •

~QmQQ~~Q~ l~ the large barrel fill. contained 145 pipe
fragments. 7 pipe bowls were complete enough to establish an



• approximate date of manufacture as well as country ef origin .
The bowls were subdivided into typological groups as follows:

Type: 9A, 1690~1740.
Reference: Oswald 1951.

Origin: England. letal: 1-
(not shown - too fragmentary)

Type: 13, 1650-1680. Origin: England. letal:
Reference: I'~oelHume 1976. (Plate '",'11-7 #1)

•~.
Type: 22, 168'.)-J.710. Origin: Enqland. 'lotal: 3.

Reference: Atl::inson !-;, OSI,o;ald 1.969. (Plate :,,'11-7 #2)

Type: J.OB. 1690-1740.
Reference: Oswald. ]965.

Ol-igin: England.
(P] ate t·n 1--6 #6)

Total: 1.

Type: Molded bowl, late 17th century (~ see below. Number
six). Origin: Geuda. 'fotal: 1. Reference: personal observatlC~
1984. (Plate VII-? #5; Plate VII-8)

All
English,

but the one molded bowl were English; i.e •• 8o~ were
14:~ were Dutch. Other di agnost ic i nd i cator's i ncI;"ld~.j:

1) A bowl fragment with rim rouletting. pre-1710 IMcCashion
197'7') •

2) 2 reworked pipe stems
17th century). (HUEy lS74i.

(beginnings of whistle
( F' 1ate VI 1 - 3(l)

fIic=..klng.mid-late

3) RT stamp on bowl fragment with rouletted rlffi.
II (1678-1722). Bristol. (Jackson &: PI-iCE 1981).
bottom)

F,obE··,-t '1i ppet
(F'late '../I1-9

4)
1683

Plain EB mark on heal
( U;"IC 0 1981 ) •

(8/64"). Edw.:.rd bi rd. '.Hms 1.E<I- dam

Stem with rouletted runs 04 dots. Dutcn. 17th century.

6) ElabDratel\i decorated bowl vJltn SPLl~- \6/64"). em left SIde
facing the smDker is an ~frican woman bare to the waist and
looking up at the sky. She carries a iong. smokIng. tobacco pipe
In her left hand and a tobacco roll In her right. Grass grows a~
her feet. The obverse depicts a man with a turban-lIke
headdress. He may be a Turk or an ideall~ed verSIon of an
American IndIan. He wears a long cape and ankle length skirt! a
shirt with seven buttons and soft boots.· Grass grows at hIS
feet. One 0+ hIS arms is crooked at the waist. resting en his
hip. the other arm is Extended. He appears quite elegant, and
ma.y represent a "cigar- store IndIan". Ther-e is beading along the
mold seam. A survey of the available literature revealed no
other pipe with this motif. However, the bowl shape is nearly
identical to late 17th century Gouda pipes (Plate VII-8).

• 53% of the bore diameters in this deposit measured 6/64%;
30% measured 7/64". The greatest pet-iod of popularitv for
English pipes with 6/64" stems was 1680-1710; ·for 7/64" stems It

T ." , ~-,



• was 1650-1680, but thesl? are not usuallY found in str-atified
deposits after- 1710 (Har-r-ington 1954). Because of the
overwhelming pr-edaminance of English pipe bowls, 80%. the mean
date of 1097 is an acceptable one. The lPQ was based upon a
combi nat i on o'f 't.heF(J marl: and t rH? appro~:imate date of the bow i
types •

.QQ!!!QQo§'!oi :38 the ba;::,I,:et "",ndits contents. (:Jot: the ::;:.even
fragments in the baskE~, two stems were decor-Cited with fleur- de
Iys. One 7/64"--8/64" stem had a single diamond car-touche wit.h i3

large si nq I Eo ·f 1ELW' dE' :: '~/S insi de. Th is impt-·int was -repeated
vertically down the stem (Plate VII-to top right). Each was lcm
long. The other stem h&d a fIeur de lys with a scallop-like
decoration outlinirig a lc,::enge or cartouche. A 1'.)/64;1 stem bor'e
(the single largest bore on the slte) was also included in the
sample. lhis was a 17th century Dutch depOSit.

~QmQQo~ol~; the b&rrEI till of Lot 14. l·hi=.Component
contained 52 clsy tob~cco pIpe fragments. The p05sibillty eNlS~S
that this or- c.isten) was ura Li ze-o bv the j:,ier!:l:t?C1e f.:;,lTtil·.....
who owned ....rod,' cw oc cop 3 ed the prop e-rt; yf rom : b4"7 unt r J at j ea:;t
1710. (Stokes. 1927).

Five pipe bowls v.itb C;r1 Et~ mar.::or, the; heel ,,"JEr·~ comp~E't.E E.r-,oughto
establish that they ~ere oi a la~e 17th century date. beInG
contracted ne:e""r"t.he, ;~,ase 2tno .1 onger and r",an'-OWEt-·th<;lr, ear] leI"" EEi
piPES F'ICite"/11-; #1.0;). (See 164') 1:empot-",,1(;1I-0Upj. EL:; PH:tES

were manufactun?d bv Edwiilr-d 8i r d 0+ HrT,stet-ciiilfl-, le.:» j (:.8'S. i:G~-' a
discussion of the possibllitv that theSE plpES lolet"'E-(f,an'_I-r,actul-E-O
in Gouda. see Strata Gr-oup lIb. One 0+ these EB pipes was UrilqUE
in that it was colored ~ith 2 yellow lead glaze on ~he Inside of
the bowl and pcwt.ic;11',,: .;;t the r i n.. Glazed pipe:; l'.5uall\.: lr10IC.:.t.E

a "ClOSE relat.lonshjp bi:~tween triE' pipelTl,:,k;::t"" ,;;,nd"the potter" "'Jho
tirE-a his pipE'S Cinc dipped fheHi into thE l~,;:;;j (;1:iazE-"(i)ucc,
1;'81:385) (F'late '11J--7 #lS; F']e;.t.e \,'11--10 botto", ]i?1-1.:. EF'i's
initIals were either surrounded by concentric circles or tln'~
beads (Plate VII-I0 top left. center lEf~).

Another maker"s mark an a heel was the HG. whlch was
manuf actured by !-lenat-i J;: GE'raes of f~mstet'"d':dr,.1t..64-1 b84 (!"kCash ion
1979). Hendrik Gerdes married Edward Biro's widow. Bird died in
1665. The #6 ffi.;lr.:served as the TF'f~t(;)rthi s ComponEnt. (PIate
',n 1-9 t.oP)

•
A whIstle made trcm a rouletted stem fragment was another

diagnostic indicator. Whlstles were found at Fort Orange.
Al bany. New "{orl::whi eh was oc<:upied b"y Dutch tl-JE'stIrich a Campan',.,
traders and IatEI- b',.! ti-rE Enqll sh. HlIE'y'has reported rewar"ked
pIpe stems in contexts datlng as ~arly as 1647 as well as in late
18th century backfill and intrusions. At Fort Orange, the
reworked pi pe stem was a "mt d-17th centLII~y Dutc/""I
phenomenon •..•. at the hElght 0+ actlvity in the Indian trade."
CHuey 1974:1061. Whlstles might have been Contact Period trade
items. (Plate VII-30)



• It is known that Sarah Kierstede, as the Governor's interpreter
had a close relationship with the Indians. her vard serving as a
workplace and sanctuary for Indian women coming"into the vicinity
of the Fort (see His~orical Section).

Other decorated stems had the following motifs:

1) Rouletted stEm with scallops and dots/highly burnishedl 2
mend, 6/64". This appears to be a \lat-iatian of the Bristol
Diamond motif and is unIque.

2) Rouletting wlth rows of "teett-," .and bars (6164"-7/64").

3) Rouletted t·uns of dots (7/74").

4) Fo:oulette-dBri=tol diamonds witr. dots t6/64"}.

This was Co. deposit of predominantly Dutch pipes.
Therefore. the mean date of 1684 may not be applicable ,Binford
1962). McCashion, however. feels that the addition of 1u years
to Dutch or mixea Dutch and English deposits whicn arE post-1660,
gives a more accurate mean for the d~te of d~poSIt. In the case
of CMP 62. the additIon of 10 years would b~ing the mean up to
1694. which is in lIne with the 1697 mean of CMPI4, which is the
Large Barrel fill. 6150 in Lot 14 and which also may nave belonged
to the Ki~rstede family. However, once again in a 17th Century
deposit, the pipe mean date is identical. or ClOSE to the ceramIC
TF'Q.

~QmQQQ~Qi Z~ the Pear] Street Contexts, contained 2Gb pipe
fragments. Of these, 193 O~ 94% had measurable holes through
their stems. Decorated stems·constituted 6% (12) of the total
stem sample (206). Stems we~e decorated with the follOWIng
motifs: rouletted Bristoi diamonds. total of 5 or 41%;
rouletti~g, total oi 5 or 41%; rouletted cogteeth. total of 1 or
8%; rouletted runs of dots. total of 1 or 8%.

Component 76 contained 10 bowls complete enough to be typed
by bowl shape as to approximate date of manufacture and as to
origin. These were:

1) Type: 9C. Ib80-1730. OrlgIn: England.
Oswald 1969. (Plate \.JII-7 #4)

Tat al: 1. Fo:e+erence:

2) Type: 2(). 168<)-111(i. Origin: England.
Atkinson S( Oswald 1<:t69. (Plate VII-7 #1(1)

Hf ot C\ 1 : ::;::. Reference:

.::..}Type:
F:eference:

22,16S(i-171t). Origin:
At Id nson ~" Dswal d 1969.

Engl and. 1otal :
tPlate VII-7 #2)

1.

e·
4) Type:
grOLlp, 3rd
Total: 1.

Dutch pipe. longer than those in the 1640 Temporal
quarter of the 17th century. Origin: Amsterdam.
Re"fet-ence: Duco 1981. (Plate VII-7 #13)

'·.-".i j ..."_,~T



• 5) Type: Dutch pipe with contractinq base lEB). late 17th
century. Origin: Amsterdam. lotal: 1. Reference: Cuco 1981.
(Plate VII-7 #12)
6 of the 10 bowls. or 60X were Dutch (Amsterdam). 4, or 40% were
English. The TPQ was based upon the approximate date of the
period of popularity of these bowl models.

Maker's marks were represented by an EB mark on the heel,
surrounded by a sloppily applied beaded circle. EB pipes were
manufactured by Edward Bird, an Englishman from Surrey, who came
to the Netherlands as a soldier in 1624 and married a Dutch
woman, Aaeltie Govaert in 1630. He is listed as a pipe maker in
that year. After his first wife died, Bird wed Anna Maria van
der Heijde in 1661. Bird himself died in 1665 (McCashion 1979).
His son, Evert, continued making pipes, however. Evert Bird
married in 1668 and was listed as a tobacco pipe maker. He was
living in his father's house at this time. The Bird family was
mentioned again in 1683, when property was sold (Duco 1981). but
never after that date.

It is not certain that Evert Bird was using the EB mark, but
the date range ~Qr EB pipes 1630-1683 has been used as beginning
and end dates with the thought in mind that bath Birds were
probably using the mark. Pipe analysts at other sites (Miller
1983 and McCashion 1979) h~ve used the 1630-1665 time period for
EB pipes. I have chosen to be more conservative, extending the
date range to 1683, given that a whole bOWl with a later Dutch
17th century shape ffi5rkedEB has been excavated trom this
Component, as well as English bowls dat\ng from 1680-1730.

It should be mentioned that Context 17 from the Pearl Street
Cut deleted from the sample because of mixture. contained the
greatest number of EB pipes (b). All but one. were stamped EB
within a beaded circle on the heel. A single "e>:port" type was
stamped EB at the base of the bowl/stem juncture. This EB was
i nsi de a "sunburst II sLHTound. (See A CHRONOLOG"l' FOF: EB F'IPES in
the Introduction of the PIPES section;

Another mark in Context 17 was a 8ell in a beaded circle en
the heel of a delicate Gouda pipe. This mark has been reported
on New York sites dating ca. 1667-1693 and ca. 1667-1685 lMcCashion
1979). Although this mark is identical to the bell-mark
illustrated bv McCashion l1976:26) and which he states is
"probably from Amsterdam" (ibid). the Broad Street e:-:ample sits
on a finely made Gouda ~ipe with a morphological shape dating to
ca. 1680 (Plate VII-9 center).

Decorated stems had the following motifs: rouJetted
variation of Bristol Diamond total of 1 (Plate VII-IO bottom
right); BristOl DIamond, total of 1; and rouletted, total of 9.

• If one includes Context 17 in the calculations, a total of
26 diagnostic bowls can be attributed to a specific country of
origin. Of these, 811. are Dutch, 191.are English. Of the
maker's marks, 88% are from Amsterdam, 13% from Gouda and none



• fr-om England •

STRATA GROUP III

Strata Group III was made up of two well defined deposits, a

cister-n located in Lot 14 and a deposit inside a small bUilding

in Lot 11 which contained a unique cache of pipes. lhese

deposits together contained 7,464 pipe fragments.

Quite unexpectEdly~ within the confines of the stone

foundation walls of a small outbUilding dating to the period of

British occupation, excavators came down upon a cache of clay

tobacco pipes. A total of 7,196 pipe fragments, or 77% 0+ the

pipe t ragments -I- rom the ent i t-'e samp 1e came iTom th is cacr-IEas

well as 80% of the marked bowls.

Morphologically, these p i pes v-JEr-E e:·:amples o-f the "on:iinar';,:"

late 17th/early 18th Century English type archaeologists fInd

after the Dutch occupation period in Manhattan (post 1664) (Plate

VII-11 bottom). They could be roughly divided into the following

categories:

1)

bOvJl
Heeless export type with Rl' mark stamped on the back of the
approximately 36% of the total.

2} Heeless e>:port type, Llnmarked appro:-:imat.ely 8i'••

3) Heeless type, unmarked ap prox imatel y 56%.
4> Heeless type, marked TW less than 1/...

5) Heeless type, marked RT on heel less than 1%.

These were further divided into subtypes based primarily

• upon variations in size, thickness of bowL, and angle of the bowl

to the stem. Fifty percent of all bowls were of the Bristol

. ~"r 'f _. ..:~ Co •
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• variety and 50'%.were "London" shapes
/

September, 1984). None, b~t one, "had

(Jackson & Price Pers. Comm.
rim rou let t i nq a 17th

Century characteristic. A list of "irregularities" taken flrOm

field notes during the excavation phase of the project, noted

with increasing incredulity.

"Squashed bovJl r i ma , dooks like someone sat on them);
bumps near the base~ bowl rims with visible fingerprints;
squashed heels; pinched stems; holes in tHe bowls;
cl ay pat.ch em bowl (l oaks like someone tr ied to mend It);
barriers inside bore holes (couldn"t haVE smoked them);
clay blockage (dottle) inside bowl; RT stamp near the
rim; nearly illegible RT marks; RT mark to the side~
reversed RT; EF;Il/RRF:T mark on back of bm ..l ~ I ;" (PI ate './11-
i 2; Plate \..'1 I - 13;' PIa t e VI 1-14 top ~( bot;tom)

lhere was also a bowl that was completely folded up in itself.

What did we have here?

The minimum number of bowls was Estimated to be 88~. This

is a little more than SIX gross of plpes, or apprOXimately 74

dozen. All makers' marks were Tippet marks with the exception of

four TW marks (Plate VII-14 center).

By the close of the 17th Century, Bristol, England was

perhaps the most important pipe manufacturing and exporting

center in England. The extent of their trade with the American

colonies is evidenced by the 1ar"ge riumber 0+ l.-Jidedistt-ibution of

BristoL pipes found in the United States.

The Tippet famjly exported nearly as many pipes to

j,jorthAmer i ca as all the other Br istol makers of the per iad

combined (Walker 1977). Tippet pipemakers spanned three

generations, their styles predominating between 1660 and 1780.

• Their-family history is pertinent to this discussion because

almost all the marked pipes from the pipe cache were marked with



• variations of the Tippet marks .

It was customary for pipemakers to begin their careers by

apprenticing to Experienced manufacturers. F:obert lippet I

received his freedom in 1660. when he married Joan Thomas. He

acquired an apprentice in the sam~ year, indicating tha~ he

was already producing pipes of hls own (Jackson and Price 1974).

Gifford (1940) has speculated that it was Robert Tippet I who

first manufactured piPES for the American export market. Aftet-

the death of Robert lippet I in either 1682 or 1689 (the records

conflict) his wife continued the Export business. Pipes marked

with her insignia hav~ been -found CIt a colonial house site· in

Whitestone Bridge, New York and date to ca. 1700 (Oswald 1959)

Born about 1660, he was an apprentice of Ll~ellin and

Elizabeth Evans until 1678. A kiln in Bristol, England,

attributed to Tippet II, was Excavated by Marochan and Reed in

1956; the pipes found haVE been dated to between 1699 and 1730 by

Omwake (Jackson and Price

decea5ed in .6/"Jack50n

1974) • However'• lippet II was listed as

Born ca. 1692! he was apprenticed to his father (Robert lippet

• Because' the RT mar-'kdid not. change radically throLlgh time,

: ~. l :.;
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• it is difficult to identify individual pipes with their maker.

The first Robert Tippet can be differentiated from the latter two,

however, by general stylistic changes. Pipebowls made by Robert

Tippet I are distinguished from later Tippet bowls by

consistently larger letters within the relief-molded maker's

mark. Early Tippet pipes also haVE thicker walls than the later

models. Until ca. 1710, the median portion of the pipebowl

st-'Jelled up. Rim rouletting was also used until that date.

Assigning specific identifications to later Tippet pipes is

complicated by the fact that it is not known who inherIted or

used (legally or otherwise) specific Tippet molds. Joan Tippe:·t,

the widow of Robert I, continued to manufacture pipes after her

husband's death, but she may have shared molds with her son

Robert II, as their products are nearly identical (Walker

1977:174). This does not preclude the possibility that both were

using Tippet l's marks. Joanfippet's marks also appear to vary.

A fragment found at Raritan Landing, N.J. (Dallal in Grossman

1982) with the cartouche IR/TIP/PET differs from those found at

Whitestone Bridge, New York, marked IR/TIP/El and l-R/"fIP/El

(Oswald 1959). Walker states that all pipes attributable to Joan

•

are marked with the IR or I-R but a bowl found by Marochan at a

Tippet family kiln in Bristol, England (Jackson and Price 1974)

is identical to the one from Raritan Landing.

Pipes with a relief-molded heart surrounding the initials RT

have been reported from American sites dating between 1740 and

1780 CHanson and Hsu 1975; Lenick 1977; McCashion 1980, pers .
c ornm) _ Marochan and Reed date this cartouche to the 1780's



• through the mid-1790's (Jackson & PricE 1974) .

A comparison of Tippet pipes from the Pipe Cache with

examples from other NV state (McCashion pers comm 1982), New

Jersey (Dallal in Grossman 1982) (Lenick 1977) and Bristol

(Jackson and Price 1974; Walker 1977) pipes, strongly suggests

that bowl shapes and makers' marks from the pipe cache were

manufactured by Rebert Tippet II (16871722).

Why would a firm as prestigious as the Tippet's ship poor
fquality pipes to the Colonies? Although the traoition in the

pipe busi ness was "CAVEAT Et·jPTOR (1et the bUyEr- beware i , thE

retailer- taking the loss of any br"eakages", and, it seems to

follOl'Jlogically, any Joss due to poor quaLi t.. ...·, d "fij~m would not

keep its clients long if its products did not consistently arrive

in good cond it ien." (Wal ket- l'":jT7: 152)

Was it possible that i:hese substandard pipes ~~ere "wasters"

from an, as yet, undiscovered kiln site in lower Manhattan! or

its environs? After examining selected samples at pipes from the

cache, it was suggested by regional Experts on Bristol pipes

(Roger Price, Reg and Philomena Jackson) that our deposit might

represent wasters trom a pipe kiln. Unfortunately, however,

archaeologists had discovered no kiln furniture indeed, no kiln

on the Broad St. site.

One answer to the enigma of the'Pipe Cache might be that

these products were "seconds." When pipes were removed from the

• ki 1n , the saggars wel~e empt i ed and the products e;.:ami ned

caref Llll y. They werE sorted and inspected individually. Broken



•

•

pipes were set aside and those with slightly warped stems Or

pipes wi th 51 ight detects WEre sol d as "seconds. It \ Duco 198())

Walker stated that piece rate production "mitigated against

carefully produced pipes and particularly against properly

trimmed pipes." (197-7: 154) However, pipe manufacturies in the

late 17th and early 18th Centuries tended to be small concerns
~

and the piece rate svstem extant at that time, (even in large

concerns) was ideal for checking the quality of each employee"s

work. (Wor~ers werE paid by the piece rate per gross of pipes.)

The kind of supervision present in a cottage industry or in a

Master-Journeyman-ApprenticE situation argues against indifferent

workmanship. The authority the Master pipemaker wielded in his

domain was absolut.e. eDuco 1980)

Documentary evidence recently unearthed by this analyst

poi nts to the e:-:istenc:e of. at 1east, +OLU- "pypmaker s " in New

York City during the late 17th and earlv 18th Centuries. One o-t

these pipemakers, Thomas WordEn, received the Freedom of the City

of New York in 1702. It is intriguing that the only other

maker's mark Extant within the Pipe Cache deposit was TW.

Accardi n(} to At kinson and Dswal d. ',1969>. three Thomas War-dens are

listed in the London Freedom Rolls. All date between 1692 and
1700. It is interesting to note that the shape of the single

complete bowl stamped with theTW mark is a London type.

L.T. Alexander (1983) stated that the Tippet pipes from the

Caleb Pusey House site were "all ofa fine quality; a typical

Tippet chat"'acter'istic"! and that because of this, "it is qu i t.e

unlikely they are plagiari:zations. II



• Is it possible that one of the London Thomas Wardens

emigrated to New York City and was manufacturing pipes in the

area? Until we have more evidence documenting the forerunners of

the fledgling American pipe industry, we will have to hold this

hypothesis in abeyance.

stands today.

A mean date of 1716 based upon 1098 stems was established

We can only present the evidenCE, as it

for the upper fiil layer. A mean date of 1706. based upon 1152

stem fragments was established tor the lower fill. There was a

preponderance of 6/6'l" stems (4:3~':) as well as an increase in the

numb er- of 5/64" stems to 40i~.

With minimal tImE for mending, our limited goal was a

complete stem for each of the major bOWl types - the Rl heelsss

Bristol type and the heeled 'London' type bowl. "PI~Dblems pOSEd bv

the reconstruction of clay tobacco pipes are ~omewhat different

than the,sa of pottery" (Davey 1982: 197). Potsherds can usually

be sorted by fabric, by glaze or by decorative motif.

It is not possible to group clay tobacco pipes by paste

(e:·:cept,for t.he of ewe>: cepti bns that stand out SUC:--l as c I a/ coLor

di+ferantlals - brown. red. orange and qrav) and the 10S5 of one

small piece means that the stem length cannot be completed. The

loss of one small pottery sherd makes little dIfference in the

vessel '5 reconstruction.

The 1710 agreement signed by the Bristol pipemaker's Guild

established standardized stem lengths for at least five types of

pIpes . "Virginia" pipes were specified as being 8 1/2" long;• "Jamayca" p i pes -- 13" long. etc. Each reconstructed stem from

the pipe cache was 8" long. In each caSE, the mouthpiece was

.-:j j ..,:,;;:"1-



• missing, which would account for the missing half inch of a

"Virginia" pipE'.

Nearly complete stems mended with both RT heeless bowls as

well as the 'London-type' heeled pipe. We can now state that

heeless pipes stamped with the Rl mark on the back of the bowl

were being manufactured by Robert Tippet iI, during the first

quarter of the 18th century and that Tippet abided by the Mold

size Agreement o·f 17iO. making his pipes 8 1/2" long. These
woul d haVE been krro..m as "Vi rq i ni a 11 pi pes. It seems likely that

London pipemakers had the similar regulations (Flate VIlli top).

The pipe cache was discovered in Lot 11 of the Broad St

Financial Plaza Block. La'.;.11 ol'-iginally belonged to Paulus van

der Grift. a Sea Captain and lrader (Kouwenhaven 1972). He built

a warehouse on t.nie "lot upon t 'watet-II after i\S4~i(Innes 19(2).

A document sent to the States-General in Holland by Adrlaen

Van der Donck and others calling attention to abuses prevailing

in Nieuw Amsterdam in 1649, compl.=.ined that Van der Grift "hath

but trifling wages, and yet has built a better dwelling-house

here than any other person. How this is done is too deep for us,

•

for though the Director is aware of these things, he nevertheless

observes silence when (Van der Grift) begins to get excited,

which he would not suffer from any other person, and this gives

riSE to unfavorable sLwmisES" (Innes 1902:51).

Van der Grift"s warehouse was the principle shipping office

of Nieuw Amsterdam tor a considerable period of time, however.

After the English takeover of 1664, Van der Grift began to

liqUidate his holdings in New York and by 1671, had returned



•

•

to the Netherlands .

The New York City ta:·:lists of 1665-1669 mention Col. LeL-Jis

Morris as the owner of the property which is still described as a

"warehouse" with a real estate value of 140 pounds. t"lorris IrJas a
merchant. A will, written in 1690, states that Morris had

intended to make his nephew, Lewis Morris, sale executor, but

because of "his many and great miscarriages and disobediences

towards me and my wife ••.. and his adhering to ... those of bad life

and conversation, contrary to my directions", Morris left his

"land in NE1.'JYor k City over against the bridge" to his wi-fE! I'"iary

(Abstracts of vJills, \lolume 1 1651-1707, p. 182).

After 1669/1700, a Michael Hawdon or Harding may haVE owned

the pt-operty. He is listed as paying 140 pounds in taXES but for

a "house". His name appears in the records until 1709. A gap in
the reCords until 1721 obscures the chain of ownership of Lot .. ,......

The the documentary record, although fragmentary, indicates

that there was a Tavern in the adjoining lot during this time

period and it is possible that the pipe cache represents debris

from Hunt's Tav er-n, (See Lot 10 Hi story)

It should be noted that less than 1% of the pipes Here

smoked. It has been suggested that the pipe cache represents a

group of pipes deposited over- a long period of time and which is

the result of the Merchant (Lewis Morris) or Tavern keeper

(Dbadi ah Hunt), cull ing "bad II pipes ·From each shi pment t-ecei'.led

and then dumping them in the outbUilding on Lot 11.

This would not explain, however, the great similarities of

defects in the pipes~ which appear in many cases to have been

produced in the very Same inferior molds •

...... .... .-.,..:



•

•

This hypothesis also does not explain the lack of variety.

One would expect that an abundancE of maker's marks would abound

in such a deposit culled from many shipments over time. For

example, consider the pipes excavated from the cistern on Lot 14,

which has been dated by ceramic TPQ's to 1710 - the same time

period as the pipe cache, and which may be a deposit

representing the material remains of members of thE Kierstede

family'which owned the property until, at least, 1710 (Stokes

1927:264).

The range of variation within the cistern in Component 63

was more than 3 to 1. Although Tippet and

represented. other makers included: F;C/Pvl (169(1-171o : ; Isaac
EVans (16f:?8--171::3) ; wv (1700+) ; J~mes Jenkin;;; ( 1707··- ::.739) ;

Devereaux Jones (1691-1727); S/* (1690-1720). all from Bristol

and a Goblet mark (1667-1693) from Gouda. (It should be noted
that the Si* and the GOblet mark are from 102.01, the topmost

stratum of the cistern. It was decided to remOVE this layer trom

analysis of Component 63 because it is a slightly later deposit

and also contains intrusive materials from the rubble above.

(See CI"1F'63)

This analvst suggests that the pipe cache represents a

single consignment of English pipes which were found to be
sLlbstandard and unsalable, and werE, therefore dumped into an

outbUilding after the structure had gone out of use •

ggmQQo~ot 51 the subsoil of Lot 11. l'wo pipe fragments were
excavated from Component 51. Neither were diagnostic.



• ~QmQQDgnt ~~ the construction debris from Lot 11. 74 fragments
were excavated from this Component. It was expected that this
Component would be slightly earlier than Component 53 (the lower
fill of Building D). However, there were only nine stem bores.
This was not thought to be a large enough sample to use to
calculate a mean date which could be taken seriously. However,
unexpectedly, the mean date came to 1707, close to the 1706 mean
date of Comptinent 53, the lower fill. This suggests that as
small a sample as nine stem bores may be enough to calculate a
mean date

There Were no decorated stems. Fragments of bowls suggested
that pipes were of the same variety as those in Components 53 and
54. A single bowl rim fragment was stamped RT, (Robert Tippet
1660-1722). Bristol.

ggmQQQ§ni ~~ the Jower fill of Building D. 3,431 fragments were
excavated from this Component. It was an integral part of the
pipe cache. The pipe deposit was English and orlginated in the
ports of Bristol and London. A Binford date of 1706 based upon
the measurement of 1069 stem bore diameters was established.

There were no decorated stems. Stem decoration died out by
ca. 1700. However, a pinched stem, stated in the literature as
being Dut~h (Alexander 1979) was found to mend with a heeles5
bowl with no maker"s mark. It is evident that the British as well
as the Dutch were manufacturing this type of odd stem shape.

Of the 3431 pipe fragments, only 27 sherds or .8% had been
smoked.

1 )

2)
::.>
4~
5~
6)
7)

8)
9)
10)
11>
12 )
13)
14)
1='-J}
16)• 17)

18)
19)

Pipes in this Component had the following anomallEs:

whole bowl. heeless,6/64". st.amped RRII/RRF:l; 1 (Plate VII13
bottom right)
squashed bowl rims; 32 (Plate VII12 top left)
double bores; 9 (Plate VII12 top right)
orange clay layered with gray; 19
bump near base of bowl; 2
attempts at reworking; 1
squashed stem; 2
fingerprints on bowl rim; 1
brown clay; 2
stretched bore; 33 (Plate VIl12 bottom right)
backwards RT; 1
squashed heel; 3
RT stamp near bottom of bowl; ~
rouletted rim; 1
p i nc he-d stem; 1 (Plate 'v'II13top left)
twisted stem/curved; 1
flat bore; 1
RT nearly to side of bowl; 1
RT near rim; 1



• 20)
21)

st~ing in damp clay; 1
buff clay bowliangula~ base; 1
buff & g~ay laye~ed clay; 3
indented bump; 1
stem with plant-like mate~ial inside; 2
dottle still in bowl; 1 (Flate 'v'II12bot t orn left)
clay patch on right side of bowl; 1 (Plate VII13 bottom
left)

32) barrier or obstruction inside bore hole;
33) incomplete bore hole; 1
TOTAL: 85 or 2.4%.

22)
28)
29)
30)
31>

When a :list 0+ anomalies was compiled and the "offending"
she~ds tallied, a total of 85 sherds was a~rived at. This was
2.4% of the total she~ds of the Component - surely not a great
number. However, it one considers that each er~or rep~esents one
pipe bowl and that the estimated m.n. of bowls is approximately 441, 85 is
19.3% or almost 1/5 of all the bowls. A full 7 dozen out of the
total 37 dozen in this Component would have been rejected or
considered possibly unusable.

The above numbe~s were de~ived at by Evenly dividing the
estimated mnb for the entire pipe cache, equally between
Component 53 and 54.

A preponderance Cif 516 <Jr 45i: of ttl'? bOn?5 measur"ed 6/64".
377 or 331. were 5/640;. and 249 or 22% were 7/64", indicating '"
slightly ea~lier deposition than the upper fill of CNP 54. For
an in- depth discussion of the pipe cache, see STRATA GROUP III
and 1710 Tempo~al Group.

The bowl shapes ~epresented a time range of ca. 1680-1720.
Maker's marks consisted of RT stamps on the backs of bowls
<facing the smoker) and dated to RT II, 1678-1718 (Jackson ~ Price
1981). No other pipe maker was represented. A b~eakdown of
these ma~ks is as follows:

RRII/RRF\T; stamp on back of bowl; 1 (F-Iate ')11--13 Im-Jer ~ight}
RT; stamp on back of bowl; 189 (Plate Vll14 top)
R__ ; stamp on back ot bowl; 85
__ T; stamp on back of bowl; 17
RT; stamp on back of bowl and cartouche on ~ight side of bowl; 1
RT; stamp on heel; 1 (PIate VI I14 bottom)
TOTAL = ::94

•
~gmQQD~Qt ~1 the upper till of Building D/Lot 11. l'his
Component contained a total of 3,691 pipe f~agments. A mean date
of 1716, based upon 1098 stem bores, was established for this
upper fill laye~.· As stated above, statistical dating of the
stem bore material to obtain a mean year fo~ the deposit is
viable. provided the sample is large enough, the dates are no
late~ than ca. 1760 and the pipes English. Using these c~iteria,
the 1716 mean date is more than reasonable. 502 bores o~ 46%
were 5/64" in diameter; 478 or 441. ~Jere 6/64" in diameter .

._~)'.)



• 168 out of a total of 172 or (98%) of the maker's marks were
some variation of RT. The predominant mark (167 total) was the
RT stamp on the back of bowl facing the smoker (Plate VII14 top).
One fragment had R/TIPP/ET on the right side of the bowl in a
car-touche. A close examination of the bowl shapes leads me to
hypothesize that these Rl pipes were manufactured by RT II, 1678-
1718. Morphologically, the bowls indicated a date range of 1680-
1720.

The other makers mark, TW, stamped on back of a bowl (1
fraqment) and the T*W l3 fragments) may have been manufactured by
Thomas I;Jatts(1675-1717+) of Bristol (Jackson &: Price 1974)
(Plate VII14 center). Several of the pipes with the TW mark,
howevel~, are of the typical "London" heeled variety and may be
the work of one of the London Thomas Wardens (Wordin). ca. 1692-
170G.

Documentary eVlcence recently unearthed by the author points
to the existence of a Thomas Worden. who received the freedom of
the City of hlY. in 1702. According t o Atkinson 8~ Oswald ll'i6l7').
three Thomas Wardens (Wording) are listed in the London Freedom
Rolls. All date between 1692 and 1700. It is interesting to
note that when mended. the shape of the single complete bowl
stamped wit.h the TW mar-k is a "London" t vpe.

Is it possible that one of the London Thoma=. Wordells
emigrated to New Vori( City and was manufacturing pipes in the New
York area'?

For an in-depth discus~ion of the pipe cache as an integral
unit. see STRATA GROUP III.

~9mQQn§nie~ l~X !Q~~Qll the fill of the ~ed brick cistern In
Lot 14, yielded a total of 266 tobacco pipe fragments. Due to
the presence of a 19th century pipe as well as other late
material, it was decided to separate the top layer of
ex 102.01 from the rest of the cistern and treat it as a
separate unit.

55 pipe fragments were recovered from ex 102.01. It was
apparent that this Context ~ consisted of rubbish thrown onto the
top of the cistern, and which probably seeped into the upper
stratum. Many pipes and maker's marks were chronologically
diagnostic.

Because many of these di~gnostic bowl types contained maker's
marks. which narrowed the date range of a particular pipe. Each
diagn~sti~ pipe was discussed separately so that a full description
could be given.

•
1) Large upright 19th century bowl. The rim was mold rouletted
in the style of 19th century Gouda pipes. The heel mark

was illegible. It is odd that this pipe contained a heelmark,
since this type of demarcation died out by the end of the 17th
century. The stem with a 6/64" bore was decorated on both sides



• with the faint outlines of an indete~minate motif which
suggesting a young child's sketch of a house with a pitched roof
(Plate VII15 #2).

2) Spurred Bristol pipe, similar to Atkinson & Oswald's type
#23 (1969), dating to 1690-1720. The cartouche on the right side
of the bowl was broken, omitting the first letter of the
pipemaker's initials, *5. The bore diameter was 6/64" which
had its greatest period of popularity between 1680-1710
(Har r r nq'ton lCj·54). (Plate VIl15 #1; Flate 'v'III6 bottom)

3) A heel ess, slight 1y bell i'ed bowl with a cartouche on the
right side: RC/PW. McCashion (1979) dated these Bristol pipes
1690-1710. The bore diameter was 5/64", a dimension which began
to appear on arChaeological sites with English deposits by 1650,
but enjoyed it greatest period of. popularity between 1710-1750
(Harrington 1954). (plate VIli5 #4; Plate 'JII16 to~)

4) Delicate bowl with heel similar to Atkinson & Oswald's type
#25 (17001770) ~ only much smaller and dating 1680-1710. Bowl
made of poor quality English clay which is expressed in its
uneven~ wrinkled appearance (Plate VIl15 #3).

5) Pinched stem (7/64"). These stems are known from other
Components along with with pipes manufactured by Robert Tippet
II, 1678-1722, BristOl. (See CMP's 53 and 54). However~ they
are also 'found on Outer, sites (Duco 1981). (Plate 1".'1113 top left)

6) Base of "e:·:port" pipe witil a GobI et or Roemer- stamped on the
base. Unknown maker. Gouda (5/64"). 1667-1693 (McCsshion
1979). (Plate VII16 center)

7) Back of bowl
III. 1678-1722.
and 54).

fragment stamped RT. Robert Tippet, II or
BristOl (Jackson 8( Price 1981). eSee CMP's 53

8) Partial bowl with heel (7/64"). Similar to Noel-Hume"s type
#15, 1700-1770. London. (Hume 1976).

9) Belly bowl with broken heel or spur (5/64"'). Cartouche on
right side of bowl nearly illegible but mark may be JONES. 1691-
1713+. Manufactured by Devereaux Jones I of Bristol. who was
free in 1691. alive in 1713 and dead by 1727. Jones was
apprenticed to Lluellin Evans of Bristol (1661-1688) (Jackson &

Price 1981) whose pipes have been recovered from 7 Hanover Square
and Stadt Huys sites in Manhattan (Dallal in pressj.

10) Fragment 0+ funnel-elbow "trade" pipe.
1700 (McCashion 1979).

Probably Dutch, ca.

• 11)
#25,

Bowl with heel (7/64"). similar to Atkinson ~(Oswald type
1700-1770 (Atkinson and Oswald 1969) .

Except for the 19th century pipe, diagnostic artifacts
ranged from 1667 through the 1st quarter of the 18th century.



• The Binford mean date for ex 102.01 was 1699, based upon 43 bore
diameters. The date of 1699 is a perfectly reasonable date .

441. of the bores were 6/64"; 33i: wet-e 7,/64" and 23/. "lere
5/64" in diameter.

This cistern may have belonged to the Kierstede family, who
owned or occupied the property until at least 1710.

~QmE9D§D! ~] 1~1 !Q~~Q~=!Q~~Q~lLot 14 cistern. 211 pipe
fragments were e~cavated from the lower strata of the Lot 14
cistern. These included ex #'s 102.02-102.04. Chronologically
significant pipes included:

I} TW/TW in car-touche on right side of bowl. Probably
manuf actured by Thomas Watts of £iristol, 1675-1717+. 5/64" bore
diameter. (Jackson ~< Price 1974). (Plate VIl18 top left)

2) WV stamped on back of bowl with heel (5/64"). t-lakel-
unknown. Bristol. Bowl shape similar to Noel-Hume's #15. dating
1700-1770. (Hume 1976). (Plate VII19 center; Plate VIl17 #2)

3) EVANS in cartouche on right side of heeled bowl, 1698-1713.
Manufactured by Isaac Evans who received his freedom in 1698. By
1710 he was Master of the Pipe Makers' Company. He is bElieved
to have been in partnership with Robert TIppet II (1678-1722).
For e>:amples of the RT stamp on the back and the P)ANS/Al"JCHOF\Oii

the right side of the bowl, seE Jackson & Price 1974. Omwake
dated these partnership pipes between 1699 and 1730~ Robert
Tippett II may have continued manUfacturing this model. However,
Isaac Evans' lrJillwas proved in 1713. (5/64";' (Plate '-III1S' top;
Plate '..11117#3, #4)

4) 1*1 stamped on back of a heeled bowl. Rouletted rim
(6/64"). Manufactured bv James Jenkins of BristOl 1707-1739
(Walker 1977). Jenkins was apprenticed to William Tippet I
(1689-ca.1727/28). the son of Robert Tippet 1 (1660-1687). James
Jenkins was Master of the Pipe makers Guild in 1734 (Jackson &
Pri ce 1981). There lrJaSa total of 2 of these mar ks, (PIate V Ir-·
18 .lower rig ht )

5) Three whistles
Orange. (Huey 1974).

(5i64")~ r-1id-late
(Plate '..11130)

17th century at Fort

6) I/IENK/INS in cartouche on riqht side of be t r v bOlrJl with
heel and rouletted rim (5/64"). James Jenkins 1707-1739. Bristol
(See above #4). There were:} of these marks. (PIate VI I18 to!=J
right; Plate '..11117#6)

•
7) The most popular mark in the cistern (total 13) was the
RC/PW in cartouche on the right side of a heeless slightly
bellied bowl. Uri known maker. Bristol, 1690-1710. (5/64".
6/64") (/"JcCashion 197"9). (Plate VII 16 top)

8) D/JONES/* in cartouche on right side of hesiess bowl. Bore



• broken. Partiallv rouletted rim. Devereau>: Jones 1691-1713+ •
Bristol. Jones was apprenticed to Lluellin Evans (1661-1688)
another ~ristol pipe maker WhOSE products reached New York
(Dallal in press). The Tolzey Court Records of 1687 record that
Evans sought to have the boy discharged after he had run away
after stealing some clothes belonging to a fellow apprentice.
The comp laint states that Jones had been "GLliI ty of other Cri mes
and former tt-uancies" and seeks his dismissal unless "good cause
be shown to the contrary" (Jackson & Price 1981:n.p.). Good
cause must have been shown. because Devereaux Jones finished his
apprenticeship in 1691. His will was proved in 1713 (ibid).
(Plate VII18 bottom left)

9) 9 bowls i.'Jithlarge heel (5/64"). All from the same mold.
Similar to Noel-Hume's type ff15, 1700-1770. (Hums 1979).
England (Plate VIIi? #5)

10> Bowl fragment with letter I In cartouche. Probably
manufactured by one of the Robert Tippet, 1660-1722. Bristol.

11) TW stamped 011 back of bolt-Jl and IrJ in cat-towc:h.eon right
side of bowl. Thomas Watts C1675-1717+). Bristol. Tom Watts
was an apprentice of Robert Tippet I and was free in 1675. Hs
was already deceased by 1722 (Jackson & Price 1974; 1981).

12) RT stamp on back of bow l, ITIPF'/ET in C:i.':\I"'toucheon l-ight
side of t.he bO\o'JI (5/64"). F~obet-tTippet I-III 1660-1722.
Bristol (Jackson and Prics 198U. (Plate ')11'-17:1*1)

13) TW stamp on back of bowl.
1717+ (Jackson & Price 1974).

Thomas Watts. Bri stal . 1675-

14) RT stamp on back of hesl ess bowl (5/64").
1660-1722. Bristol.

Robert Tippet I-Ill

15) Heeless export type bowl simllar to above.
century. Bristol. (F'late VIIi7 #1)

Late 17th--18th

.Maker"s marks and bowls were 100% Bristolian. Note.
however, that a Gouda mark and pipe bowl were included in 102.01
above. There were no decorated stems. 62% of the bore dIameters
were 5/64" and 30~'~were 6/64". These 2 bore sizes had their
greatest period of popularity between 1680-1750. A mean date of
1725 was calculated based upon 858 stems.

STRATA GROUP IVA

Strata Group IVA was the 18th century destruction debris, and

• consisted of 6 Components . 4 of the 6 or 671. contained 46 pipe
fragments. The pipes represent a mixture of Dutch and English



• material . Only two of the 46 fragments were diagnostic, however

(4%)~and both were fragmentary. They consisted of a molded

Dutch stem (Plate VII! top 83) and a fragment from an English 18th centur~

U3} of the 28 stems had 5/64" bore diameters.

~Q~Q9D§Di 11 the Building A robbers trench. Of the 22 pipe
fragments in the robber trench of BUilding A, the following were
diagnostically or chronologicallv significant:

1) molded stem decol-ated with "branches". AlthoLlgh
fragmentary. this artifact appeared to be identical to a stem
from Component 6~ Strata Group IA (see Plate VIIi top #3). It is
similar to an illustration in Le Cheminant (1981:158). which
describes the stem as a London type ca. 1660, and as being
"crude". Both fragrflEntsfr'om CNP 11 and Ci'lP 6 are beautiful 1,:.·-
made, a Dutch characteristIC; therefore! believe them to be of
17th century Dutch manUfacture;

2) 18th century English bowl fragment.

It is obvious that this was a mixed Dutch/English deposit.
Stem bOI~es ranged from 4/64" to 7/64". Ceramic TPD's WEI-e 1795,
therefore the mean date of 1708 based upon 12 stems could not be
used.

~QIDggQ§Qi ~~ the BUilding 8 robber trench. Only fDur piP9
fragments came from this deposit and none were diagnostic.

!;;;gIDgQO§Qi~J t.hE' +ill 0+ thE' c i rcuLar- n?d bl"icl::ci:si:er"Tl. The
total number of pipes excavated from this Component was 18. None
wet-e diagnostic.

~QmQgQ§ni ~~ the fill of the rectangUlar yellow bricl~ structure.
2 fragments of clay tobacco pipes were found in this Component.
Neither were diagnostic.

STRATA GROUP IVB

Strata Group IVB is the 19th century dEstruction debris,

and is comprised of 6 Components. 5 of the b, or 85% had clay
tobacco pipes. There was a total of 139 fragments. AlthOLlgh

this group was defined as 19th centu~y destruction debris, 17th

century Dutch material was included in the sample as well as 18th• century English and 19th century American pipes. Such an

admixture is impossible to define, except to say that most of the



• stem bore diameters were 5i64" (39;:) and 6/64" (311.) with a range

of variation of 16~-:'4/64" stems and i3i~ 7/64" stems. Once again,

this covered a wide spectrum of over 200 years of clay tobacco pipe

making.

~gmQgD~Di 7 the Building C beam slot fill, had 20 pipe
fragments. Diagnostic elements included a Dutch stem decorated
with 3 lines of rouletting and 2 cartouches with the 4-in-diamand
motif encasing tiny +leur de lys (see Plate VII22 top left). The
broken heel appears to have been marked but is too fragmentary to
be legible. ThE· bore diametet- is 7/64". There ~'ojere2 raised
lines at the bowl/stem juncture.

The other diagnostic indicator was a heel fragmEnt with a
raised dot. TheSE ·dots outside of the heel are often spoken of
as Dutch quality control dots but it is not clear why this should
be true.

A Binford date of 1702 based upon 12 stem bares was
calculated. However, the presence of 19th century ceramics
negates the USE of the formula as a dating tool.

~Q!!!Qg!1§,Qi 1~ the ·fiJl of the oval -,.ellm·J b~-icl::cistel'TI0
Fragments in this Component totalled 84. 1he deposit was
composed of English pipes and spanned the 18th-19th centuries.
Key diagnostic chronological indicators included:

1) English pipe similar to Noel-Hume"s (1976) type #15 (1700-
1770). This was stamped W on the back of the bowl and may
have come from London or Bristol. Pipe makers with the first
initial "W" at-e too numerous to ITIsntion. The "W" was e:-:ecuted
differently than the typical stamped marks. (Plate VII21 lower
right>

2) Gil on either side of the heel. Manufactured by George
Thornton II of Dar-king (1762-1823) (Higgins 1981). The CMP TPQ
was based upon ttlis fragment. (Plate VII21 left ~';top r i qh t :

3) Bowl with a cartouche on the right side of the bowl inside
of which is a hand or gauntlet surrounded by the name R/TIP/PET.
Bristol 1660---172=_ (Jackson and Price 1'-774). (Plate VII20 lower
left. lower right)

4} Bowl fragment with
BristOl (Walker 1977).

T stamp. Robert Tippet 1713-1722,

• 5) A bOWl rim fragment with rim roulEtting. Pre-1710 (McCashion
1979). Dutch or English .

Because the deposit post-dated 1760 and contained a pipe
fragment dating to the 19th century, the Binford mean date of



• 1730 had no meaning •

~QmQ9ngD1 ~~ the stone filled pit in Lot 11. This Component
contained 15 pipe fragments. key diagnostic indicators included
a single finely rouletted 17th century stem. This artifact could
have come from Holland or England. Another stem had been
reworked as if an indentation for a whistle had been ground.
This type of artifact is associated with mid-17th century Dutch
contact period deposits at Fort Orange in New York and with mid
to late 17th century deposits on the Broad Financial Center Site
(See CMP 62).

The stem sample was not large enough for a mean date nor
were there enough bowls or makers marks to a firmly establish a
date. At first glance, it was assumed that this was a 17th
century Dutch pipe deposit. However the presence of glass with a
TPQ of 1903 and ceramics with a TPQ of 1830 shows this to be a
mixed deposit. One must not use one group of artifacts as the
chronological determinant of a deposit. There were 2 (29%) bores
with 5/64" diameters and 5 (71i:) It-Jitha 6/64" diametel-.

~QmQgQ§Ql ~~ the pit at Nb5 E25. This Component held 4 pipe
fragments. Only one was diagnostic.

1) Buff-colored anthropomorphic stub-stemmed pipe with cle~r
lead glaze. Appears to be the head of an American Indian (Hume
1976). This is probably the product of the North Carolina pipe
industry. The eyes of the Indian are gray as is the band above
the brows. The mold appears to have been qUitE worn. Noel-Hums
datES these pipes 1770-1840 (Noel-Hume 1976). This pipe may
represent the work of either Randolph Christ who worked at
Beth (1786-1789) or Gottlob Krause who took over from 1789-
1802. (Flate (.,/1120top left. ~(t-ight)

2) Context 206 was deleted from CMP 66; hOWEver, a 19th Century
Glasgow stem, uniqUE to the site, was recovered and is shown in
Plate VII22 center.

~QmQQQgDl 71 the Bridge Street cut, contained 16 1ragments.
This was a mixed deposit, comprised of 17th-18th century pipes.

1) A thick stem with a 7/64" stEm bore diametEt- had a multiple
patterned fleur de lys, typically a 17th century Dutch
manifestation. (Plate VII22 top l-ight)

2) A single red clay stem ~·Jitj-,a 5/64" bore \.'Jasprobably of
local or Virginia manufacture. It was not possible to date this
artifact. Red stems have been found in 17th, 18th and 19th
century deposits in the United states.

•
3) A stem with a 4/64" bore diameter contained a cartouche: W.
MORGAN LIVERPOOL, dating 1767--1796 (Coney 1980). (Flate Vl122 bottom)

The Binford date of 1725 which is much too early, highlights
the problems of dating pipe deposits which are post-1760 (A. Noel



•

•

Hume 19) •

STRATA GROUP VA

Strata Group VA consIsted of the BUilding E structural

elements. 43 pipe fragments were excavated from this Strata"

Group, which consisted of two Components. Both contained pipes,

the majority of which (40) were in the builders trench of

Building E (eMP 17). All diagnostic pipes came from this

Component. 17th century decorated stemi could have been Dutch

and/or English. Amsterdam makers were represented by HG (1668-

1684) and EB 11630-1683) Hendrick Gerdes and Edward Bird.

R/TIP/PET mark was manufactured in Bristol by one of the Robert

Tippets (1660-1722). l"his deposit was made up of late 17th

century pipes similar to Strata Group ID or lIB. HOvJEver, the

presence of ceramics with a TPQ of 1800 in this Strata Group

delineates the importance of cross-checking TPQ"s of ceramics,

glass ar.d pipes.

~9mQg.!J§.!J:t 12 the 8ui 1d i ng E bui 1der 's ti-enr.::hin Lots 8 ~nd 10,
yielded 40 clay tobacco pipes.

Diagnostic elements revealed this to be a mixed
Dutch/English pipe deposit. This determinstion was based upon
the following facts:

Decorated stems equalled 7% of the total stems (30).
They consisted of:

Rouletted stems, total of 1. 7/64".
Plain flew- de lys. total of 1,7/64". (Plate '..'11:23 #3)

Makers marks were Dutch and English and consisted of the
follOWing:

1) EB in concentric circles
(t-icCashi on 1979) (Duc o 1981).
(Plate VIIIO ~op left)

on heel, 1630-1683.
Edward Elird 8/64".

Amsterdam
Total of 1.

2) HG on heel. Hendrik Gerdes 1668-1684, Amsterdam.
8/64". (McCashion 1979). Total of 1. (Plat.e ',.1119 top)



• 3) R/TIP/PET in cartouche on right side of the bowl;, Robert
Tippet II or III, 1660-1722, Bt-i=.tol (Walker 1977). Total of 1.
(Plate VII23 #2)

Whole bowls consisted of one early Dutch
bowl with rouletted rim, and the above EB mark
circles on the heel; 8/64". (Plate VII23 #1)

(Amsterdam) belly
in concentric

The TPQ "and date range {Dr CMP 17 was a composite ba=.ed upon
the HG mark which had a beginning date of 1668, and the end date"
based upon thefippet fragment which had an end date of 17??

Most of thE stems (37/.) had "7/64" bore di arneters.
5/64" wi th 1Ii: each of 6/64" and 8/64" bore di arneters.

27i:. were

The presence of 19th century ceramics would negate the
validity of both the pipe TPC; of 1668 as well as the mean date o-i
1679. Component 17 cuts across Building A. tComponents 2, 5. 6
and 41 See Strata Group lAj which explains the presence of earlv
Dutch material remains.

G90QQO§:u1 lSi the buj 1d i Ilq E ~"Jallmatr 1;.;, Lot s 8 8< H). UnJ V:;:,
fragments were in Component 18. All were stems and none were
diagnostlc.

STPATA GROUP VB

Strata Group VB consisted of the Building B structural

elements. This Strata Group was composed of only one Component

(eMP 19), the cobbled floor of Building B. It contained 13 pipe
+ragments.-

50i: of ·the stems had 6/64" bor e diameters. and 20:: each i,.-JEf"e

5/64" and 8/64".

Based only upon the diagnostic elements (a rouletted bowl

rim and a.TP mark) this appears to be a pre-l7iO Dutch deposit

(Plate VI 124) .

•
~gmQgD§Di !~8uilding 8 cobbled floor, Lot 10. 13 pipe fragments
were excavated from the cobbled floo~ of Building B. A bowl rim
fragment was decorated with Extremely large rouletting (1.25mm
long) (Plate VII24 top). Most rouletting on N.Y.C. pipes is less
than Imm. It is not known if this is chronologically
significant. Most rim rOUletting ~as rather haphazardly executed
on 17th century pIpes which reached N.V.C., indicating that they
were not shipping their best quality pipes. A belly bowl with a



,. rouletted rim was marked TP on its heel. It is possible that
this pipe was manufactured by Thiel Jansz Proost 1652-1665 of
Gouda (Duco 1981). or that the mark is ITP manufactured by Jan
Thielen Proost (1681-1689) also of Gouda. Eight Proost family
pipes were excavated at the Stadt Huys site, one block from the
Broad Financial Center Site (Dallal in press).

This Component was 17th century Dutch in composition. A
Binford date of 1695, based only upon 10 bore diameters was
established and is certainly reasonable.

STRATA GROUP VI

Strata Group VI was composed of 19th century interface

deposits. 6 Components made up this Strata Group. 8:5:': contai ned

pipes of which there was a total of 562. lhe range of v~riation

Within this Strata Group was staggering with pipe bowls. maker's

marks and stem decorations spanning the 17th. 18th and 19th

centuries.

Maker's marks included:

1) EB, Edward Bird 1630-1683. Amsterdam (Dueo 1981).

2) 5-petalled rOSE. unknown maker. 1640-1660, Amsterdam (DueD 1981;.
(Plate VI126 center)

3) IAt::: Susanna Jacobse. 1686-1695. GOL.lda t Duco 1981>. \Flate
\/I126 top)

4) IWI, Johannes van Zutphen, 1832-1867. Gouda (Duco 19761. Or
P. (-Ioedewaager, and Zoon. ca. 189Ci. Gouda (Duco 1980). <Plate
VII27 lower right)

5) LE. Lluellin E·~'ans.1661-1689. Bristol (Jackson t( h-ice
1974). (PI ate lj II26 bot tom)

6) RT. Hobert Tippet, 1660-172:':. Bristol (~Jali-~el- 1977>.

TW Thomas Watts.
or Thomas Worden,

1675--1717+. 8t-istol (Jackscm ~< F'rieE 1974)
1692-? London (Atkinson ~ Oswald 1969).

Of the 10 pipe fragments with maker"s marks, 20% were from

• Amsterdam~ 20% from Gouda and 50% from Bristol, with 10% from -

either Bristol or London. As stated above. bowl types ran the

. . . .~
'. .'.i. 1 -~:.)~)



• gamut of 17th, 18th and 19th century types. (See CMP's 57, 68,

34 and 35).

Bowl types included:

1) Noel-Hume #14. 1680-1710. (same as Atkinson and Oswald type
#20); total: 1; Origin: England; (Noel-+ktme 1976). (Plate \11125
#3)

2) Type 25, 1700-17"70; total: 1; Origin: England; (Atkinson and
Oswald 1969).

3) 19th century upright 90 degree angle, 19th century; total:1;
Origin: Goud;;·q (Duc o 1980). (Plate V1127 lower left)

4) Dutch bOWl, mid-19th century; total:l; Origin: Amsterdam;
(Duco 1981>.

5) Noe]-Hume #13. 1650-1680; total: 1; Origin: Amsterdam/Gouda;
(Noel-Hume l'i'76). (Plate \/1 L2:-j #4)

6, Heeless export type, late 17th-early 18th century; total:
Origin: Bri stell; (,Jackson ,t; Price 1974).

7) Type 10, 1640-1660;
Amsterdam/London/Gouda;
#1)

total: 1; Or-igin:
(Atkinson ~ Oswald 1969) . (Plate VII25

8) 19th century fluted bowl. total: 1; Origin:
American/English; (Higgins 1981). (Plate V11--25 #2)

38% of the bowis were of definite Dutch manufacture, and 38%

of English manufacture. 13% could have been manufactured either

in America or England, while another 13% could have been either

Dutch or English.

Stem bores were almost evenly divided between 34% 5/64" and

However, since this was a mixed 17th. 18th and 19th

Century deposit, it meant little in terms of dating.

~QmQQ~~Dl ~4 - the sand and silt below the rubble in Lots
10. The pipe deposit trom Component 34 contained a range
variation which spanned the 17th through 19th centuries.
pipe fragments were excavated and an~lyzed.

8 and
of
371

• 35~-:'of the bores were 5/64", 32'%.were 6/64" and 231. were
7/64". 61. and 5~':of the bores were 4/64" and 8/64" respectively.
Because this was a deposit composed of American, Dutch and
English pipes and because the date range extended past 1760, the

'" u •.~/ 1 +l ,..-t: .~



• mean date of 1707 (208 fragments) was not statistically
significant. See PIPE STEM DATING.

Decorated stems constituted only 3% of the total.
included the following motifs, however:

The stems

1) 4-in-diamond fleur de lys (8/64"), total of 1; 17th cen t.urv
Dutch.

2) Bristol diamonds, rouletting and LE, Lluellin Evans.
(8/64"), 1661-1689, Bristol. (Jackson and Price 1974) (Plate ',)11-
26 bottom)

3) Fluting (5/64"), total of 1; mid-18th -19th centuries,
English/American.

4) Coggle-tooth rouletted lines alternating with BristOl
diamonds (6/64"). total of 1. 17th century. Dutch or English.

5} ROUletting and 4-in-diamond fleur de lys (6/64"), total of
1. 17th century, Dutch.

6) Bands of raised
of 1. 19th cen t.urv ,
VII25 #2)

lines; lal~ge and small flutes (5/64"), t.o t a I
Amel~ican Or Englisl"'l(Higgins, 1981>. (FlatE=

7) Roulet:ting C7/64").
English.

Total of 1. 17th centurv Dutch or

Clays consisted of 4 distinct colors: white, orange/gray,
black and buff. This may reflect clay source and/or the firing
tempel""atures.

Diagnostic bowls were of the following types:

1) Tiny belly bowl, mid-17th century.
(Duc o 1981).

Total of 1. Amsterdam

21 Type #13~ 1650--1680.
(Plate VII25 #4)

Total of 1. England (Noel-Hume 1976J.

3) Heeless export, late 17th-early 18th centuries.
Bt-istol (Jackson ~E. Price 1974).

Total of 1.

4) Type 10.1640-1660.
(Atkinson & Oswald 1969).

Total of 1. Amsterdam/Gouda/London
(Place VII25 #1)

5) Fluted bowl,
American/English

19th century shape. Total of 1.
(Higgins 1981). (Pl~te VI125 #2)

• 6) Type #14~ 16801710 English (Noel Hume 1976) (Plate VI125 #3)

Maker"s marks were plentiful and included the following:

1) EB beaded circle (possible sunburst); 1630-1683; Edward



• Bird, Amsterdam (Duco 1981) .

2) LE with BristOl diamond on stem; 1661-1689; Lluellin Evans,
Bristol (Jackson & Price 1982). (Plate VI126 bottom)

3) IAt:::on heel; 1686-1695; SLlsanna Jacobee, "zelfstandig, merkt
lAIC'; Gouda (Duco 1981). (Plate '.jII26top)

4) RT stamp, 1660-1722, Robet-t Tippet, Bristol <Walker 1977}.

5) 5-petalled Tudor rose. 1640-1660; unknown maker, Amsterdam
(Duco 1981). (Plate VII26 center)

6) TW stamp, 167-1717+, Thomas Watts, BristOl (Jackson & Price
1982) •

Dutch maker"s marks constituted 50% of the whole while
English marks were also 50%. A further breakdown revealed that
marks from Amsterdam were 33%, Gouda marks were 17% and Bristol
marks remained at 50%.

The presence of 19th century pipes, ceramics and glass along
with mid-17th century pipe debris shows the mixed nature of this
deposit.

~QIDQQD~Dt ~§ -the olive silt. 5 pipe fragments were excavated
from Component 68. The single diagnostic/chronological indicator
in this Component was a 19th century bowl with rouletted rim and
5/64" bore diameter. The stem was decorated with barrda , f ive-·petalled
flowers or botanical decorations. The maker's mark IWI
was on the back of the stroke-burnished bowl. f~cing the smoker.
This mark was owned by Johann2s van Zutphen of GOUda. 1832-1867
(DucD 1976). The prestigious fIrm of P. Goedewaagen and Zoon of
Gouda also used this mark ca. 1890 (Duco 1980, plate 41, Bar IV).
(Plate VII-27 lower left & right)

~QIDQ9D~Dt ~Z the top debris in Lot jl, contained 143 pipe
fragments. The deposit was English and most probably 8ristclian.
Key diagnostic indicators included pipes manufactured by Robert
Tippet CRT), 1660-1722, Bristol (Walker 1977>; Thomas Watts (lW),
1675-1717, Bt-istal (ibid) or Thomas Wardin, 1692-·?, London
(Atkinson and Oswald 1969).

•
28 or 497. of the bOI-e wel"e 6/64". 20 or :::::51.were 5/64".

This would indicate a wide date rangE of between 1680-1750,
according to Harrington's bar graph (1954). The pipe deposit was
English and within acceptable criteria for calculating a Binford
mean date. This was 1708, based on ~7 bore diameters. There
were no decorated stems. A 1708 date seemed accurate enough
based upon the makers marks~ bowl shapes and stem bores.
However, the presence of ceramics with a TPQ of 1830 negated the
mean. The pipes in this Component were identical to those of the
pipe cache and indeed prObably were part at the original deposit
(see CMPs 53 and 54} which had been mixed with 19th century

-,:J ; ·-i~) -,:c



• material at a later date •

~QmQQD~Qt ~~ the stone rubble. 39 fragments were excavated from
this Component, in Lots 8 and 10. 11 bores of 33% of the sample
were 6/64" ~ 9 Ol~ 27;. wer-I?7/64" and 8 or 241. of the sample had
5/64" bore diameters.

Key diagnostic indicators included a complete ~ipe similar
to Hume's type #14 11680-1710). The pipe was a hEeled English
type, with a slight belly and rouletted rim. Bellied pipes with
rouletted rims generally went out of fashion by 1710 •. This pipe
was a transitional shape and was more upright on its stem than
mid-17th century pipes. (Pla-te VlI27 top)

Another time marker was an 8/64" stem with a line of fleur
de lys~ each 14mm long, and each surrounded by beads. This was a
17th century Dutch stem.

Because this was a mixed deposit with a ceramic TPQ of 1830
and a glass TPQ of 1903, the mean date of 1702 was not
statistically significant.

~QmQQQ§Dt Z~ - the interface with the con~rete floors. Component
75 had a total of 4 pipe fragments, 3 stems and one bowl
fragment. Nothing, however~ was diagnostic in this deposit.

STRATA GROUF' ') I I

Strata Group VII consisted of 19th century structural elements

and was composed of 8 Components. only 3 (38%) of which had clay

tobacco pipes. A total of 92 fragments were in this mixed

deposit.

Naker .s mal"ks consi sted 0+: RT --Robel-t Tippet , Br istol •

1660-1722 (Jackson and Price 1974); 6-petalled daisy on either

side of the heel. Bowl shape London. 1700-1770 (type is Noel-

Hume 1976) (Plate Vl128 lower left #1 & right). 5-petalled Tudor
·Rose with leaves. Bowl shape 1630-1650 Amsterdam (Duco 1981).

(Plate VlI28 top left)

On the surface this appears to be a 17th -18th century• deposit. Bowl shapes also ran the gamut from 1630-1650, 1660-

1700, 1700-1770. There were. however. late 18th and 19th Century



• ceramics mixed into the deposit.

~QmQQn~ni ~1 the builder"s's trench for Lots 8-10. Lot wall.
The sample consisted of 81 tragments which were a mixture of
Dutch and English elements as well as a conglomeration of 17th
and 18th century pipes. The Binford date of 1710 (52) was ~ot
applicable because of the presence of 19th century ceramics.

Diagnostic bowls included:

1) Heeless export. late 17th-early 18th century; total of
Bristol (Jackson ~"PriCE 1974).

2) Type #25, 1700-1770, total of 1; London (Atkinson and Oswald
1969). (Flate ',)l 128 #1, lower left)

3) Double conical bowl. 1630-1650; total of 1; Amsterdam (Duco
1981) _ (Plate ',,'Il28 lowel~ left #3)

4) American Export type B, 1660-1700; total oi 1; English
(Ale:·~.;;,nder1979). (F'l.;.te\JII28 lowet- left' #2;

Diagnostic marks included:

1) RT on back of b0lrJI, Rober-t Tippet, Br a et oI 1660·-j722
(Jackson & PriCE 1974).

2)
#25,

6-petalled Daisy on either side of heel of London pipe. type
1700-1770. Lr.mdon (Atkinson !:;.; Oswald 1969). (F'late '.)1128

right)

31 5-petalled Tudor rose with leaves on heel of double conical
bowl. dated by bowl shape to 1630-1650. and probably from
Amsterdam. (Plc;te VIJ28 top left)

Decorated stems were only 2% of the total stem fragments and
the single motif included a fleur de lys with angled lines
radiating outward. E~glish diagnostic bowls from London and
Bristol were 75% of the total while the Dutch bowls irom
Amsterdam constituted only 25%. Dutch maker's marks. hOWEver,
were 33%, While English marks were 67% and also from London and
Brf stol .

~QmQQngQ1 ~~ the builders trench for the Lot 10/11 wall.
Five clay tobacco pipe fragments were found in this Component.
None were diagnostic.

•
~QIDQQDgDi ~~ the builders trench tor the Lot 8/7 (Clearing
House) wall. 26 fragments of pipes were excavated from this
Component. None were diagnostic in any way Except ~or a stem
decorated with a row of fleur de lys in single diamond
cartouches. This stem was Dutch and dated to thE 17th century.



• This Component was not only a 17th century Component. however, as
evidenced by the presence of Creamware (TPQ 1762).

STRATA GROUP VIII

Strata Group VIII was composed of the 19th century pier pit

fill in Lot 8. 201 clay tobacco pipe fragments were excavated.

This Group was composed ot 4 Components, 3 of which or 75%,
contained pipes.

Diagnostic pipe bowls and maker"s marks were English, from

Bristol, and dated trom the middle of the 17th century through the

end of the 18th century.

42'1: of the stems had .;,5/64" bOt-e; 34i: had 6/64"" bores.

Pipe makers Included Robert Tippet (1660-1722) and William

Nicholas. 17:;O-177;:'l"!'-. both from Br aat ol ([,ljalkE~-1977). Wlate
VII29 top & bottom)

~9mQ9ngDt ~Z the pit for the stone pier at N60.
fragments were excavated from this pit and none

On:t"y" ::j pip e
ItJel-ediagrlostic.

~QmQgDgD1 Z§ the pit for the stone pier at N70. 189 pipe
fragments were excavated trom the pit at N70. With the Exception
ot. one rouletted stem fragment, which could have been Dutch or
English, maker's marks as well as bOWl shapes were English.

The TPQ of 1730 w~s based on thE maker's mark W*N. This
pipe was probably manufactured by William Nicholas of BristOl who
received his freedom in 1730 and was still alive in 1775.
Nicholas served his apprenticeship with James Jerlkins (1"707-
1739). Comparisons with bowls manufactured by Jenkins. from thiS
site, showed a direct resemblance. It is likely that Nicholas
copied Jenkin"s style. It is also true that the apprentice
agreement might have required Jenkins to give Nicholas a pipe
mold at the termination of his apprenticeship, at which time he
gained his freedom (Plate VII29 bottom).

Other key chronological indicators were pipes manufactured
by one of the Robert Tippets from Bristol (1660-1722). These
marks took the following different forms:

• 1) sunburst cartouche on the right side of the bowl with parts
of a "P" and "T". (F:/TIP/F'ET would have been the mark if it had
been comp 1ete) ;



• 2} T stamp on the back of the bowl with R/TIP/PET in a
cartouche on the ri ght si de of the bowl; (PI ate 'VI129 top)

3) I T s·tamp on the back of the bowl (should be HT);

Diagnostic bowls spanned the 17th and 18th centuries.
consisted of:

They

1) English heeled type 1650-1680 (Noel-Hume 1976, #13);

2) Bristol heeless type, late 17th-early 18th century, (one had
a "squashed" rfm , See Cfo1Ps53 and 54) (Plate V1129 center #3);

3) London heeled pipe 1700-1770 (Noel-Hume 1976, #15) (Plate
VII29 center #1);

4) English spurred variety ca. 1730-1770 (Noel-Huffie 1976~ #20J.
(Plate VII29 center #2)

Due to the nature of the sample, i.e. English and probably
pre-1760, a mean date was calculated. This was 1711, based upon
the measurement of 124 bo~e diameters. 5/64% stems (42%) were
predominant, and according to Harrington's bar graphs. were most
popular bet.ween 1710-·1750. I\lear'lythe same amOLtnt of 6/64"
stems, 45 fragments or 36% were in the sample. A reduction in
the number- of 7/64" stems (only 14 or- 11~-:') shows a wanlng in
popularity of the larger and thicker stems. However, the fact
that the ceramic TPO for this Component was 1795 negated the
validity of the Binford mean date. It is important to comparE
pipes with ceramics and glass.

~9~QQD§Qi ~2 the pit for the stone pier at N8D. There were 7
pipe fragments in this Component. None of them were diagrlostic.

STRATA GROUP IX

Strata Group IX was the 19th century pier pit fill in lot

:10. This Strata Group contained 4 Components. Thr'ee 0+ these,

or 75/., contained a total of 13 pipe fragments. None were

diagnostic.

~gmQgQ~Di ~!the pit for the stone pedestal at N8D. Of the 2
pipe fragments in this Component, none were diagnostically useful
as temporal indicators •

• ~QmQQD§Di ~~ the pit for the stone pedestal at N90. There were
only 10 pipe fragments in this Component. None were diagnostic.

~QmQQQ§Qi Z~ the pit for the stone pier at NbO ElbO . Only one

.:I_.:~7"
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•

pipe stem was excavated from this Component. Stem was 5/64" .

....

STRATA GROUP X

Strata Group X was the 19th century brick drain system. Two

Components made up Str~ta Group 10. Together, there were a total

of 22 clay tobacco pipe fragments. None were diagnostic except a

rouletted pip~ stEm which suggested an attempt at whistle mak3ng.

Whistles made trom pipe stems WEre a mid- to late 17th century

phenomEna at For-t Orange N.Y., (see cr'lP 47). (Huey 1974) (F'late

VI 130)

~Q!!!QQ!JgQi~:2 the -fill of the br t cl:dr-ain system i r: Lot 10. 1'"jii"jE'

pipe fragments were excavated from this Component in Lot 10.
None were diagnostic.

ggillQQD~Qi 12 the brick drain system. 13 pipe fragments were
excavated from this Component. A reworked pipe stem, probably an
attempt at whistle making, was the only diagnostic artifact.
Whistles were a mid- to late 17th century phenomena at Fort
Orange, New Yot-k (Huey 1974). (F'late VII30)

A mean date of 1702 was calculated. However, the mixed
character of the deposit (ceramics with a TPQ of l8~O and glass
with ·a TPQ of 1850 in addition to the 17th and 18th Century
materials), negated the valldity Ot the mean date.

STRATA GROUP XI

Strata Group XI was composed of 20th ce~tury intrusions. It

consisted of 4 Components, Only one had clay tobacco pipe

fragments, which totalled SEven. The single key diagnostic

indicator was a fragment of a 17th century belly bowl with

rouletting on the rim.

~QmQQO§Qt ~~ tt'te disturbances· which CLlt the stone rubble. ~ pipe
fragments were in this Component. Diagnostic indicators were
fragmentary. l"hese included a bowl rim fragment with rouletting,
which is a 17th century phenomena. The shape of the fragment
suggests bellying which is also predominant in 17th century pipe
bawls.



• 1640 TEMPORAL GROUP

The artifact sample with a 1640 lPQ based upon ceramic

dates, consisted of two Strata Groupings. lA, which is a

functional group consisting of Building A Structural Elements and

IIA, consists of mid-17th century features. The 1640 Temporal

Group contained 11 Compwnents, 8 of which or 731., yielded a total

of 96 clay tobacco pipe fragments (Plates VIII; VII2; and VII6).

The pipes formed a distinct cluster of identifiable

elements, (units elf contemporaneityi, compatible vJith the 164(,

ceramic TPQ. Two complete bowls were of the thick, double conical

belly bowl typE. a typical Dutch shape indicative of the

Amsterdam Industry. Both were marked on the heels with an EB

mark indi~ating manufacture by Edward Bird of Amsterdam. 1630-

1663 and/or (possibly) his son Evert until 1683. These pipes,

definitely of ~ 17th century shape, had shorter, thicker bowls

which sat upon their stems at .a wide angle.

len stem fragments were decorated out of the total sample of

68 (151. of all stems.) These decorations consisted of:

rouletting, 20%; fleur de lys in beaded lozenges, 40%; fleur de

lys in plain lozenge, 10%; and four-in-diamond fleur de lys

bisected by rOUletting. 30%. (Plate \n Ii top)

Maker's marks in the 1640 lemporal Group were scarCE. As

mentioned abOVE, however. the two existing marks were ES's in

concentric circles on the heels, originating in Amsterdam (Plate

VII6 top). Comparing the 1640 lemporal Group with its scant two

• maker' s mar ks to 1atet- TempoI'"al Groups with tl-,eir many maker' s

marks, stretches the 1640 data too far. However, when one



•

•

supplements the marks with those from Component 6. which had been

removed from the 1640 Temporal Group because it contained sEveral

fragments of later ceramics and glass (see Strata Group lAJ. it

was found that here. too, maker's marks originated in Amsterdam

(except for one which may have been from the Western

Netherlands), and all that were various forms of Tudor Roses, the

most popUlar Dutch mark until the mid-17th century (see Component

6) (PI ate VI 12) • It could then be stated with some assurance

that 100% of the marks were Dutch with. at minimum. 90% hailing

+ram Amsterdam and a possible 10% from the Western Netherlands.

The 1640 Tempora] Group, although small, contained a

consistently Dutch ~ample of pipes, all of which, undoubtedly,

come from Amsterdam. This is consistent with historical and

documentary records - the earliest settlement on this block

having been established by agents of the Dutch West India

Company. The Amsterdam pipe industry had many ties with the

Virginia tobacco trade, one of whose earliest founders. Augustine

Heermans. had a warehouse on the sIte.

There is some indication that strata Group IIA 15 earlier

than lAo Thjs 15 based upon the hypothesis that by looking at

the relative percentages of bore diameter distributions! it is

possible to refine the chronology of 2 or more 17th century

deposits that have been dated with ceramic ,"PQ's to the same

date. Given that Strata Groups IA ~nd IIA haVE the same ceramic

TPQ of 1640, one can utiliZE the relative percentage of pipe stem

bore distributions to further refine the dating of the deposits .

A look at Graph VII2 shows that for Strata Group IIA, the percentage

l i";-":'
;.c".; .;
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of 8/64" bores is slightly greater, 441., than it is fOI- Stl-ata

Group lA, 32i:. According to Hal-rington (1954), larger bores

indicate greater age. The percentage of 7/64" stems in lA, 44%,

is nearly identical to IIA, 41%. However, lA and IIA have an equal

amount, 121.o·f the 1atel" dated 6/64" bore s,

Based primarily upon the relative percentage of 8/64" stems,

one can then hypothesize that IIA, the group of features dating to

the mid-17th century, is slightly older than lA, the building A

warehouse group, although both have the same ceramic TPQ.

In summary, the 1640 Temporal Group was characterized by the

following elements:

1) Dutch pipe bowls from Amsterdam, which were short, bellied
and thick.

2) Lack of English pipes.

3) Amsterdam maker's marks.

4) 151. deCOI-ated stems.

5) 80% of decorated stems stamped with fleur de lys motif.

6) Areas producing concentrations of 17th century ceramics were
found to have the largest percentage of large bored pipe5
complementing them, lrJitha predominance o·f 7/64" (43%) and 8/64"
(38%) bore diameters.

7. 31. reworked stems. (Whi~tle making activity).

1680 TEMPORAL GROUP

The 1680 Temporal Group contained 570 clay tobacco pipe

fragments. It was made up of 3 Strata Groups: 1D, the 17th

century construction/destruction debris; lIB, the late 17th

century features; and VB, the Building B structural elements.

I • 1 -. -: ~",'.t -.ol- ••••• { .;
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The pipes fo~med a distinct cluste~ of identifiable elements •

compatible with the 1680 ce~amic TPQ. (Plates VII4; VII5; VIi?:

VI Ie; VII9; VI I 10; and vr I24)

When discussing this Temporal Group which is based upon a

specific TPQ of 1680. Key Diagnostic Indicators will be only

those bowls which are complete enough to offer a country or city

of origin based upon bowl morphology. Types of stem

deco~ation5 will be discussed as well as their place of origin.

Maker's marks will be identified as to time and plaCE of

manufacture. as well as the name of the manufacturer.

The 1680 Group as a whole will then be compa~ed to the 1640

Temporal G~oup.

The 1680 Temporal Group had many of the same diagnostic

elements as the 1640 Temporal For i nst.aneE', ~".'
i I.

of total stems (388) with decorations in 1680 consisted of:

rouletting (7; 24% or 2% of total stems); fleur de lys in beaded

lozenges (1; 3): or .3~~ o·f total) (F'late 'v'II4); ·flel.\I-De Ivs in

p La i.ri lozenqee;; 14% or 1% of total stems). (F'late ')1110 uppel-
right)

The fleur de lys bisected by ~Duletting which composed 30%

of the decorated stems in 1640, has dropped out by 1680 and the

fleur de lys in beaded lozenge, 40% in 1640 dwindled to 3% by

1680.

By 1680 we see an influx of other decorative stem motifs:

rouletted Bristol diamonds (7 or 24% of the decorated stems and

2% of the total stems); ~Quletted cogteeth (1 or 3% of the

decorated stems and .3% of the total stem count); rouletted runs

i : i-,....
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of dots (4 or 14% of the decorated stems and .3% of the total

stems) (Plate \iI14;; scalloped dots (2 or -;-"'/
( '. of the decorated stems and .:

the total stem count); rouletted cogteeth and bores (lor 3% of

the decorated stems and .3% of the total); and a molded stem (1

or 3% of the decorated stems and .3% of the total).

A pattern begins to emerge when one compares stem

decorations from 1640 with those of the 1680 group. Chart (:t:l=Vt'-S)
, below, reveals a marked increase in new types of decoratiVE

motlfs by 1680; thEr~ is also a sharp reduction in fleur de lys

marks which were 80% of the total decorated stems in 1640 to only
2-1% in 1680. TheSE figures reverse themselves, with only 20% of

"other" types i.n 1640 as opposed to 80;': "other"" types by 1680.

Reworked pipe stems were another category of data. A total

stems (68).

Although a predominant number of pipe maker"s marks (101 in

the 1680 Group are from Amsterdam (71% of the mark5~. a

comparison of the 1680 marks with the 1640 Temporal Grouping.

reveals the addition of products from Gouda (14%) and Bristol
(141.).

In 1680, not only are EB marks in concentric circles. but WE

find them plain as well as beaded circles (Plate VIII0 left). HG

CHendrik Gerdes. Amsterdam. 1664-1688) marks usually begin to

appear at the end of the EB period o~ New York State sites

(McCashion 1979) (Plate VII9 top) . The appearance of Gouda pipes

on the site is also consistent with the history of the Dutch pipe

...~'



• making industry. The Amsterdam industry reached its nadir in the

1640's and 1650·s. As stated above. after 1660 there was a slow

decline and it was almost non-existent by 1670. The rise of

Gouda &s a pipe making center, (after the foundation of the Gouda

pipe makers Guild in 1660), sounded the death knell for Amsterdam

as a pipe making center CDuco 1980). This is reflected in the

pipe data when one compares the 1640 Temporal Group with that of

1680 and then again with the 1710 Temporal Group.

A comparison of EB pipes from the 1640 Group with tho~e of

the 1680 Group also reflects changes in bowl morphology.

Although Edward Bird's workshop produced various sized pipes all

at one time, it is better to date the bowls by shape rather than

by size. In general ~ the EB pipes from 1640 were thicker and

heavier than those from 1680 which were predominantly wasp-

waisted and more dElicate.

There were 29 bowls, or, at least, Enough of the bowl to

determine shape and in most caSES, origin. These could be

divided into roughly 10 bowl types (Plate VII]):

1) Contracting bowl base (EB pipes). late 17th century; tot~l
of 5; Amsterdam (Duce 1981).

2) Thicker but longer Dutch pipES, 3rd quarter of the 17th
century; total of 5; Amsterdam.

3) Type 9A (Similar to type #25 but longer and has rouletted
t-im. 169()o-1740;total of 1; England (OSwald 195U.

4) Type 9C export type, 1680-1730; total of 1; England.

5> Type lOB. but a bit wider than ~OB, 1690-1740; total of 1;
probably England (Oswald 1965).

• b' Type 20. 1680-1710; total of 2; England (Atkinson & Oswald
1969) .

7) Type 22 (one was slightly larger than the others) 1680-1710;

'...l.i ] .....,~.('.;
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total 'of 7; England (ibid) .

8) Type 25. 170U'-1740; total o·f 1; England (ibid).

9) Heelless export (1 RT>, late 17th - early 18th century;
total of 5~ Bl'"'istol (W.;ilker 1977).

10) Molded bowl (may be same as contracting bowl base type as
above), late 17th ce~tury; total of 1; Dutch.

A look at the bowl types above shows that an influx of

English pipes has occurred by 1680. Predictably, there was an

absenCE of English pipes in the 1640 Temporal Group (See Temporal
Group 1640). The Dutch capitulation to the English occurred in
1664. Dutch pipes were still being imported to New York City

after the English takeover" of 1'1anhattan, de:;pite harsh il<.'t·.'igatlon

1alo'-;sand bans on trc;.dewith the enEIIlY, (see Dc;.llal Api-il 1983,

NYSAA paper, "Engl i sf-,Cl ~:y'Pi pES to Ni EUW Amst~et-dam - Dutch Cl,",.vPi pES to
New York"). This is evidenced by the 11 identifiably Dutch

(Amsterdam) pipes or 38% of the total. English pipes comprised
62% of the total identifiable pipes •.

The Dutch pipes form two basic sub-groups, one g;-oup dating

to the 3rd qu.ar ..tel'"of the 17th century. These were longer in the

than the Dutch pipes from the 1640 Temporal Group but still

retained their thick stems and bOWl Walls. The SEcond grOGP was

contracted at the base, looking much like Gouda pipes from thE

sam~ time period which were found at the 7 Hanover Square and

St~dt Huys sites in Manhattan (Dallal, in press). It shaul d be

mentioned that the EB mark was owned ~y the merchant Adrian Van

der Cruis in Gouda after 1683 . It is possible (but not likely)

that these EB pipes were manufactured in Gouda. English pipes

:-....' Ii. _....}~.j
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� were divided into 7 types, based ~pQn bowl shapes. One pipe

bowl, heavily decorated with figures was made in Gouda.

Documents from the Gemeente Archief Amsterdam dated 1670

show that the Dutch needed special permission trom the British to

make voyages "to America. They were also concerned with knOWing

whether goods on board might be unloaded in New York without

being confiscated by British authorities. Documents state that

tobacco pipes were among the goods allowed for importation

(Notarial Archives 1670).

A look at the bar graph for the 1680 Temporal Group (Graph

VII3) reveal s that 6/64" bores have the ~]t""eatestper-cent age

(597.) o"f stems. 6/64" Erlglish pipes had the greatest pen-"iad of

popUlarity between 1680-1710. Since this was a mixed

Dutch/English deposit and since Dutch stems grew narrower earlier

than Engl i sh s"tems of comparable periods, t h i s may r-epresent a

slightly ear-lier ~ime period. However. the bar chart can

probably be of more USE in trying to determine the relative

chronology of the thrEe Strata Groups within the 1680 Temporal

Group, which all have the identical ceramic TPQ of 1680.

Strata Gr"oup ID had a greatEI~ percentage- of 7/64" bores than

the other two Strata Groups, at 37%. Strata Group ID also had

almost as many of 8/64" bores as VB at 9%. This leads one to the

conclusion that ID was the earliest of the 1680 Temporal

Gr-oupings. It. had the least amount of 6/64" and 5/64" bores. at

33% and 18% respectively. Since lIB "had 661. 6/64" bores and 27'%.

�

5/64" bor-es (the gr-eatest percentages of all the groups) one can

hypothesize that the relative chronology of the Strata Groups.

sharing a 1680 TPQ, (based pipe data) from earliest to

\.1.: i -- ) b
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latest al~e: ID. VB. lIB.

The 1680 "emporal Group differed from the 1640 Temporal

Group in the following manner:

1) Introduction of English pipes

2} Increase in bowl capacity

3} A proliferation of maker's marks whose origins include
Amsterdam. Gouda and Bristol

4} A reduction in the percentage of decorated stems to /h

5) ReduCEd angle of bowl to stem

6) An increase in narrower Core diameters in the 1680 lemporal
GI~OUp. Especi al1\I 2.n increase in per'centage 0+ 6/64" bore
diameters from 12% (1640) to 59% (1680) and from 3% (1640;
to 111. t168U) in 5/64" bore diamet.ers.

7) A l~eduction in +leur- de Lv ssstem decm-ations to 21~~ {1680)
from 80;: ~164,O) and an incr-ea,sein "Dther-lJ types to 80~~
(1680) compared with 20% (1640).

8) A slight increase in reworked pipe stems from 3% (1640) to
7% (1680).

1710 TEMPORAL GROUP

ThE- 1710 Temporal Group. dated bv cerami c TPC!' S to no

earlier than 1710, differed considerably from both the 1640 and

1680 lemporal Groups in the follOWing manner:

1) 100% English pipes (See CMP 63 and Strata Group Ill)

2) A reduction in the percentage of decorated stems to zero

3) An increase in the variety of maker's marks (1 in 1640, 14
in 1680 and 15 in 1710)

4) Reduced angle of bowl to stem

:.",:: J ~..
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5) A reduction of reworked stems (whistle making activity) to
• 1i:6)

6) RT marks comprising 94% of total marks

7) A reduction in bowl variety from 10 types in 1680 to 4 in
1710

The 1710 Temporal Group consisted of 6 components, 5 of

which were associated with a cache of pipes and 1 which was the

Lot 14 c i st ern , 5 of the 6 Components. or 831., contained pipe

fragments. There was a total of 7,409 pipe fragments which

comprised 79% of the pipes from the entire site (9353); or a

total of 9298 without ex 102.01 in CMP 63. Without ex 102.01.

the percentage of pipes with a ceramic TPQ of 1710 was 80%.

By combining the Temporal Groups for 1640. 1680, 1710, 1795

and 1844, it was found that the 1710 l"emporal Group overshadowed

the others with 96% (495) of the total maker's marks (517).

Almost all pipes with maker's marks were manufactured in

Bristol with the Exception of some of those marked TW.which m~Y

have been produced in London or. least likely. in New York Citv.

There were various manifestations of Tippet marks~ and fully 94%

were from the Tippet workshops (Plate VII14; Plate VIliS: Plate

VII19). There were no decorated stems

but there were 3 identifiable whistles which comprised only .1%

of the total stems (2420).

The 1710 Temporal Grouping is made up of two distinct types

of deposit; i.e .• the pipe cache which represents a short term

deposit and the Lot 14 cistern which represents a group of pipes

deposited over a longer period of time .

Morphologically, the pipes in both deposits were examples of

~./ .f 1 - - .: E~
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t.he "ordinary" late-17th to early-18th century English type .

Archaeologists often encounter following the English occupation

of Manhattan. They could be rou~hly divided into 4 types:



I> The heelless export type, late 17th-early 18th century; 33%;
BristOl (Jackson 8,- Price 1974>;

2) Type 21, 1680-1710; 62%= Bristol and/or London (Atkinson &
Oswal d 1969) ~

3) Type 20, 1680-1710; 4%; (ibid);

4> Type 23.1690-1720; 8/.; (ibid).

Port Royal, Jamaica, was destroyed by an earthquake in 1692.

Pipe analysis from that city reports 5% Dutch pipes and 95%

English pipes (Marx 1968). When Context 102.01 is retained. ~see

eMP 63). the Jamaican percentaqes are close to those from Component z: -~w-_, •

which had 97% English and 3% Dutch pipes.

A histogram (Bar Graph VII4), shows pipe bore diameter

distributions for the 1710 l·emporal Group as an entity. As hfOLll d

be e;-:pected. there is a 5t;~iking inet-ease in 5/64" bm-e diameters

(l"\fhi ch are Iater-) and whi ch are most "popul ar" accord ing to

Harrington. between 1710 and 1750. The 1680 Temporal Group. in

contrast. had on Lv 11% of 5/64" bores.

Given that the pipe cache and the cistern in Lot 14 have the

same ceramic TPQ of 1710, one can utili~e the relative percentage

of pipe stem bore distributions to further refine the dating of

the deposits. A look at the graph reveals that for the pipe

cache t.he percentage of 6/64" ;at.emsis qreater. (44;~). than it 15

for the cistern (30%). The percentage of 7/64" stems in the pipe

cache (16%) is 6150 greater than that of the cistern (6%).

However, the Lot 14 cistern has a greater percentage of the later

dated 5/64" boroes (621.) as compared to the pipe cache (391.).

• One can then hypothesize that the pipe cache is slightly

older than the cistern, although both have the same ceramic TPQ.



• 1795 TEMPORAL GROUP

The 1795 Temporal Group contained two Strata Groups, IVA~

which was 18th century destruction debris and VA which consisted

of structural elements associated with BUilding E. 89 pipe

fragment.s wen;? t?}~cavat.ed and analyzed. (Plate VII23)

Maker's marks consisted of EB. manufactured by Edward Bird

of Amsterdam, 1630-1683; HG. Hendrik Gerdes also of Amsterdam.

1668-1684 and an P/TIP/PET fragment from Bristol, made by one oi

the Robert Tippets (1660-1722), probably II or III.

one of each mark. All came from the Building E builder's trench

(see Component 17) in Lots 8 and 10. These E,,:H'" 1 i er Dut ch and

English elements reflect the fact that Component 17 cuts through

structural elements associated with Building A (see Strata Group

IA). There must have been admixture.

Decorated stems comprised 5% of the total stem fragments and

included rouletting and fleur de lys decorations as well as a

mol ded Dutch stem.

Bowl types included a 17th centurY belly bowl with rbuletted

rim and EB on the heel. as well as an 18th century bowl fragment

which is probablY 18th century English being similar to Noel Hume's

type #14, dated 1680-1710 (Hums 1976).

No trends could be determined due to the mixed nature of the

deposi ts.

". 1844 TEMPORAL GROUP

The 1844 Temporal Group consisted of 1 Component (CMP 15),

','i i "·b:1
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which was within Strata Group IVB - the 19th ~Entury destru~tion

debris. There was a total of 84 pipes. Bowl shapes were English

and were all similar to Noel-Hums's (1976) type #15, dating 1700-

1770. These totalled 3.

Maker's marks, too, were English and consisted of the following:

1) W on the back of the bowl; English; 1700-1770; based on Noel
Hume bOlfll shape. Type #15 (Noel-Hume 1976). (Plate VII21 lower
righU

2) GT of either side of the heel; Dorking; 1762-1823 (Higgins
1981>. (plate VII21 left ~(upp er right)

3) Gauntlet with R/TIP/PET; most likely Bristol; Robert Tippet
II. 1713-172=: (vJalkel~ 1977). (Plate VII20 lower left t( r'ight)

Sterns r-evealed a predomi nance of 5/64" bores at 51~~; 2(i~~

wer-e 4/64". This is probably indicative of a later- deposit.

A brief summary of this Temporal Group indicates that all

pipes were Enq]ish~ specifically from Dorking and Bris~ol.

were no decorated stems~ and Bore diameters were predominantly

4/64" and 5/64". Hhi ch ~'Jeremost pop u t at- in the 18th and 19th

centLtt-ies .

-'.,.' .".,...- .....
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HRfIFALl ANHLYBIS:SMALL FINDSe:

Kitchen Group:

SMALL FINDS: INTRODUCTION

A listing of the small finds recovered during of

the Broad Financial Center site

general finds inventory for the was
sorted by Group and Class codes of

taxonomy. This series of descripti

presenting Group and Class,

and secondarily by Strata Grou rimary order. The
following is a represented, and
therefor-e also

Architectural

(Shot)
(Gunflints)

aking and Repair
r-....................~Fasteners

Coins and Tokens
Writing Paraphernalia
Grooming and Hygiene
Ornaments (Beads, etc.)
Other Personal items

Leisure (Toys)
Fishing Gear
Military Objects (Sword Parts)

e A short i Llctory statement is included for each class

I""epresented. This includes a discussion of dating evidence for

the objects and if any reliable information was available.

\)lli--J



• KITCHEN GROUP: TABLEWARE AND KITCHENWARE

Eleven items of tableware or kitchenware were recovered

from the excavation of the Broad Financial Center site. H few of

the items. cutlery handles and spoons. can be given broad date

ranges on stylistic grounds. The eleven items are presented

below in Strata Group order.

STRATA GROUP II A

ct'W 1:. ex 529
Length 7.5 cm
DescrIption: Bone cutlery handle
protruding at end. and a band of
decoration just below. Probably 17th
1976: 182. Fig.6: .•#lJ.

SF# F24 CODE 01··-03--(11 7 PLATE \,'111-4

with central shaft
incised qeorTfetric
century (Noel Hume

STRATA GROUP II B

DolF' .! 4 C;; ~2::;4. 1-)5 SF# F 121 CODE:::U1-0:-'::;--(:,18
Leng~h 11.0 U'l
Description: Antler handle with heavilv corroded iron
concretIon at end.

eMP 62 ex 209.08
L.ength 6.6 em
Description: White
rat tail on back.
1S76: 181--183)

SF# F 1~24 CODE 01--(;3-·-149

metal bow l of spoon "Pur-i tan II

Circa 1660 to mid-18th cantury
shape with
(Noel Hume

CMP 76 ex 012 SF# F123 CODE 01-04-0=8
LENGTH: 7.~) ern and 5.0 cm
DESCRIPTION: Two fragments of iron knife blade. now heavily
corroded.

STf.:AT A GF:OUP 1 I I

eMP 53/54 ex 604/589 SF# F122 CODE 01-03-017
LENGTH: 9.9 cm
DESCRIPTION: Five mending fragments of ~ bone cutlery handle
of rectangLllar cross-section. with a rectangUlar sectioned
tang running through its cente~. for at least 2/3'5 of its
length.

• eMP 63 ex 102.03 SF# F65 CODE 01-03-006 PLATE
LENGTH 8.2 cm
DESCRIPTION: Wooden cutlery handle with a sub-rectangular
cross-section.

L •• ..:



• eMP 63 ex 102.03 SF# Fl19 CODE 01-03-026 PLATE VIII-lO
LENGTH: 17.7 cm
DESCRIPTION: Three mending fragments of copper alloy spoon.
with eqq shaped bowl. possibly 18th century (Noel HUffiE
1976:183)

CI'1F 6::::-
LEI'lGTH:'
DESCF:IF'TIlJN:
possi b i ''f' 18th

SF# F 1:2(; CODE 01--0:3-026

CGPPEr
c er; t Ltr 'v'

a 110\/
(Noel

spoon !I'll th egg
Hume 1':;;'/0: 183)

shaped

SlRATA GROUP IV A

eMP 11 ex 385 SF# F25 CODE 01-03-017 PLATE VII1-12
LENGTH: 7.6 cm
DESCRIFTIOi"j: Bone cutier-y hdndle consisting of 2 p i ec es of
bone decorated with an incised cross hatched pa~~ern.
riveted to a flat tang extending entIrely through the
haridLe, H i d 18th cen t ur v (NOEl Hums 1976:182. Fig 63 #6~f,8).
Pr-obably made from a rib of a 1ar-ge mammal.

STRATA GROUP VIII

CMP 28 ex 197.01 SF# F23 CODE 01-03-017 PLATE VIII-16
LENGTH: 8.3 em
DES~RIPTIDN~ Bone cutlerv handle with ~ hole drilled at ene
end to accept a tang. Frobablv made from a rib.·

eMF 28 ex 197.01
LENGTH: 4.1 em
DESCRIPTION: Small ivory cutlerv h~njle. WIth diamond shaped
cr-oss-sectian. and a tudor rOSE dEsign on the End.

SF# F26 CODE 01-03-132 PLATE VIII-16

ARCHITEC1URAL GROUP: DOOR & WINDOW HARDWARE
Six piEces of door and
from the EMcavation of
They are dE=cribed below

Ot- j,oJiII d 0_.,)

the 5r-oad
in Strata

h <:<.I'"',j wal~E
Fl fiar,ci a1

j,o/ETE reCO·,/Ered
CentEt.. si teo

GrOUD crder.

STRATA GROUP 11 B

CMP 38 ex 397.01 SF# F127 CODE 03-04-034 PLATE VIII-9
LENGTH: 3.1 em end 2.4 cm
DESCF::IFTION: Two -fragments of "turned lead" from a casement
window probably, 17th century throu~h mid 13th century
(Noel Hums 1976:233)

•
eMP 76 ex 019 SF# CODE 03-04-028
LENGTH: 14.5 cm: Width 8.1 em
DESCRIPTION: One fragment of possible iron hinge •
heavily corroded with a sectIon of clay pipe stem fused
to the corrosion.

I .
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• STF:ATA GROUP I I I

CMP 63 ex 102.03 SF# F125 CODE 03-04-034 PLAfE N.J.
LENGTH: 3.8 cm
DESCRIPTION: One fragment a-f "tLwr,ed :iEEld:: from a casement
window probably 17th 'century through mid 18th century
INoel HUffie 197b:233)

CMF 63 ex 102.04 ,SF# 'F126 CODE 03-04-034
LENGTH: 4.2 cm
DESCEIPTION: One fr-agmer,t of "tw-ned lead" from iii casement
window. probably 17th century through mId 18th century
(Noel Hume 1976:233)

STRAT A GROUF' '/I

eMP 35 ex 193 5F# CODE 03-04-149
LENGTH: 8.':::: cm
DESCRIP1ION: White metal cord tiE-of~ for window blind~.
etc. fwo holes in center area for securinq to window frame.

STRATA GROUP VIiI

Cl"IF' 28
LENGTH:
DESCF: 1FT i i::>t'·j: 'j "'JO i r-ori fragme"t~ of "tUt-nE,j :iead" from a

pl-ob.-:;blv, 17th ;:er',t,l.W'''' throuoh iiH d 18th
HUlT,? lc;.76:2,~~~~.). I:;c;ulc: r.o r be locatEd ,for

;:aSEITIEnt
cerrt urv
anal \.'51 Solo

(['Joe1

FURNITURE GROUP: H~RDWARE

lhrEe items of furnIture hardwarE were found during the
excavation of the Broad FInancial Center SItE. DatInq the~e
items IS "" d i f f a c u Lt, prDCESS at bes,:. I,,'.'ol\ ..ing detailed
eOlT.parisons with hardware 01" r urn i t ur-e or ~:.no~·melate. SinCE
all of these examples are fragmEntary ana corroded. only a
general date range is suggested for one examplE. 'lMe three
items of furnIture hardware arE presented below in Strata
Group order'.

STRATA GROUP II 8

CMP 62 CX 2t)9. l)6 SF# F 1 i (I CODE (Jq ~U 1,-<..:26
LENGTH: 9.5 cm: width 6.5 em~ thickness 1.0 em
DESCRIPTION: Copper alloy drawer pull. heavilY corroded. one
end miss1ng.

STF:ATA GF:;OUF' vr

• CNP 34 CX 487 SF# Fill CODE 04-01-026
LENGTH: 2.7em; width 2.0 cm; thickness 0.1 em
DESCRIPTION: Copper alloy lock or handle plate fragmen~.

, I :.~



• CMP 34 ex 487 SF# F163 CODE 04-01-026
LENGTH: 6.0 em; width 2.8 em; thieknes3 0.5 em
DESCRIPTION: Copper alloy drawer pull. somewhat carroded.
with bulbous center section and one end missing.
Date Range circa 1750-1775
{Noel Hume 1976:228-9. Fig. 72. #1).

FURNITURE GROUP: LIGHTING DEVICES

e>:amples o{ lightin~ devIces were found DurIng the
8road Financial Center excavatIon.
in Strata Group oraer.

fhey are presenteD below

STRATA GROUP II 8

eMF 62 ex 209.00 SF# F44 CODE 04-03-026 PLA1E ~IrI-5
Diameter of basE 12.0 cm~ HeIght 15.8 em
DESCRIPTION: Five fraoments of copper alloy candlest~c~
holder. now mended. This candlestick holcer was made o~
sheet metal ri··..etted t.ooether. lhe ori Iv <:iE,cor-ai::.ic,n ·.....islble

of oot.s
fllilnq In the spaCES between the line~.
h,..:iqTi;T;ler' i rd;~ SIT.::; i I ,j::1e~ t'!'=- =.::. 'l on sill t; t~ t:t-~~ :"LU·-r t ac E •

produced

SF# F45 F1-AiE 'n 11-8
LEI'·.~~;·r~-!: i 7.:5 CiTI

DESCRiPfiON: Half
loopeo handiE~ Mar~..ed wirth ~h~t appE5rs to be ~ pOi-tculllS
St..'!-,Tlc:unt€~d b'y a crc,ss stamped into t~,e intel-lor G-t thl? oox ,
li',E j-,~lldle loop clDselv t-es-=:mbies <-, mid J.7th cerit ur-v
£Clssors handle ~NOEl Hume 197c:2b8. ~lg 87. #4)

;....EJ,j(:J T i-1 ': ~- • 4 CIT.

DESC.~:IF·-f IDrJ: Fragment wire Jlqht bulb. with
b "Chr-i stmas" 1inht.orange pigment.

cr-1P 68 ex
LENGTH: 4.4-
DESCF;IPTION:
base.

2(i3 CODE
em
Fraqment anci bulb

ARMS GROUP: PROJECTILES

~ tDti::\l
Broad Sf:.
Group .

of 18 weapon projEctiles were recovered
site. Thev are prEsented here ordered

f ,'om the
bv Strata

•



• STRATA GF:OUF lIB

CMP 38 ex 397.01 SF# F152 CODE 05-01-034 PLATE VIII-8
DIAMETER: 0.5 em Weight 1.4 or
DESCRIPTION: 1 lead sphere~ prob~blv shot

eMF 38 ex 397.01 SF# F151 CODE 05-01-034 PLATE VIII-8
DIAMETER: 0.2 em; Weight 0.4 gr
DESCRiPTION: 1 small lead ~phErE. probably bird shot. '

STRATH GROUP IV B

CI'iF 15 C:;. ::':':::'.).03 SF# F" 153 CODE \)5·--(11-034
DIAt'jF::TEF: ',,;.7 em WeiC)r,t: 1.75 qr each
DESCRIPTION: 14 lea6 spheres. probablv shot.

PLEASE RE1URN TO <,
"

llBR.~,RY 7·· ...

LANDMARKS PRESERVATION
COMMISSION ,.. oJ

5F# F 1::''7' C·ODE :-:J5--I) l·-~(.i::a
1770 gr.
sphi?,e. ~ cannonball; probably

DiAMETER: 8.4 em WEiGHT:
DESCRIPTION: 1 corroded iron
4 Ib before corrosion.

STRATA GF:OUF '/I I

(.'16 SFN F130 CODE 05-0i-028 PLATE VliI-15
WEIGHT ea 3990 gr.
lron s~herE. h cannonball; probablv

DiAl·fETEF.': t 1. (. err.
DESCRiPTION: L corraded
9 10 before corrosion.

Af"{i'lS [jj;:l]Uf-': ACCESSORIES IGUN FLINfS,

ThIS overview of rECEn~ cievElopment5 in gunflint rESEarch is
not meant to include a hi5torv O~ their development. for
sEvo?ral good accounts ar'E a\,6.il"'ble. '~SEERobert:=. in
Gressman et al 1982: V 220-228;. The first. and still one
of the (i"IOSt important ef fo,-·ts is ,john L-h t thoft :; "A H'i 5tary
of Gunflints" pUblished in 1':;'66. This ar'+:lcle introduced
the idea that thE form of qunfiints changed significantly
through time. and deflned four c~tegorlES based on their
techniques of manufacture. Witthoft's'5 four groups arE
listed here with his original dates for their introduction
to North America:

Bifacial Gunflints
f"lake Gunflints
Blade Gunflints wio micro-6urin scar
8iade Gunflints wi micro-burin scars

1621)

165G
1740
1780

• (Witthoft 1966: 16-37)
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•

: :T ... c., '.::

No serious challsnges have been mounted to the applic&billtv of

the four basic categories. although several modifications to the

dates have been suggested. rhe 1650 introduction oate for Flake

Gun-flints h.3.5been challer,,~ea;z.stoo late b",,".jeai1···Franccis

Blanchette. who suggests a date as Earl~ as 1630 (Elanchette

1980: 70. Fig 53>. This contention is not supported by other

5Lithors. ThF- wos-::.r-ecent studv Clvailable E;.;amines E'\/idenCE ft-om

several sites, and presents the relative percentages of the four

gunflint ca~egorlE5 no flaketime brackets.

]6:-»-1675 DI-'acj,:,':.:,t \~':ent.:l':~8::::~~,1 Tab 1E :.:.). kent 5 evidenCE trom

far more reliable than Blanchettes single burial ground from

['he 1740 date for the appearance of blade gunflints wIthout

micro-burin scars has also been challenged. Witthoft suggested

that a few rlints of this variety. also ~&lieo ~rench. were made

as earlv as, 107:'=; but tnat they did nat becotr,e i."In or-Olnarv item at'

commerce here until 1740. Kent's evidence supcorts the earller

date. He reports 4% of flints from the 1675-1700 period as

French. based on evidence trom five sites. He also reports 4%

French flints From the 1650-1675 period~ b0t this is based on

only one occurrence ~t the Strickler' site in Pennsylvania (kent

1983:30. Table 1). Therefore. until further corroboratIng

Evidence becomes avaIlable. it would seem prudent to use 1675 a5

the Terminus Post Quem for the introduction of blade gunflints
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•

without micro-burin scars to North AmerIca.

PROCEDURE FOR ANALfSIS:

3 GunflInts and 5 possible aun~lint fragments were found at the

Broad Financial Center site. The~ were examIned visuallv and

classIfied where possiole on the evidence of their techniquEs of

manufactLwe. Fla~ing scars were considereo of primarv

were ~lso taken in~o consIderation. The classiFication usee

recogniZES {cur oaSlC c~tEqories:

Bifacial GuntlInts
Flake Glm-flint::,
Blade GunfiInts win micro-burin scar
81ade GunflInts loJ/ micro--burin sc",rs

Fast
Post
FeIst

16':::(J
1650
1675

Fest i781.)

fhe Terminus ~os~ Quem dates assigned are b~s2j on the sources

cited in the above discussion ~Witthoft 1~b6. ~ent 1983).

STF:r:; T H iOiROUF I H

CI"lF 6 i'J'" '.~,12 cm:.>t:: ':;'8"-!">:!-"~!S2
DIMENSrONS: Length 22 mm: Wloth
DESCRIPTiON: Fossible Gunflint
ilint. tran~lucent at edgea.

Thickne5~ 4i1:ITa : mm.
or Flake.

STF:AT;::; EiROUF 1 D

CMP 4 ex 591 SF# F79 CODE 05-03-052 PL~TE VrII-3
DIMENSIONS: Length 20mm. Width 24 mm. fhIckne5s 9 mm
DESCRIPTION: Flake Gunflint of liqnt grav slightlY
translucent fllnt. Post 1650.

STRATA GROUP II A

CMP 9 ex 354 SF# CODE 05-03-052
DiMENSiONS: LEngth 19 mm; Wldth" 25 mm; Thickness 5 mm.
DESCRIPTION: Possible Gunflint fragment or flake. gray brown
flint. tran~lucent in places .



'-:-""

• STRATA G~OUP IV A

CMP 20 ex 616 SF# F8G CODE 05-03-052 PLATe VIII-12
DIMENSIONS: Length 22 mm; Width 21 mm: :hickness 8mm
DESCRIPTION: Flake Gunflint of dar~ grav brow~ Flint,
slightly tran~lucentat the edges. Fest 1650.

STRAT A GF:LJUF '..' I

CMP 34 ex 487 SF# F=
DIMENSIONS: Lenoth 20 mm;
Possible Gunfllnt ir~qmen~
CIt the edqEs.

CODE 1 U~-(;:'·--()5:':':: F'L~·I·E \..'I I I - 14
Wf~th 2u mm; Thickness 4 mm
Qr fla~e. tan flint. translucent

CMP 34 ex 5i6 SF# CUDE 10-03-052
Dli·lE~·j::liOI··j5: Lengi:".t·, ::;:,~.mm: l,Li:idU", i8mm; 1;-,:i.cL"nt=ss 5mm
F'OSSl hi E t::_{.{n·f 1 i n t Fi'"-~q(nent ()i"- i i Q~,:e. t 3r~ f 1 i lit trdr.sl LlC-Ent

at "the edgE.~s.

5 TF;...TA f:iF~:iJUP vr I

PL..::. is: '/1 I 1-15

DESCF: 1FT I liN: Flai::e Ciun+Ltnt 0': dark grav brown flint.

Dli·~Er~fSICrJ3: ;_~nqth ":.;-fnrr,; L.lJ"idtr-t 12 ,Tim: ft":iCki-.E3= -4 mrn
DESCRIPTION: Possible Gun+lJnt ~raqment or flake. tan ilint.
i:t-ar.sl ucent.

C.LOTHIr-iG i3RCJijF':

Twer.tv-elght items relating ~G

were found during the Excavatlc~
Center site. lhe~ are prEsentea

Ct the Bro~d F:i.nanC1Sl
hEr~ In 5tr6ta Group order.

STRATA GROUP II B

CMP 38 CX 397.01 SF# F34
DESCRIPTION: One cGpcer alloy

C'::OL'E ,:.:~ ...,_;.~.-·'.),':::6 FL.~ TE :.J I I I - '=i
pIn or needle fragment

C~lF'38 ex 397~(::1 ~~~ F32 CODE (:l6-"(~3--~:;26 PLATE ~:iII-9
DE3CtdPTIOhi: Fiv·e coppet- allov' t.himble ~t-agmEnts

eMP 62 ex 209.0b SF# Fl13 -CODE 06-03-0~6
DESCRIP1·ION: Fourteen copper allov pi~ fragments.

• STRATA Gi=d:JUP I I I

CMP 63 ex 102.03 5F# FilS CODE 06-03-026
DESCRIPTION: One copper allov thimble.
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CMP 63 ex 10~.04 SF# Fl14 CODE 06'-03-026
DESCRIPTION: Two copper ~lloy pin ~ragment5.

STRA1A GROUP IV B

CMP 15 Cj 520.03 CODE 06-03-026
DESCFdF'TIOI"j: Three frayiTiEents of .;.110')/pins.

C.l'''1r:~· 34 CJ:
DE SeF: I F'T I (iN :

133 SF# FII? CODE 06-03-026
One copper alloy thimble

PLATE '.JI II-14

6(;6 SF~ Fll6 CODE 06-03-0~Q
copper alloy ~himblE

The eXC6vat]O~ of the Broad Financia~ Center Site YieldEd a total

of fifty fiVE clGt~ing fasten~r5. :includEd ii, t n i s total are

Datlna all three of theSE categories of ciotn:ng ia=.teners i5

rangES have been suggested for various buc~IE5. out these applY

of the backpiece are intact.

backpiecEs have proved to be nearl ~ un~2tacie (Stone 1~74:34j.

FraqmEn~s of bac~pieces can only be aSSJOneo broad da~e ranoes bv

comparison with securely datea well preservee Duc~les wi~h

similar backpieces. Capper alloy noo~ ane eye fasteners have

been documented in LIse by' at least 1625 (Noel Hume 1'7'76:::55).and

this date serves convenientlv as a Nortil ~meri=an TermInus Pos~

QUEm for these fasteners. Buttons. although far more ~ommon than ,
fasteners of other types on this and most other archaeological

sites, are no less troublesome to date. Various attempts have

i

/.
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: ., T. i.. : ~'.. ;.

been made to date buttons from North American archaeological

sites. but comparlsons of these efforts support I','orNoel .,iL\me's

claim that "fe~·Jeasy I'"Lllesof t.riumb •....... can be followed in

the dating of butt.ons" U-,JoelHume 1'?76:88-9).

Two of the more commonly used classification and dating systems

for buttons are those formulated by Stanlev J. Olsen and

Stanle'/ ("' , ..:JGLI"t.n.p ub Lr s h ad in 1964. I'"espectivelv. Olsen

(lq63: 551-554: distingulshed 12 types. deslqnated H thl'"ough L.

~hlCh are based primarllv on construction and method of

attachment. Unfortunately. Olsen did not specifY thE size or

proveniencE of his sample. South distinguisned 32 types.

designated 1 to 32. also based on construction and method of

Soutl-',based his stud y on the

buttons recovEred irom the archaeological sites of Brunswick Town

~ comparison of the. two systems

vi~lded seven tvpes common to both.

thE52 types with their date ranges.

In no case do Olsen and South give the same dste ranges. In one

case. I,Tv'pes 8 and 3). Olsen's date ranqe is wide;~ and includes

South's. In three cases (types D and I. E and 11. J and 19).

South's is wider and include's elsen"s dates. In one case (Types

C and 8). there is some overlap and Olsen"s range is later; in

another case (Types K and 30>. there is also some overlap. but

South's range is later. In the last instance (Types G and 9).

there is n~ OVErlap at all .

..'. : 1 l I
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8ecause of the many discrepancies between the seven types

to both systems. it 1S unlikelY that the date ranoes propc

either author are reliable for dating buttons from histori

archaeologIcal sites, whether the buttons fall into the 7

tvpes or the 37 types uri i que to ei ther 01sen or Soutr.. I!

sets of dates had been identical. thEn there would be rea!

assume th':;.tt:i ,ne SP:?f"lS f Ot- the use of par t; I c u lar t'y'pes of

ranges, however. may prove applicable to datIng other fln(

r~orth CBTO::. j na , but. thi:'-e i:::' 1""10 !'"'eason to as:;ume app.i i cat. J

outSIde the geographical limitatIons of hIS sample. 01 Sf

but.tons from an\! SC'UI"·CE. Decause nco IntOt-mat:Ion is preseni

provenience or the E~idencE used ir

them. Until a w1dEr survev. baSEd on prop~ri~ documented

from a number o~ seventeenth through nineteenth centurY 5:

throughout North America js a~ailabie. publisned date rani

recovered buttons suer. as those from The Bread Financial Center SIte.

buttons is that developed bv Lvle M. Stone for the button~

For Michilimackinac. Michigan (Stone iS74: 45-671. T' .:-,ne 1·

buttons +ound there were assigned to 188 categories. usin.

hIerarchical system based (In order of Importance) on strl

mEthod of manufacture. material. shape, decoration and si:

This generated a hierarchy of categories lab.

Classes; 2) Series 3) Types, and 4) Varieties. UnfortLm
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very few of the 188 categoriEs provec dataoie. and those that

could be dated. mostly those of miiltarv issue. are probably not

pertinent to dating the B~oad Financial Center finds. The finds from For

Michilimackinac all come from a military site 1n Michigan. used

only from 1715 to 178l. whereas the Broad Financidl CentEr examples come

c i v i Lr en Site In HEV'JJersc'"/ oc c.up r e c -tram ~",E 2nd quarter at the

SEventeenth century to the present. Furtnermare, there are no

reasons to assume that a button dated to a particular time span

at one of these 51te5 should also have been used during the S2me

per-lad b~ the Gther. Despite the complExlt~ of Stone~

classification. It. lIKE the earlIer South and Olsen schemes.

proved of limIted assistance for aS~lqnlnO dat~5 to the Broad Fin~ncial

During the 6nal"~515 o~ ~ne il~ buttons found curinq thE Rar1tan

classi-fic:=,-~:i"on;;;.ystem lrJii:oS de'".'elGDec:. fhl~ 5~s~em sGmawhat

total of 51 types were recognized. types decor"ated

with military InsignIa could be d~t~d independently ~Roberts

in Grossman 1982:185. 200-2096~.

For tr-,E anal vs i s of the 48 button 5 -n'-w!T1tj-',E fir-OCld ~ 1nafie 1al Center e::cav,

it was decided to use a dEscriptiVE 5vsteffi based on the

descrIptIons us.ed in cI'-=.:o1:1n9 the f~:aritan Landing c La ss r r r c a t r on •

but not to assign class numbers to these buttons. TheSE would

- o. ; ;.
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• only bE numberB ~ppended to the other cl~sslficatlon.k which

would ~e of of little v~lue SInCE no reliable dBte range~ can be

suqqested. Tt1e deser i pt i "'.'E s\'stem used <:is,-:..O<ilsis f 01- thE

inter-SIte comparisons neCESSarY ior es~abii5hlnq cate r2nCEs.

The 55 clothing fasteners are presente~ belG~ ordereG bv their

Strata Group a~sociatlons.

U'iP 6

D I Ai"iE TEi~;~: 1. ... =.; C ilk

D~SC~RIP·1·1Ut~: CoppEr allo~' bltttarl.
1Gopttd 5fli:\lik cast Con.

pi~C2 construction With

C'IF 6 C>:"2i5
D I At"1ETE~:: 1.::: em
DE5C~IPiIOH: Gray pLastic button. pieCE construction With= hG~es. ihis b ut t or, pr'ob:<.bJ ..· rEpi-~="ents Cc.ntamln€l<:lc,n of
this context through holes made by the pneumatic hammer In
breaking up the brIck basement floar.

STRATA C,FOUF' IG

SF# :--:149
LEi"JGTH: 1.::: em
DESCRIPTIO~: Copper alloy hQGh: ~l-'omn~G~;'arlO eVE f~stene~.
Fost 1625 (Noel Hume 1976: ~551

STRATA GROUP II A

eMP ~ ex 354 SF# F16~
DIAMETER: 1.7 cm
DESCRIPTION: White metal
construction with soldered
intertwined initials on the

:.'111-·:+

DLi C -;:·_on • tLo-JO pi aCE
with twoon shank now mi551ng.

faCE. po s s i o Lv "CS".

STRATA GROUP II 8

eMP 38 ex 397.01
LEt'.jGTH: (I. '::; em
DESCRiPTION: Copper
Post 1625 (Noel HUffie

F"LATE VI I 1-9

alloy ~ye from hook and
1976: ::55) .

e.,,.a f €Istener.

•
: .·l: ..,
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• eMP 62 CX 209.08 SF~ F146 CODE 06-04-149
DIAMETER: 1.9 cm
DESCRIPTION: Pewter button, heavily corroded. con~tructlon
details not visible.

STRATA GF:OLJP I I I

eMP 53 ex 604 SF# FloG CODE 06-04-02b
LENGTH: 4.5 em. Width 3.2 cm
DESCRIPTION: Complete Copper alloy frame,
shoe buckle. with foliatE dEsigns at the
SIde.

probabl y from a
c2ntet- of each

eMP 53 ex b04 SF# F159 CODE 06-04-026
LENGTH: ~.~ em Width 3.3 em
DESCRIPTION: Complete Cooper alloy shape prGbabi~ from a
shoe bucklE.

cr1F- 6.3 SFfi F138
DiAMETER: J.5 em
DESCRIPTION: Copper alloy button.
construction with ~ast on shank. but
wi i::. h c er t a.:i j-, t Y •

probab i'/ of one
now too corroded

piEce
to say

C1-IF 63 SF# F139 CCiDE 06 ·°')4 -0=:6

DESCRIPTiON: Copper alloy
discern construction.

. .:;.. ..ou,-.....on. now too corroded to

STRA1A GROUP IV A

Ci-iF' 1 I C;z, 485 SF# Fl.:.j·~:
[lIAf-iETEF~:2.3 em
DESCRIPTION: Copper aiioy button,
construction. but now teo corroded

probabiv of 2 or 3 piece
to sa~ with certainty.

STRATH GROUP IV B

eMF 7 ex 379 SF# F162 CODE 06-04-020
LENGTH: 1.5 em, Width 2.9 em
DESCRIPTION: One fragment of a Copper al loy Chape probably
from a shoe buckle. Vary similar to complete? from the
wreck of the Amsterdam which sunk In Peyensey Bay on 26 Jan
1749 (Marsden 1974: Fig 29. #1271.

CMF 15 ex 520.11 CODE 06-04-026
DiAMETER: 1.6 em
DESCRIPTION: Two Copper alloy buttons. probably of two piece
construction with brazed or soidered on loop, but now rather
con-oded.

• CMP 15 ex 520.11 SF# F141 CODE 06-04-026
DIAt'1ETER: 1.5 em
DESCRIPTION: Copper alloy button, now too corroded to
discern construction.



• CMP 15 ex 520.11"
DIAMETER: 1.5 cm
DESCRIPTION: Bone button back with
probably from a thrEe piece
construction.

SF# F54 CODE 06-04-017 PLATE VI II-13

one hole through center,
button of composite

eMP 15 ex 5~O.03
DIAMETER: 1.6 cm
DESCRIPTION: Bone
probably from a
construction.

SF# F55 CODE CJb-04-017 PLATE \/1 I 1·-13

button back WIth one hole through c~nter.
three piece button oi composite

CNP 15 ex 52l).03 SF #F56 CODE 06-04-017 PLATE VIII-13
DIAMETER: 1.2 cm
DESCRIPTION: Bone
probably from a
construction.

button back IrJi th one hOo}e throLlqh center.
three piece button of composite

eMF 15 ex 520.03 SF# F57 CODE 06-04-017 PLATE VIII-13
DIAMETER: 1.0 cm
DESCRiPTION: Bone button back with one hole through center.
Dro~ably from a three plece button of composite
construction.

eMP 15 ex 520.03 SF# F59 CODE 06-04-017 PLATE VIII-13
i) IAr-1ETEF::1.. b C ,11

DESCRIPTION: Bone button with raised edge and four holes
drIlled through center. and one extra hole through the edge
probably the result of a defect in the bone.

eMP 15 ex 520.03 SF# F60 CODE 06-04-017 PL8TE VIII-13
DIAMETER: 1.6 em
DESCRiPTiON; Bone button with raised edge and four holes
drilled through center.

eMP 15 ex 520.02
DIA!'1ETER: 1.7 cm
DESCRIPTION: Bone
center. probably
construction.

SF# Fbi CODE 06-04-017 PLATE VIII-13

button back with one hole drilled through
from a three piece button of composite

STRATA GROUP VI

CMP 34 ex 487 SF# Fi61 CODE O~-04-026
LENGTH: 3.6 cm. Width 3.5 em
DESCRIPTION; One fragment of copper alloy buckle frame.

•
eMP 34 ex 543 SF# F143 conE 06-04-026
DiAMETER: 1.9 cm
DESCRIPTION: Copper alloy button. probaoly of one piece
construction but heavily corroded. and with shank missing •

eMP 34 CX 399 SF# F144
DIAMETER: ~.~ em

CODE 06-04-026 PLATE

l.. L r ."!



• DESCRIPTION: Copper alloy button of two piece construction
with loop origlnally brazed or soldered on but now missing.

CNP 34 ex 399 SF# F145 CODE 0~-04-i49
DIANETEH: 2.8 cm
DESCRIFTIDt·.,j: F'Ewter' button of one piece construction l.-Jith
shank cast on. now somewhat corroded.

CMP 34 ex 338 SF# F137 CODE 06-04-089
DIAMETER: 0.9 em
DESCRIPTION: Sheil button of one piece construction with
four holes through center.

Cl"lF'~4 C i. 543
DIAMETER: 1.5 cm
~E5CRIPTION; Bone button back with
probably from a three piece
c on e t r uc t i C,II.

SF# F62

one hole
butt.on

through centet-.
of. composite

Cdf" .34 ex 374
DlHhETEF: 1..1 ern
DESCRIPTION: 80ne button baCK wlth
probably from a three piece
construction.

CODE 06-CJ4-() 17

one hole
button

thrOLlyh center,
of composite

CI+1F' 3... ex :39': E,F# F 132 CODE '')6-1='4-t) i 7
DIAr'lETEF-:: J.. 5 CIT,

DESCRIPTION: Bona button back with one hole
probably fr~m a three piece button
c on ec r ucc i on.

through cent""r~
of composite

CdP ::::;.:.j. Ci.3 i.l
DIAMETER: 0.8 em
DE5C~IPTrON: Bone button back witn

SF# FL::4

prob~b i -,.." f t-OHi
c cnst r-uc t ion.

a three plt=ce
Ooii? hDI e

Dutton
trn-ougr-,center.
0+ composite

CMP 34 ex 303 SF# F155 CODE 06-04-008 PLATE VIII-13
DIAMETER: 1.3 cm
DESCRIPTION: Brown plastic button wlth two holes through
center. one piece construction. This button may represent
contami nat ion of thi 5 conte}:t through the i101es made bv the
pneumatic hammer in breaking up the brick basement floor.

eMF' 35 ex 139
DIAi'lETEF::1.8 cm

DESCRIPTION: Tan plastic button of 1 piece
construction with two holes through its center, and a
ridge around them.

SF# F156 CODE 06-04 -(H)8 PLP. TE iJI I 1-13

molded
t-ai sed

• CMP 35 C;': 24(J
DIAMETER: 1.5 c~
DESCRIPTION: Brown plastic button of 1 piece
construction with four holes through center and a
ridge around the edge.

5F# F157 CODE 06-04-008 FLATE VIII-13

molded
raised



• CMF'35 CX 158
DIAMETER: 1.3 em
DESCRIPTION: Gray
construction with
rcdsed edge.

SF# F158 PLATE VI I 1,-13

plastic
two holes

button
thrOLtgh

of 1 piece
3nd

mOlded
slightlyi:Ent:E,r

eMP 35 ex 251 CODE 06-04-008
DIAMETER: 1.3 em
DESCRIPTION: fhree gray plastic buttons Identical to F158.

eMP 35 ex 240 CODE 06-04-008
DIAt1ETEF:: 1.3 em
DESCRIFl [ON: Three gray plastic buttons identical to F158.

Cf'lF' 35 ex 193
DIAMETER: 1.~ cm
GESCRIPfJON: 0rown
construction with

CtJDE 06--04-0(;8

plastic
tW.:l r-Ioles

but tor.
through

of' 1
center

pi Ece JTiO.toEd
and :::.1i grst 1",/

ra15ed eaoe.

DIAMETER: 1.3 em
DESCH I i='T I ON: hal 'to

F158.
a gray plastic button Identical to

cr-fF' .:55 ex 1-:::8 SF# F i 33 CODE (Jb" !)'-f -«: 1
GiAMETER: 2.1 em
DESCRiPfION: FrRqment of whIte porcelain Dutton probabiv of
one piece molded construction.

Cf-IP 26 t:; A 'i-34
[) I AI'IETEF;: <).9 em
DESCRIPTION: Bone
center. probabiv
construction.

SF# 58

button back with one MQie
from a three piEce button

drilled throuqh
of composi te

STRATA GROUP VIII

eMF'27 CX 189 SF#
DIAMETER: 0.9 cm
DESCRIPTION: Mother
construction with four

f~CJDE (16 -~) ~~·'-'.)6-j

o-f
holes

pearl button of one
drilled throuq~ center.

piece

STRATA GROUP IX

•
eMP 32 ex 353 SF# F135 CObE 06-04-017
DIAME1ER: 1.4 cm
DESCRIPTION: Bone button back with wire loop through single
hole drilled in center. from a three pIecE button of
composite construction •

.... ~ : ..l c •• : ;:,j



l~·.fu~:.'

• C/"lP 36 CX 302
DIAMETER: 1.3 em
DESCRIPTION: Shell
four holes through
edge.

SF# Fl.36 CODE 06-04--')8'?

button of one piece constructIon
center and a low wide ridge around

with
the

CMP 36 ex ~02 SF# F147 CODE 06-04-0~8
DIAMETER: 3.0 em
DESCRIPTION: Two Iron button facIngs now heavilv corroded.

CNP 3b ex 30~ SF# F148 V CODE 00-04-028
D:iAl"IETEF:: 2.:f em
DESCRIPTION: Four iron button tacings and one iron button
back +rom two or three pIEce Duttons. all now corroded.

PEF:SCNI-,:L Gt=::OL!F: co i NS

fhey were all initiallY examineo visually and holes

made concerning ~heir Identification. Fi,·,al l(jentl ficdtlon ~'Jas

made by careful comparison with similar specImens in mUSeum

collections or through publIshed reference£ with photographs.

Thanks are due t~ Dr Alan 3tahl. ~s50ciate Cur~tor of Medieval

Coins and Medals. AmerIcan Numismatic SOCiety. tor his ~s5istance

in identifYing the Dutch to~en. The ~ive COIns or tokens are

presented below in St~ata Group order.

CNF 6 ex
;'lhTEF l{-lL:
DIA/"lETEF::
OBVERSE:

135 SF# F 175 CC}[)E U7.) i «".:6 FL.A It:: ,) I I 1-·2
Capper Alloy
::.• (1 em

RE:";EPSE:

Six arms \represen~l~g tne six pro~inces of the
Netherlands) hold up e column. surmounted bv the
hat of LIberty. and resting on the bl0ie. Below
the hat andiust abOVE the column 15 the
inscrlption: LIBER1. Just above the bible is the
inscription R~LIG. Around the perimeter are the
l~scriptions: HANC. TVEMVR and H~C NITIMVR
separated by what appears to be small floral
desi gns.
Six arrows (also repreSEnting the six provinces)
with their points facing up are clasped by two
hands. Above the arrows IS the inscription DED.
and below the inscription IVVANTE. Around the
perimeter is the inscription: 1590 CALC SENAT•



• PROVINe VNIT BELGII. wnlch translates as: Struck
in 1590 by the Senate of the United ProvincES of
Northern GaLlI (Bel qi i bei n9 the i at I n term for the
northern division of Gaul).

This is a tpken (privatelv Issued COin) issued in
1590 by Prince Maurice of Nassau (b. 1567. d.
1625) to commemorate hIS election as a stetdholder
of the city of Utrecht. lhe Enqra~ing was done by
\ian Loon (Dugniolle 1877: lU..:.:. Cat#3256.'
Encyclopedia Britannica 1955: Vol.15:106>.

STF~ATA GF:OUF '.'1

eMP 35 ex ~36 SF# Fib5 CODE 07-01-149
MATERIAL: Nickel Allov DIAMETER: 2.0 cm
OBVERSE: Bust of Jefferson surrounded bv inscription anD

dai:e: 1940
Monticello surrounded by inscrIPtions.RE'v'EF:SE:

--. . lJ - -,ins is iii .• ~.i-1.

Fhileodelphia.
five cent coin dating to 1940. minted in

cr'1F :::5 ex 351
MA-rERiAL: Copper
OBVERSE: Bust

SF F167 CODE 07-01-026
Allo·v· D IAf'1E TEF:: 1.d e",
of Lincoln surrounded cv inscriptions and

EE'/E~;SE:
wneat ear-so
fhe words ONE CENT surrounded bv inscriptions
and whe.;;t 2="-I'"-S.

-ihis is iii U.S.H.
Fhiiadelphia.

one cer~t ~Gin datir10 ~o 1917, in

Cr-1P 57
j"iATi:::R I AL:

ex 512 5F# 168
Copper Alloy

& REVERSE: As for

CuDE <) 7 --(! 1-(1:20
DIAr-IEiEF:: 1. E~ C,Tl

#F167 abOVE exceptOB~)EF-:SE

Inis is a U.S.A.
Ph i 1adept-Iia.

one cent coin. minted in

STRATA GF~OUF' X I

eMP 36 ex 302 SF# F166 CODE 07-01-026
MATERIAL: Copper Alloy DIAMETER: 1.8 em
OBVERSE: as for #F167. above. except date 1919.
REVERSE: Completely corroded.

This is a U.S.A.
Phi i adeph i ,-:t •

one CEnt coin dating to 1919, minted in

• F'ERSONAL GROUP: WRITING PARAPHERNALIA
A total
during

of four items of writing paraphernalia was found
the excavation of The Broad Financial Center site. All weI'""·



•

•

penCIlS, which a~e not datable .
Strata Group order.

They are presented below in

STRATA GROUP I A

CMP 6 ex 127 SF# .FBI CODE 07-03-040
LENGTH: 3.1 cm DIAMETER 0.5 cm
DESCRIPTION: Slate pencIl.

FLATE VI I 1--1

STR~TA GROUP IV B

CMP 15 ex 520.03 SF# F82 CODE 07-03-040
LEI-JGTH: :" 0 cen D IAt-1ETEr.:: '.). 5 em
DESCRIPTiON: Slate pencil.

STRATA GROUP VII

eMF 24 ex 342 SF# Fl18 CODE 07-03-040
LENGTH: 2.7 em DiAMETER: 0.6 em
DESCRIPTION: Slate pencil.

CMP 24 ex 499 SF# F83 CODE 07-03-040
LENGTH: 3.5 em DIAMETER: 0.6 cm
DESCRIPTION: Slat2 pencil.

PEESDNAL Gr;:GUF : GEOD/'I ING ,~~ HYG i ENE

A total of EIght items relating to personal grooming or hygiene

was~ound during the Excavation of the Broad Financial Center 5ite. of wi

three were combs o~ brushes and fi~e pipe clay hair curlers. The

~ormE~ category are undatable due to the extremely long

production periods for these items. but the lstter category can

at least be assigned broad date ranges for their p~oduction.

There are no detailed studles of pipe clay nair curlers currently

available. but some prelimina~y research has been carried out and

a basic sequence of development has been worked out (La Cheminant

i 98:2: 345-,354). An attempt has been made to assign date ranges to

the five examples (Rutte~ & Davey 1980: 263-6). l"heeight items

relating to personal grooming or hyglene are presented here

ordered by their Strata Group associations.

, ., ~ 1- _1



• STRATA GROUP II B
CMP 14 ex 254.05 SF# F27 CODE 07-04-062
LENGTH: 2.6 em DIAMETER: at end. 1.4 em. center 0.9 em.
DESCRIPTION: Half of" a kaolin hair or wig curler. handmade.
with irregularly shaped enlarged end. Probably la~e 17th
century (Rutter ~ Davey 1980:264. Fig.85.#1) ILe Cheminant
1982:348. Fig.1.#4&bl.

eMP 14 ex 254.07 SF# F50 CODE 07-04-017
LENGTH: 3.8 em WIDTH 3.2 em THICKNESS 0.3 em
DESCRIF1ION: Fragment of bone eomb with fine teeth on one
side and coarse teeth on the other. This is a style of eomb
for which the TPQ IS at least as early as the Medieval
pet-iod ,

STF:~~TAGF:OUF r 1. I

Cl'lP 6:~ ex :L02o(.<3 SF# r=;:;1 CODE 07--\::4--13::::: PLATE '.'III"-l1
LENGTH: 6.2 cm WIDTH 4.8 em THICKNESS 0.2 em
DESCRIP1ION: Two mendIng fragments of Elephant ivory comb
wltn fine tEe~h one side and coarse teeth on the G~Mer.
Date range as for #F50. It is very similar to the one shown
in BCl.artet. al -;1977:1::::'11.both in 1Dj-m and s i ce , 'fhis type
1 s common 1n the ~.J2thel~1ands f rum the 15th century.

CMP 63 ex 1~~.03
i....EI'JGTH 3. 2 CIT,

:JESCFnPT ION:
wi th rOL\gh I ":;
17th
;::4 i •

SF# F84 CODE 07-04-06= PLATE VIIi-10
DIAMETER HT END l.b cm CENTER 1.1 em

Half of a kaolin hair or wig curle~. hand-made
shaped slichtlv enlarged end. Probably late
18th century (Rutter & DaVEY 1980: 264~ Fig 85

ex 1.02. (13 SF# F84 CODE 07-04-062 PLATE VIiI-12
DIAMETER AT END 1.9 em CENTER 1.3 em.

Half of a k~olin hair or wig curier. hand-made
shaped enlarged ~wlsted ~nd rounded end.
17th centurY (Rutter & Davey. 1980:264. flg.85

LENGTH: .::j.."7 cm
DESCF:IFTI0N:
'.-:ith rouqh Ly
:="robab1v 1ate
#" i) •

STRATA GROUP IV A

CMP 11 ex 620 SF# F85 -CODE 07-04-062
LENGTH: 3.5 cm DIAMETER AT END 0.0 em
DESCRIPTION: half of a kaolin hair or wig
made with lathe turning marks visible on
neatly trimmed end. Last half of the 18th
{Le Cheminant i982:349).

FLATE
CENTER ').8 em

curler, machine-
exterior, and a
cerrt ur v,

STRATA GROUP VIII• ct1P 25 CX (d6 SF# FB6 CODE 07-04-003
DiAMETER AT END 0.7 em CENTER 1.1 em

HCl.lfof a kaolin hair or wig curler. possibly
LEt..JGltf: 3. 5 em
DESCRIPTION:

. _. i 1 .~ .~ ""_



• machine made with neatly finished exterio~.
end with a small indentatio~. ProbablY mid
(Le Cheminant 1982:350. Fig 2.# 12).

and a
18th

t~immed
century.

STEATA GROUP IX

eMP 31 ex 453 SF# F53 CODE 07-04-017 PLATE VIII-I?
LENGTH: 16.3 cm
DESCRIPTION: bone toothbrush made from a rib of a pig O~ a
small deer. P~obablv 19th centurv.

PER~AL GROUF', ORI"AMENTS ~h~~~~ w::~a.tr
Seventy-three beads of v2~iou~ materials were the only items
of personal ornamentation ~ouna during the excavation of the
Broad Financiai C~ntEr site. rhey were Initially entered Into
base usi ng thr-i?ecodes:

the

C]5

yo« do ntff IY>1.eM..-h1 ~.A.AA.---I /,.J-
i3r-OL:p: c~nament s) ..f--~t-;

('0 ()2 ~Clothlng GrGLtp: Q~name~t5)
10 08 (Prehistoric Group: CEr~ffioni2l/0rnamEntal)

Hli thrsE codes a~e Included In thi5 section. Ut the
total of 73 beads. 56 were wooden and came from one context.
:1 were glass. 1 was ivory. and 5 were sheli also from onlv
one·coni:e:-:t. o-iil the glass be.ads ~+7.t·2 c.:-La=5i-fied u t r Lt z i no
tria system d e v i :;~a Lj"! ~::_enneth ",r,c hat- ~_;-;a j:,l dd ana or 1q i .--,a1 1 -,i

pL.b1ished i.l-, i'7TC (t:::idd&. ~-::ldd':'982:_:::19-<~Sa). ,:::,ttemptswere
made to date the class tr~de beads by comparison with

\
',_51mllat-- be""ds r-o;.lndon 51tt?S of knol.-w,da-te rr-<.r,ges.and date
. rangES tor several i:.t t:--'E -../';'TIE'!:li:== -=-.rE ::ugqested. The 7::::
\ beads are p~esented bel~w. ordereo bv their Str~ta Group
l ,.

~oc 1at: ion ;:.•

STR;::;TA GROUF i H

CNP 2 ex 541 SF# F30 CODE 00-02--134 PLA1-E ~III-l
DESCRiPTION: One tubular class bead 0+ ~ld tvoe i b 13. size
range large. with 3 ooaque redwooa stri~E5 on an opaque pale
blue backgrou~d.

STRATA GROUP II A

CMP 13 ex 529 SF# F52 CODE 07-05-006
DESCRIPTION: 56 spherical wooden beads without any
decoration. Average diameter ca. O. I" em. POSSIbly from a
rosar-..r ,

STRATA GROUP II 8

• Cj'-!F 14 ex 254.05 SF# Fib CODE !)6-'.:)2--078 foLATE VI I 1-6
DESCRIPTION: One round glass bead of kidd type W I b 7, size
range medium, of translucent amber color. Exhibits end wear
typical of beads strung on necklaces (Karklins i982:111).

', : -:- ; - •• '-' J

~



• CMP 38 CX 397.01 SF# F35
DESCRIPTION: ~lve tubular
,wampum). Best preserved
dTameter or ().3 em.

CODE 10-08-089 PLATE VlrI-6
shell beads or bead fragments
e::ampl E is C'.-4 em long vJl th a

\

\
I
I
l
j,

CI'IF' 38 ex 397.01 5F# F48 CDDE U7-·(15···,.)78 H.ATE ~JI i 1·-6
DESCRIPTION: One tubular glass bead of Kidd type 1 a 18,
size range small. of translucent ultramar1ne celor. ~idd
type I a 18 beads occur on Susquehanna sites in PaN from
1645 to 1743 (Kent 1982:79-811. ~nd at Fort Orange. Albany.
,'·jelrJ "y'or'k fl-om 164~' to 1676 ~HL\~'/ 1982:87.96). wh i c h
suggests a date range of mid 17th through mid 18th century.

cr-w 38 CX 397.(;1 Sr:#F49 CODE \)7-V:'-(;78
:OE3CF;IF'riO:"~: eme r-ounci .-..1ia5S bei:lG of: :<,dd t··,-pe
range very sm~11. of opaque mustard tan color.

f'LATE :v '1 r 1-'6
I I ,=,,'2:2.=:. 1;;: E

CHP 02 ex 20~.03 5F# F77 CODE 00-02-078
DESCRIPTION: O~e tubular glass bead of kidd type i a 5. SIze
rangE largE~ of opaqlte white ~alor. ~:~iddt~'PE I 2 5 beads
OC:CLII- on ~r;-IEC",,-s:i-t.e.s in r'~ew '{or~: from 1570 to 18=CJ (L<Jr-c3V

• ~- ..... -.-~ .....- ...._~ .. f'

1·=?8:':::~~~~j"·4-})~ a.nd on Gr:t~!"'iG sit.:::: --fr-Cli;'! 161)!:~ to 162(1 (~<en·~./on
~~Enyon 1982:60). WhICh suggests a date range of late
~Mrough ear-Iv 19th centuries.

16th

Cf-iF' 76 C::< ~~:.i:.~: SF#' F'1 -;-"(: C·CID~ :,)7 -_·:.)~,""~:78
DESCRIP1'ION: Two rGund qlaS5 ceacs. 0~ of Kidd tvpe II a 40.
anti size range small~ of opaque robln ~ egg blUE color; and
cn of ~idd type II ~ 43. size rang~ smail of opaque bright
bl;.tE color'. ~;.idd t/pe Ii a 40 Deaos occ:u,- or; sites in
~ji,~ia~' i 0 ·f j- orrr iSS(? to 1t:>5() ( ~<Ei-I ":",-"C)II I~" ~~:.l:::.:r·.·::r·c.r~ 1S·8:: 6t~;) "I or,
·i:)en_Ec.asi"Ces 1 i', bew YOI~k Fr om i56(! t o 1657 ':Wr-a\i 1'7'8:2:40'-471
and on Chesapeake Bi:lV sltes 1n Marv12nG from 1638 to 1720
:':i-1:1Er et al 1"182:1.37). Kiij,j ::""PE II~. ·':h.!and 4'':::beads rL;I,'~'e
been found at the St. John's Chancellor s Point ~nd VillagE
Centew s i tes at ::P.:. i-jar"." 5 Cl t.,. _ r-]2I···. ; ,"nG. At::it. John':::,.
the~' came from pre 1660 contexts. and ~t least one of the
')illage Center f:::iddt:-/pe il ~.4:":Jbi~':'i:lS ~·.as in eo.s::.ociation
with a contact period abor1gin~1 but no~ in use just after
1634 (Miller- 1983:33.1031. Kidd t/pe II a 43 beads occur on
Seneca sites in New York from 1710 to 1745 (Wrav 1982:40-
47). This infermatic.n indicates a d';:'.-:-~2 rar,yE ot rni d >

si>:teenth through earl\-/ f?lght,;:;,emth ce;;nturies for- ~:·,ldd t.yp e
II a 40 beads. and a date range of mId-SEventeenth to ffild-

Eighteenth centur-y for kidd type 11 a 43 beads. HOWEver,
the two variEties dr-e so close In appear~nCE that a general
date range of mid sixteenth through mId eighteenth centuries
appears warranted for both Kidd·type II a 40 and 43 beads.

\

STRATA GROUP IV A• CMP 21 ex 144 SF# F28 CODE 06-02-078
DESCRIPTION: One round glass bead of Kidd type II
range very large, with decoration consisting

bb'!l-, size
of three



• compound stripes of bright blue on whIte.
stripes and three simple yellow stripes.
black body.

SIW simple redwood
ail on an opaquE

STF~ATA GROUP V I

eMP 34 ex 307 SF# Fl CODE 07-05-132
DESCRIPTION: One tubular ivory bead approximately u.~ cm in
length and 0.2 cm in diameter, undecorateo.

eMF 34 ex 516 SF# F74 CODE 06-02-078 PLATE VIII-14
DESCRIPTION: OnE tubular qla~5 DEad of Kidd type I a*. size
range very large, of opaqUE mustard tan color.

eMF 34 ex b25 SF# F29 CODE 07-05-078 PLATE Vili-14
DESUdF'TIOt'i: Onefaceteo glass bead of J:·.ldd ty'pe ~n lc e , of
compietelv clear colorless glass. size range large.

STRATh GFlJUr:' I X

Chi= -r >, ex 4'::''')
DESCRIPTION: One
range ~ery large.

SFi* F75 CC[)E (J/ ·_'.)::;·_·()"78
tubular glass bead of ~idd type
of opaqUE redwood color.

lei, =.ize

FEE50i,~rii... CJF:QlJF;: CTl-1ER PEFSiJI'H,LI TE:'"IS

Dnl'i one ar·tii"ac-Cclassified as on "other pet-sonal il:.e,T,:'v-Jas
found during the excavatIon of the Broad FinancIal CEnter site.
pre5ent.ed bel O~·J.

STRATA GROUP VII

eMF' ::-:4- C>: 342
L..Ei'JGTH: 1 • .:.]. c m
WEIGHT: 4.:2 gr.
DESCRIPTION: Small rectanole of Copper alloy with
"S" and "A" on obverse. t-.Jo o<?cora1:ion 0" I~e.../erse.
a weioht. similar to some described i~ the wreck of
WASA. 1628 (Huey, pers.comm. 1984).

SF# F164
vJIDTH 1.2 cm rl-llUS·jESS 1.).2 em

stamped
Fossiblv
the ship

GROUP ACTIVITIES: LEISURE

A total of 42 artifacts suggestIng
activities were recovered from the Broad
presented here ordered bv Stl'"·at.ai~rGup. ihey ranged in size
from 1.1 cm to 3.9 em in diameter with 34 measuring from 1.4

L\5E for
Financiai

leisure
Center site.

to 1.e em.

STRATA GROUP I A• eMP 6 ex 127 SF# F87 CODE 09-03-047
DIAMETEF:: 1.4 cm
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marble. brown exterior.



• CNP 6 ex 601
DIAMETER: 1.4
DESCRIPTION:
on surface.

SF# F8B CODE 09-03--(JI.:.o."3
em
Earthenware marble. wi~h orange-brown marbling

STRATA GROUP I 0

CMP 4 ex 621 SF# FI0S
DIAMETER: 1.3 em
DESCRIRTION: EarthEnware
E;·' te!-i Ot- •

rough 1~..1madE. brown

STRATA GRQUP II A

CMP 13 CX 529 SF# F102 CODE 09-03-134
iJIHI'"IETER: 1.3 em
DESCRIPTION: Stoneware marble with brown
E;·:tel- i or.

5.:;lt-qla:.:ed

STRATA GROUP II G

Ci'IF' 14 ex :25"-!-.'.)5 SF# Fl(J1. CODE t)9·--0:.:.···-(lC3
DIAi'lETEf.::1.5 cm
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marble with mottled tan and gray
e:·:teri or'_

eMF 38 ex 3S7.01 5F# F3 CODE 07-03-0(;3 PLATE VliI-7
D i Ar-1ETEF~:: .3. -3 Cl",
DESC~IFrION: Stoneware marble Wl~n crown salt-glazed
e~:t er i C~-•

eMF 38 ex 397.01 SF# F4 CODE 09-03-003 PLATE VlrI-7
DIAMETER: 3.0 em
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marble wittl part brown part orange
e>~ter i 01-•

CMP 38 ex 397.01 SF# F5 CODE 09-03-003 PLATE VIII-7
DIAf"IETEf.~::2.8 em
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marble with mottled black and brown
manganeSE glazed Exterior.

eMP 38 ex 397.01 SF# F6 CODE
DIAMETER: 1.4 em
DESCRIPTION: Stoneware marble
e~:ter i or.

F'LATE'v'III-7

with 5.:;1 t-·gla;:ed

eMP 38 ex 397.01 SF# F7 CODE 09-03-003
DIAMETER: 1.4 em
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marble with mottled gray and black
e~:ter i 01-•• eMP 38 ex 397.01 SF# Fa CODE 09-03-003
DIAMETER: 1.3 em
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marble with light brown exterior.



• I'". ..' .,~.-

• eMP 38 CX 397.01 SF# F9 CODE 09-03-003
D lAME TE:R : 1. 4 c: m
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marble with brown Exterior

eMP 38 ex 397.01 ·SF# FlO CODE 09-03-003
o I AI-IETt::Fn 1.4 em
DESCRIF'iIGN: Earthenlo-lcWe marble '-Jithbrown e::i::.erior

CMF 38 ex 397.01 SF# Fil CODE 09-03-003
DIAt-1ETEj=;:: 1.4 em
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marbie with mottled cranqe and
orolrJn E>~ter i or.

SF# F12
t: !Af·Lt rE~:-(: 1. 4 CIT.

DESCRIFiTOj\J: Earl..hEnware marble with brown e:"terior- s.Liqb t.I.v
mottled wlth oranae.

SF# Fi3
DIAi"1EIEF::1.5 em
DESCRI?fION: Earthenware marble wlth mottled qrav and orange
E~·~tEr- 1CIT" •

cr·u::::' 38 SF # FJ4 CODE '.=;:1' -oz --0)',)3
L'IAt':E"TEh-: ~_..~-:;c m
DESC~IF'TiC~i\l: E~r-thenware nlarOlE with ;~rGwl-~ e~~·terl~t-.

SF# Fl;5

E~rthenware marble ~lth mottied orange and

eM? 38 ex 397.01 SF# Flo CODE (~--03-003
DIAr-'iETEf:::L5 ':':,11

DESCRIPTiON: Earthenware marble with grav brown exterlor.

ex :3970101 SF# Fi7
DIAMETER: 1.4 em
DESCfiIPTION: Earthenware marble with brown Exterior.

CMP 38 ex 397.01 SF# FiB CODE 09-0~-003
DIAMETER: 1.5 em
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marble wlth mottled brown and dark
brown e:{ter i Ot-.

eMF 38 ex 397.01 SF# F19 CODE 09-03-003 PLATE VIII-7
DIAMETER: 1.1 em
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marbie with mottled orange and
brown e>:terior.

• eMP 62 ex 209.06 SF# 46 CODE 09-03-003 PLA1E VIII-8
DIAMETER: 2.9 em THICKNESS 0.5 em
DESCRIPTION: Circular gaming piece made from reused body
sherd of clear lead glazed red earthenware .

.J i r :.: _- - :.



.",01

.; ; "-.1.1-,. ~_" •

• C1"1F'62: ex 209.06 SF# 47 CODE ()9-(.'3 ->.)(13 PLATE \-'I I 1-8
DIAMETER: 2.1 em THICKNESS 0.5 cm
DESCRIPTION: Circular gaming piece made from re-used boay
sherd of clear lead qlazed red earthe~warE.

eMF 76 ex 019 SF# 105 CODE Oq-03-00~
DIAI'It::TEE: 1.4 em
DESCRIFTION; One 5to~ewarE Marble and one 5~onEware marble
fragment. with gray to dark gray exteriors.

eMP 76 ex 019 SF. 106 CODE 09-03-002
DIAMETER: 3.9 cm
DESCRIPTION: Stoneware marble fragment with gray fabric and
t>ro~m e:-: ter 1or.

STRATA ~.=jr-~OLJF·

cr""tr' 52 (>~ ~~C}2 SF# F"?'9 CODE (;:~;:-l~!.-'::~·<~:).:L
DIAi'"lETEF:: 1.4 em
DESCRIPfIDN: Earthenware marGIe wich rnot~lEd gray Drown and
Wi-'l te E;': ter i 01-.

eMF 63 ex 102.02 SF# 89
o ; Hr'1E TEF: : 1.::' ern
DESCRiPTION: EarthEn~ar2 marble with brown e~teriGr

i)E5C i=: r F'r I O~\j: E~rthenware m~rb12 wl~h mottled brown and
orange e;.; tEl'"' i or.

Ct-iF' 63 i;F# ''7 1
[j r Ar-1ETEF\: 1. -4 can
[!i A~1E"TEf:.~: -Earthei-~War"'c fnar-b 1e ~".i:i ~~-~ t~~.r, ~>~ t.er-l or.

Cf-1F" 63 ex 1,=<2.0::::: SF:fl: '1':: l:C;[jE V;"- '=i~:-<";'j.l
DIAMETER~ 1.~ cm
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marble with mottled brown and tan
e;-:terior.

eMP 63 ex 102.04 SF#
DIAMETER: =.6 cm
DESCRIPTION: Stoneware
glazed exterior and gray

mal-tile
·f s.br i c.

brown 5.:.1 t--

STRATA GROUP IV B

•
eMP 15 ex 520.03 5F~ F31 CODE 09-03-047
DIAMETER: 1.6 cm
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware marble with 2 hand painted
floral patterns on yellow slip background and thin
gray line around the circumference •

broll'm
light

..' I c.:C:J



• STRATA GF:OUF' I) I

CMP 34 ex 366 SF# F94
DIAMETER: 1.6 em
DESCRIPTION: Earthenware
orange e;.:teri or.

marble with mottled tir own and

eMF 34 ex 374 SF# F95
DIAMETER: 1.4 em
DESCRIPTION: EarthenW6re
blac~~ glazE{7t

) over beige

CODE ',)9--03 -·134

marhle with mottled
f,;,brle.

brown and

C!'1F' 3~ ex :376 SF# F96
DIAMETER: l.~ ~m
DESeF: 1: PT'L ON: EeoTt r.<?rrlrJCiT e
ut-ar,ge
gla.;;:e.

marble with mottled
in placE5 G~ s little

brown
ci~d.

mend i n q , wi tM
~hitE fabri~ and E~~Erior.

eMP 34 ex 523 SF# F98 CODE 0q-~3-134
Dr Ar'IETEF;: ~.• 4 em
.oEser::; !F' T 1 C,I"--l: S '::or, '20-, .?i-e (j,cWb 1e '-.i i t r ::::-''::;'.-,;Il q 1 a;;:e o- ...et- 91"".:.~'
f.:;.brie.

CMP 68 Ci 110 SF# 100 CODE
DIA~1ETEF~= 1.4 c m
DESCRIPTION: 5tonEw~re marble
;;',; t. el~ i 0 ....· •

.....e:.!".,y. 1i ght unala;::ed

STF:AT(..;Gr:;:QUF './ l i

C~;F' 24 L).. '34::
DIAMETER: 1.5 em
D~SCRIPTION: Earthenware marble wlth
exterlor. probably glazed! now rat~er

SF # i-- t ':'·,1·

ACTIVITIES GROUP: FISHING GE~R

Two items of ~i5hing fear were recQv~red from ~ne Broad
~ite. Thev are presented here in Str.:.~a Group order.

STRATA GROUP II Eo

•
eMP L4 ex 254 SF# FI09 CODE 09-04,-034 FLATE VIII-4
DIAMETER: ~.u em THICKNES~ 1.5 em WEIGHT 21.9 gr
~ESCRIPTION: Lead fishing sinker! spherical with
plereed through. mold flange visible on exterior. one
SOffiElo'Jhatbroken.

hole
end

.~..
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STRATA GROUP VIII

CMP 28 ex 197.01 5F# FI08 cotE 09-04-034
DIAl"lETER: 1.9 em THICKNESS 1.5 em t,jEIGI-lT 26. '.:' ':w
DESCRIPTION: Lead fishing sInker. ~phEricBl witn hole
pierced through. mold flange VI~lblE on exterIor.

ACTIVITIES GROUP: !-IILITAF:'{ OBJECTS

unl~ ~ne militar~ obJEct was
of the Bread Financial Center

recovered from the exca~ation
is de~cribed herE.~ltE. it

STF:ATA i..3PC;UF

D~MEN510NS: WIDTH 6.i em LENGTH 6.~ em 'fHICKNE5S 0.4 em
DESCRiPTION: H copper alloy ~word p~rt. decorated with
molded heraldric Decorations o~ both ~ides. now too CCrrQdE~
to d~ciphEW·. 14 "shell" (;:Iuat-d ';'roma 5j;'''''.11 sword. ;:;t-ob:.·u~·/
datIng to '::hesco.r-l.! .18th centurv. "':'lIner-ici:lne;.;amples ar-e
kr.e;,wn -fruIT, .i.7·=::=:.17::::5 and 17"lC (F'etEr50n 1956::::':::.5"'6. Fl.
25';; -0 1) •

SU'·:MAf-(Y· :

~ grarld total ~~:256 smali finds from thE Groad F~inan~ia.l Center site,

t'"Ept'"ESei'lti.I,t,j 16 differE"t Ci:l.i::."?gc;r-ie~ ;..,;ithlli the:' :'iF'S t,;,>:oriumy.

wer-e analvzed and described. A chart has been ~repared listing

the numbers of finds From ~he various NPS t6~GnOmlC c6~Egories by

their Strata Group associations and i~ IS preaentec here as lable

similar finds from the same component were tre~ted as lndlvidual

~inds unles~ they were menOlng fr-agment~ G~ the same o~ject. in

which case they were tr-eated as on item. 1Me only exception to

this rule was that any groups of pin or neacle fragments from the

same conte~t were. treated as one ite~. Concentrations of small

finds occLwred in the following: Stt-ata Groups: II a. II b. III •

IV band 'JI. The 60 finds in Str-ata Group IIa were almost

exclusi~ely from eMP 13. the north barrel in lot 8, where 56

...' !
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•

wooden beads were found. The 52 small finds +rom Strata Group II

b are primarily from three +eatures: CMP 14. tne south barrel in

lot 8; CMP 38. the buried basket; and eMP 62. the barrel in lot

14. The finds in these three features were from various NPS

taxonomic categories. the only signIficant group being a small

concentration oi 17 items representing leisure activities from

UIF' ::::.8. The 22 finds from Strata Group III were nearly all from

CMP 63, the red brJck cistern 1M lot 14. with the rem~inder from

component~ associated with bUilding D. The ~8 small finds from

t~rick CIstern in Lot 8. There were 44 sm~11 finds from Strata

Group VI. but theSE are not seen as a SIgnificant concentratIon

deposits con5isted of redeposited bUilding debrIS and s~one

and hence cannot be interpreted 6S primary deposits from

any particular time period. In c onc Lu s iorv, it can be seen that

concentrations of small finds on the 8road Financial

Center site were FROM the fills of the featurE5: Tt-,E basket. the

brick cisterns, and the barrel privies .

., , .: .~! ~
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COMPARISON OF BUTTON DATE RANGES

Olsen (1963) South "(1964)
Type Date range Type Date range

B 1700-1780 3 1726"-1776
C 1760-1790 8 1726-1776
D 1760-1785 7 1726-1865
E 1750-1812 11 1726-1865
G 1785-1800 9 1726-1776
J 1750-1830 19 1750-1865
K 1800-18GO 30 1837-1865

TABLE VIII: 1

•



•
N.P.S.
Categories Ia-------
Kitchenware/
Tableware

Door/Window
Hardware
Furniture
Hardware
Lighting
Devices

Arms,
Projectiles

Arms,
Accessories

Clothing
Making & Repair

Clothing
Fasteners 2

Coins
Writing
Paraphenalia

Grooming &
Hygiene

Beads

Other Personal

Leisure 2

Fishing Cear
Military
Objects

Totals 8 0

•

TABLE BROAD STREET SMALL FINDS BY STRATA GROUP

b Ie Id lIa lIb III IVa IVb Va Vb VI VII VIII IX X XI Touls

1 3 10 I 2 II

3 2 1 2 8

I 2 3

2 2 4

2 110 I 1 18

1 1 I 2 I I 8

3 2 1 1 1 B

1 1 2 10 I II 22 I I 1 8 55

3 I 5

1 2 4

2 3 1 I I 8

56 11 I 3 I 73

1 I

1 1 22 6 1 7 1 41

I 1 2

I I

a 3 60 52 22 5 28 0 0 44 9 6 3 1 9 250

Table VIII-2
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PLATE VIII-l
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PLATE VIII-4
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PLATE VIII-6
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PLATE VIII-7



PLATE VIII-8
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PLATE VIII-14
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PLATE VIII-15



PLATE VIII-16



PLATE VIII-17
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IX-1 THE .fAUNAL REMAINS

• I00archaeologicai Analysis of th2 Broad

by Haskel J. Greenfield

Dept. of Anthropology

r,3r,;duate Centel- l CUNY

I. Introduct ion

IA. This report details the ana
rEcovered from the 80 Broad Street si
York City. The excavations were
Grossman, Greenhouse Consultants~
~f 1983 and early 1984. The Jare aeo1 gical
t:a:~'i'-ied QL~t betwe~n JL~I'E and Allg ~t
fish remains were analyzed f
e.ss:j.sted ·dllring the av i an an ,:;:>. 1ysi..

·t II E' of i 1- st
{·;Hl~:;t {·:·?r d i::-trr: .,
:-:;,l"";"i ;::i. t; (~:''-d ~.ITi II

more

•
Zooarchaeclogy has become an integral

part of arc aeological research over the past decade.
Unfortunately~ excavations of historic period significance
in the New World have systematically collected and analyzed the
animal bones. Zooarchaeological analysis need not be considered
an arcane appendix to a larger archaeological research or
sialvage op ers t i on . It c an ·play as important a r o l e in
contextual analysis and the analysis of site formation processes



•
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as the other artifactual domains. It adds yet another means by
which we may increase our understanding of human activities.
With this in mind, several objectives were established through
discussions with the Principal Investigator prior to the
initiation of this search. They were the following: a. What
animals were exploited in ea~hi5toric New York City? How did
utilization of animals change over time - from the 17th to the
19th centuries? Which animals were preferentially exploited
during each of the major phases o~ occupation? Can changes in
age groups? butchering and other food processing activities be
detected?

2. How does refuse discard behavior vary over time and space
in an urban context? Are there differences between deposits
that can be traced to behavioral or other sources of assemblage
manipulation (e.-g. e:·:posure, dogs, rodents, etc.)? ..:;0. If
there are recognizable differences between deposits, what may
this suggest about site function - i.e. are there _differences
between domestic and industrial waste disposal patterns? Can
these be distinguished archaeologically? Do the survival
probabilities of assemblages vary from context to context?

The sample from 80 Broad Street was used to examine as
many of these qUEstions as could be found relevant - i.e. to
illuminate the ways in which animals were Exploited in early
historic New York and how this translates into socia-economic
processes of change visible in the historical archaeological
record. Before this could be undertaken, the taphonomy of the
assemblage must be considered.

II. Taphonomic Considerations

IIA. Nature of the Deposits

There are several sources of sample bias that must be
cGnsidered. The first ent~ils the depositional contexts from
which the assemblage derived. The vast majority of excavation
units that were analyzed were temporally secur~ and limited.
Terminus post quem's (TPQ) were Establishable for each.
Probable time spans of the deposits probably did not exceed 50
yeal~s? e:<cept i ri anv single case (str~':\t2.qroup I.) I) • FE~W? if
~ny? of the deposits wer8 of a residential character. They were
the result of destruction/construction activity episodes on the
5;.te. Only 2<_ single set fJ+ str'OI.t,;:,derived from "in situ"
domestic components (i.e. bsckyard privies - strata group lIB),
These were qUickly filled in with debris as surrounding
structur?s were destroyed and the area leveled for new
con5tructio~. The types of depositional ~ontexts that the
material derives from is largely unlike that found at 175 Water
·:3t'-2E·-r~. (Biddick 1982)". L'ht.h the e;<ception of t h i s single set
of compcnents, there is a certain degreE of contextual
ur: i {ol~mi t y between each cf tl,e per i ado; ai: Bl'"r.J~:tdStn?Et?
r9duclng the possibility of ccntextual variability as 2
sigr~jficant SDLlrC2 (~f bi~~q A more c!e"tailed analysis of the
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• IIB~ Bone RecDvery and Treatment

The bone sample from Broad Street was largely e~cavated
~'"Iith the use .of trowel s. DI~'I screen i ng throL\gh 1/4" mesh was
performed only on deposits from the uppermost levels. Water-
si evi ng through 1/4" si eve mesh wa.s the pri mary means of
recovery. The water-table fluctuated widely, soaking and
degrading most of the organic remains. The bones were
sep2rated from the heavier artifacts on-site and transported .in
separ~te plastic bags to the field laboratory, where they were
dried slowly in a shaded area. Special care was taken in the
drying phase since excavation took place in mid-winter, many
of the bones had been water saturated and frozen. None were
treated with.any preservatives or stabilizing solutions. The
bones from ea~h context (the smallest excavation unit) were
counted, placed tooether in a bag, labelled and stored for
eventual detailed analysis. A rough count and separation of
the major classes of vertebrates was undertaken by field
pel~so,;nel <mammal, bird, and fish).. These prov Lded an
approximate determination of the sample size for each category
by context, which, in turn, allowed a more accurate estimation of
the time and cost required for zooarchaeological analysis.

lIC. Other Sources of Attrition

The bone assemblage was extremely well-preserved. Very
few oi the bones exhibited any signs of lengthy exposure to the
elements. Among samples where exposure has been endemic,
Evidence for weathering or erosion of the surface of the bone
by water, wind~ sun, etc. can be extensive. In addition, the
substantial quantity of immature remains, often preserved
whole, further support the assumption that most of the deposits
were the result of rapid or single phaSES of deposition.
Oth8rwi5e~ the immature percentage of the sample would have been
found in an extremely fragmentary state a frequent function of
lengthy exposure.

•

Another source of attrition IS destruction by fire. Bone
that has been directly exposed to a flame or heat source
undergOES reccgnizable and predictable 21teration~ The bonds
holdi~g the constituent molecules together dissolve (Bonfield
and Li 196t). Burnt bene becomes more susceptible t~
flrag:ner-:t2.ticn .3.nd c:;is.inteqr;::j.t:.on. \!el~,/ ·rel"! bUr-Tit pieces o·f
bone will survive for any g~eat ~Ength of time in uGprotectFd
c~ntE}=tE~ Tt1E ~pecie5 i~entj_ficGti~Jn Iroate amol'g the :Jul'dnt bones
~E~ E~tr·eme].y lCJW (92~7% unidsntj.fi.able to -the species/gerlLts).,
i'~c· p r Eo Si=:!~~-\/f~·d lrio!G ar- t 11s ca- o t h E::lr- II i. n sit u ~I f ea.t ur: E':;:' IJ ~:'';!"1EI'"' e b l.t~~-ni 1"1g
ffi2y h~ve taken place, ~~el~e fo~~n~jn A·ll were ra-deposited
~5terial~ - not deposited ~here ~hey had b22n usod. Only two
bLtr~t s!3scitnen~ W8re idejltjfj.ah!~ to the sr2cies/genu~ level of
o.i"i ~·::l.l -/~: is.... .:.? sr-t,:==epmet. r.:d:ar p ~=.1 i r; s t.r- ~~.tU.ITI t~/I an d a.n a.s t r i~\q~'E:.lLl~ in
~t;~ata gr'QU~ I~JB., Tf1E v-est: consisted of ribs CN = 4) 0;- tJCrlE
.::::C ,- ,";.P ( r··l ..-.~ ':. : i j E~'nt; i ·f :i. 3.h I E'

~lammalj.an bor·Je fragmen·ts (~!:~
I:'e=h :3. i~}:...~I·<·r-it ~. ~~'~lr-'JE rr!:~liTtrn2.1 (c·:::)t!oJ"?)
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single burnt bone was also butchered and only one was chewed by
a rodent after it had been burnt. Only 51 pieces of burnt bone
were recognized in the sample. They were well distributed
throughout each of the temporal phases, ranging from a low of
0.0% in the earliest to 6.7% in the temporally heterogeneous
stl~atum 'vi I.

Rodent and canid gnawing can also function to alter the
original bone distribution. Bones experiencing gnawing
disappear 'at much more rapid ratGs than undisturbed remains.
Chewing acts to destroy the outer hard periosteum, exposing the
softer spongy cancellous core. The bone disintegrates much
quicker without its protective surface. Sixteen pieces of bone
show gnawing marks (11 rodent; .5 canid). Two of the bones were
butchered and one was burnt. Most of the canid chew marks were
found on the shaft or ends of early fusing (prior to adulthood)
ends of the bone (e.g. distal humerus) - 2 early fusing, 1 late
fusing and 2 shaft fragments. The rodent chew marks were found
mostly on bone shafts ~ 2 early fusing, 1 late fusing, and 8
shaft fragments. The differential distribution in the location
of chewing marks may be linked to mouth size of the different
genera. The smaller mouth of rodents precluded attaining a
proper hold on the large bone ends, while the canids could grip
it (table 8). All of the major species were affected. Most of
the rodent chew marks were found on bones from strata group VI
- a disturbed group of components. The appearance of a rodent
chewed bone in lA, one of the earliest strata groups may
indicate the appearance of rats in an earlier phase than
concluded below or that the single specimen was intrusive into
the earlier deposits. Most of the canid chew marks come from
lIS, the series of privy-like deposits.

I I 1. Stratigraphic Analysis

•

In order to underst&nd why certain excavation units were
analyzed and how they were grouped together to form coherent
units of an&lysis1 this section will summarize the information
concerning the major stratig~aphic divisions at the site and
hew they are relevant fer this section of the analysis. Each
context, or the minimal excavation unit, was combined with
stl~5.tigl'-~phj.ca.ll'/n::lated c on t ex t u.nit.sto fonn "components" •. A
component may be defined as a feature (architectural,
depositional, etc.) or series of stratigraphically connected
cont2>~ts~ Sets of components consistir1g of sir1g1e p~la525 of
c;..ct.ivity C\/(2r- the site WE,;n:? c omb t ned to fonTi a "sti~atE!. grDup".
Each group would represent a different set of activity foci
during a specific time span. Fer example, strata IA and IS
represents temporally sequential sets of components
construction 6nd subsequent use ·of BUilding A (builders tr2nch,
walls~ etc. -see table 1). As a result of the complex
am~lg2matlon of contexts~ cDmponents and strata, a brief
de5c~iptj.fJn ~'f the ~ajol~ ~t;~ata t~at t:or~tainEd bene material and
th~t were afla].yzed w:~ll tJS p1-e~ent2d bel OWn TtlESE a~E of
1mpi':H'··-:'B.n r; E' 3 ~_r-:C2 ~;-~e"}"' b ec: atne ttl e ITI0+Jor: I.Inits (J .-~~ :'tr~a 1.~_....-::-~i "= t.t 5,Ed
i. r't -1.:.1-: i ':;~:~~:"_.I.c1"/'} r; j'- C \/.'i. c:; :r. n Q tJ t:-· tJ-~:=t. t. ernp Gi- ~~.1. ~~n d ~~;,t I....u.c t u.r- !:.{ 1
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IlIA. Strata IA and II~ - ThesE strata 2re"the earliest
deposits in our sample: yielding TPQ's of 1640 A.D. Stratum IA
represents a s2ries of related components functionally
~onnected ~o the construction of Building A and includes the
b~ild2rs trenches and substrate under the floors of the
structure. These were ground (surface) d~bris present on-site
before construction began and which later became se~led by the
architecture (components 2 &nd 6 -below the cobble stone
floor). Stratum IIA is a set of isolated primary and secondary
fill deposits found in the builder's trenches and abandoned
features. They were rapidly filled-in by a single episode of
deposition with material that predates the 1650 A.D. TPQ of the
overlying stratum lIB. Ceramic cross-mends between the different
c8ntexts of stratum rIA occurred attesting to the rapidity of
deposit accumulation. The features were not in use for any
great length of time.

IIIE. Strata "10 and VB - These strata yielded TPQ's of
1650 A.D. Stratum ID represents the construction debris from
Building A and is from the second half of the 17th century. It
is a group of horizontal strata that were exposed to the
elements. They are primary and secondary depo~its," but not
fill. Only 3 of the components contained any bone (components
3t 4, and 40), with most of the fragments coming from component
4 (N = 91). Stratum VB consisted of four bone fragments found
within the cobbled floor from Building B.

IIIe. Strata IC and lIB - These strata groups date to
the late 17th century (TPQ - 1680 A.D.). Strata group lIB
ccnsists of features from earlier phases that were finally
a~andoned and filled by discarded refuse. Included within this
:::trata group are the only examples of backyard "privy-like"
deposits (components 62, 14, and 16). Whether the deposits
found within them can be attributed to be domestic household
refuse in origin remains to be seen. They have not been
associated with any particular domestic structures. Strata
group IC consists of a set of substrates or old surfaces, with
some possible 18th century intrusions.

IIID. Strata Group III - This group of components dates
to the early part of the 18th century <TPQ - 1710/1720 A.D.).
They include destruction debris from Building D (Components 51-
54) and 4 natural fill deposits from the fill of an early 18th
century cistern in Lot 14 <Component 63). Bome materials were
well distributed throughout each of the Components.

•
IILE. Strata Group IVa - Only a"single components" (15)

from this strata group contained a significant number of bones
from a relatively unmixed deposit which dated to the early part
of the 19th century (TPQ - 1800-1850 A.D.). The sample of
destruction debris deposits filling a 17th century oval yellow
brick cistern contained the largest bone sample from any of "the
components on the site.
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•• IIIF. Strata Group VI - In this case also, only a single
component was analyzed (34 - sand and silt building rubble).
This component· represented the 19th century interface between
the upper layer of basement floors of 19th century structures
and the 17th century levels. It was heavily mixed with both
early and late artifacts, yielding TPQ's between 1650 and 1900
A/D. It was a deposit caused by the cutting down to 17th
century deposits by the 19th century builders. It was included
in some of the analyses for comparative purposes and to enlarge
the sample size for certain types of analyses using the entire
sample without regard for temporal/stratigraphic sub-divisions
(e.g. age distributions -table 6).

IV. Analytical Methodology

A crucial part of any analysis is·the way in which the
data are recorded. This predetermines the analytical
complexity that can eventually be achieved. The flexibility c~
data retrieval systems can enhance or limit the ease in which
various questions are posed. With this in mind, a recording
system devised by the author, which describes several
parameters for each bone fragment or group of similar fragments,
was employed. The data were coded into a computer compatible
made and were eventually entered into the Broad street site
computer data banks. All data were then sorted by the various
variables with the aid of an IBM PC. This allowed a very rapid
turn-around time between data coding and report writing. Each
.bone in every analyzed context was identified to the species,
or ne~·~t highest analytical level (genus, size-class, etc.).
Problemmatic specimens (e.g. exotic species) were identified with
the aid of comparative museum collections (at the American
Museum of Natural History) and a variety of osteological
atlases. The vast majority were, however, well within the
range of species preViously studied by the author. Each
fragment was coded for a number of variables. These included
information on the element~ certainty of identification,
domestication, symmetry, sex, age, butchering, gnawing, burning,
fusion, element part~ articulation with other elements, and
frequency (see appendiX B: Bone Code).

•

No measurements of the remains were undertaken because of
a lack of time and the high degree of fragmentation.
Measurements, however, should be taken in the future since they
would be particularly useful in identifying breed and/or sex of
the various specimens, as well ~s the size parameters of the
species. The large number of bone remains from immature
animals also precluded metric analysis of the sample. Young
animals, with unfused epiphyses, are inappropriate specimens
for such analyses. Butchering and fragmentation destroyed many
of the points on which measurement are frequently taken. A
SImIlar situation appEa~~ tc hav~ 8xisted at 175 Water Street
(Biddick 1982: 539).

operational jecisi~~~ were made to ~pead up ~he
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• analysis. Vertebrae and ribs were not analyzed in the same
detail as other body elements. Fragmentation and butchering
activities destroyed many of the diagnostic cl~iteria. Also,
the great variability within anyone species and the
possibility of confusing the remains from closely-related species
(e.g. vertebrae and ribs from OVis/Capra/OdocoileusJ required
their classification into size-classes of animals. The
absence of horse and other large mammals points to cattle as
the source for all or most of the vertebrae and ribs in the
large mammal size classes. Most of the medium mammal ve~tebrae
and ribs were probably from sheep and pigs. The early
recognition of Odocoileus in this as well as other early historic
samples (e.g. Stadt Huy~/Stone Street, LDwer Manhattan)
required great caution in assigning medium-sized mammalian ribs
and vertebrae to a speCies.

Age profiles for each of the species were constructed on
basis of epiphyseal fusion and tooth eruption and wear data
(cf. Grant 1975; Payne 1973; Silver 1969; Wilson et al 1982).
Butchery analyses initially utilized the illustrations of
commonly occurring hi~torical cuts presented by Lyman (1977).
When examples of preViously illustrated patterns were
identified, the illustration numbers from Lyman's study were
ceded directly into the computerized data set. However, it was
found that in the earlier half of the deposits, Lyman's system
did not correspond to the data. As a reSUlt, a list of
preViously unillustrated butchering forms were compiled, coded,
and entered into the data bank. The illustrations and
photographs of the latter are presented below, with their
assigned code values. Quantification procedures were kept to a
minimum for several reasons. The most cogent is that the most
popular techniques for calculating species proportionality are
saver~ly flawed (Minimum Numbers of Individuals, Total Number
of Fragments, Adjusted Frequency - e.g. Grayson 1979; Gilbert
et al 1981). When and if more powerful predictive tools are
developed in the future, the raw data, presented in appendix A,
Can be re-analyzed. In this analysis, each bone was counted
sEparately. When articulated or potentially articulated
specimens were discovered, they were counted only once~ as if
they were a single fragment. This avoided the p~oblem of
frequency inflation due to whole or partial skeletons.
Occessional articulations among the mammals and birds were
encountered. Among the rodents, it was a much more frequent
problem. After the analysis, all bones were returned to
Greenhous~ ConSUltants, Inc. lab facilitiGs for long term
stol1""a.gE"

V. The Animal Bone Sample

• A total of B471 fragments of bone were recovered during
the e:·~cavati ori a <B.t Dr-Dad Street. APP'-G:"; i m2,.tel y 57% (]\I "" 3121.)
frag~ents were from mammals, L~.2% (N = 1268) from birds, and
19.7% (N = 1081' frem fish. The mammal remains ~er~ t~e most
i n t. an = i "oiE: 1 0/ =: t Ll::~ i. ~;d '.' !r,Jht 1. E:? ori I '/ ~I l ~:i.:_lridr- ~/ li 1 i s t S CJ'I-: :: 1--:.~. ·f:. -=_~.~ :5.nd
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• A total of 1925 mammalian remains
components and contexts
stratigraphic/temporal analysis.
bones to be discussed in the rest

were found in the
selected for
These represent the
of this repQI~t.

group of
detailed
sample of

Several species of animals were identified to the
species/genus level in the sample (table 4). The most common
of the mammalian non-rat remains, were cattle (38.9%). Sheep
(26.6%), followed in decreasing frequency by pig (24.2%), deer
(3.3%), dog (2.7%) ~ rabbit (2.4%), turtle (1.5%), and beaver
(0.3%) were also present in less quantities. 106 fragments of
rattus Spa were ider:tified, including several partial
skelGtons representing at least 8 separate individuals, were also
discovered. Slightly more than· half of the collection was
composed of unidentifiable bone scrap. A smaller percentage of
the elements were identified only to size classes (25.5%).
Only 18.4% of the total sample, with the exception of rattus
Spa remains, was identifiable to the species/genus level. This
is not an unusual fraction fOr sived collections. In hand-
collected assemblages, the rate of identification may range up
tQ 100%, depending mostly upon recovery efficiency. Shifts in
the proportion of identifiable:size class:unidentifiable
sp2cimens varies widely from context to context or component to
component. The source of most of this variation appears to
have been depositional integrity and type of deposit. The less
disturbed and exposed the remains, the better the shape they
will be in. Privies in lIB have the highest percentage of
identified remains (table 3). When lIB is removed from
consideration, there is a fairly pronounced temporal trend in the
data indicating that more of the later strata groups were
identifiable. to the species level (ca. 28%) than in previous
depG~its (ca. 191.). This may be somewhat attributable to the
les3er length of time the remains spent in the ground (see
table 3). The proportion of dcmestic:wild specimens increases
over time from a low of 78.6% (IA; domestic in ~he earliest
strata group to a high of 93.7% domestic in the latest strata
group. In the following section of the report, the remains of
e~ch species will be discussed strata group by strata group.
In this way~ stratigraphic and temporal patterning in the data
may be uncovered. Little contextual variability is expected in
this sample due to the overall uniformity of the deposits.

•
Approximataly half of the Qvicaprine specimens were

identifiable to domEEtic sheep. The rest Nere not species
specific or had lost their spacies spectfic ~iagnosti=
characteristics. They werE, as a result~ initially coded as
Sh2ep/goat. In the final analy~·is, it ('laS realL:ed thi::ltat
Broad Street, as at virtu~lly all other lOWEr Manhattan
o;;.i~c:!'D.~.:;olwr.] i ca l sit ,,:-os: : ....i tr-J all a1\/2:2d ..;.auri2.1 as:semb 1<3.g8 S (T21 C C'J ~

Stadt Huys~ 7 Hanover SquarG, !7S Water Street'! goats were
,".bsant. The..,,' do !~Dt :;;l!:::'P€~i::\.r-t·:::) !":2.VE'· bEen i:".~m(Jn9 the ·f:::;od

_.1 "1
:.:::.,;. .'.
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phase (Strata IA and IIA - TPQ 1640), sheep represent 20.6% of
the assemblage identified to the species level (with the
exception of rats)~ Over the course of time, sheep continued to
increase in relative frequency u~til by the early 1800's, they
represented 31.9% of the assemblage. There is a small decrease
recorded for Strata ID and VB (TPQ 1650). Several factors come
to mind to e~plain the increasing proportions of sheep. The
first may entail the chang9 in lower Manhattan from Old Wcr:d
migrants with a lowland Dutch/Germanic to Anglo-Saxon origin.
The shift in political sovereignty of New Amsterdam from Dutch to
British colonial rule in the 12te 17th century would only have
been indirectly responsible. The concomitant decline in pigs
over this time would support this hypothesis. A second
variable may be found in the decrease over time of wild foods
11.e. deer). A small proportion of the increase in sheep may
alsc be related to the decline in deer.

The table showing the distribution of the major body parts
5) allows us to
observe major biaSES for or against particular sections of the
body. This is especially useful when the more detailed
element distribution data are too dispersed to yield obvious
patterning, limiting the level of analytic detail. In this
table, the body was divided into major units of articulation.
The element data were grouped accordingly. The table will
group similar or co-occuring elements (e.g. podia = carpals,
tarsals, calcaneii, astragalii, and phalanxes; podial = podia
3nd matapodia). It can be easily observed that in Strata IA and
IIA, cranial elements are present in relatively high relatiVE
frequencies. Can this be interpreted as a function of primary
butc~ering on-site or ne2ry~ or may it reflect other
depositional processes? There is little architectural or
documentary evidence showing butchering and dismemberment of
animals at the site. It is liksly that then as today local
butcher shop~ or stands in the markets sold crani&l parts~
which were then taken home, eaten and discarded in backyard
W2StS disposal areas. Mandibles a~d loose teeth comprise the
bulk of thE sh2ep remains in these phases. Their higher than
wsusal frequency and the ~ery sm~ll sample SiZES in these two
strata atteets to their durability. The edible category include~
~ll those bQdy parts with 2 gre~t daal of meat (vertebrae!
ribs, pelvis, forelimbs and hindlimb bones). These bones are
trsated ~eparately from the podial remains because of the
vaster quantity of meat present. Most of the podial remains
r2flect meat-peor parts~ with little meat mass relative to
bone. Such body parts may have been les5 desirable. The
cranial remains may have included delicacies, such as tongue.

The relative proporticn~ of each of these major categories
can be ~sed to ~onvey inforrn~tion about the sources of
c:?tti'·j.i.:.iQr; 2ti"ld the economic St3.tU=: of ~:h? 1-10u.sehGlds ·fr·om ;,yhich
.1:.t"": Eo ,:.; =si2l"nb1E.g Eo£:: d E!~- i '\Je.. I Ii tr-:~=2 s·t r-2.t 3; gr- .~IHrlP5 V\+ -L t h J. cU- 9 EJ....
Si":\~'np1e~ I: I IE: 'j I I I iJ 2.nd I \/E~:' th,:7.~ p r opo:...t :;.ori c~'f ec:ii t'J 12 ~J,=;d'/ P ar t, 1=
,;C." ;::,e.t J '/ Gut I.'.IE i :;:',S· :: !-: s' CY- '':'.!''; i ~.l :.'!1 d r: ~,-:-::;.;~\l n "T"hE' 3l;1':E! ,j j, -= t rt b '...'.t i G;-,
,j~~i::?; l' or: ~::.b: ;;.;::..i:; j'- :_'7i.\/i;?~.: S ·...·;i d 2 -//3-.r-i :-1t J c·n ~.n p op ul ':.1t i ,.::·rt s t.r uc t;L~;"" ~.:?

!.Jct_~···}~.~er~ ::;;tl'''5,<:;:'. GI~'::iLtp::;.. Tlv i s i.::~ ~~CJrti~t?t~h::;.t t::.r'E\CE·:?tblt:;.i' tCJ '::-;20.rrlpic~
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size variance, although some temporal trends 2re discernable.
~awever, the sample sizes are so small for anyone phase that
2ach of the strata groups were combined to enahance
frequencies. Strata group VI was included since it contained
rem&ins from the entire range of the more temporally restricted
strata. There are few, if any, newborn or infant specimens.
The fragility of v~ry immature specimens makes them excellent
candidates for attrition. However, ~he large number of
juve~ile bones, whose bones are only slightly more dense,
indicates that attrition was less of a problem in this case.
T~Eir bones survived in large numbers, so why not others? Sub-
adults are found in fewer numbers, exceeding adults in only two
strata groups (IIB and VI). Such an age distribution, with
little evidence for attrition, may reflect toward an economy
oriented toward production of sheep for meat, not for milk or
woeol" In such a si tuat ion, !.;\rgenumb er s of lambs, f Clf- f ewe:-
sub-adults, and the remaining adult stoc~ once it had aged beyond
reproductive usefulness would have been slaughtered.

VB. Bos taurus

Domestic cattle are present in nearly every strata group.
In the Earliest~ they represent 35.3% of the identified
assemblage. They, then, decreaSE to 42.1% (1650 - TPQ) ,
decrease to 36.6% (1680 - TPQ) , increase to 46.5% (1720 - TPQ)
and finally drop to 31.9% (1800 - TPQ). The variation in
cattle relatiVE frequencies is negatively correlated with those
of pig. As ~attle decrease, pig increaSE and vice versa. This
may be more of a reflection of the ways in which pigs were
handled in New York City, which will be discussed in the'
subsequent section. Edible meat parts are the most frequently
found section of the b-dy, even with the placement of most
vertebrae and ribs in the large mammal group. In Strata Group
III, a large number of phalanxes were found, but not in any
single context. Cranial elements in all strata consisted
mostly of loose teeth. A look at the large mammal element
distribution d~ta showed thet few vertebrae and ribs were
present in the earlier strata groups CIA, IIA, ID, and 118).
It is only i n the L:'ttergrm.\ps <III <?nd IVB} th3.t lal~ger
numbers appear. This indicates some alteration in the treatment
of ~runk parts, either in processing, consumption or discard.
It cannG~ simply te explained as a function ~f better
preservation cr different depositional contexts, since a
parallel situ&tion among the medium-sized mammals lS not
apparent. The larger frequencies of edible meat body parts in
IID~ rEI~tive to the other deposits, is directly related to the
better condition for prEserv~tion. The age distribution varies

•
~~del ~ 'fl~~m ph:s~ ~ t~ _phase, ~;i tt1 f2\-'!"_o~ser-vabl E' ~~~:po~a!.
,_,er.d e , .1 f the::<:".ggl eg",,\.e pattern is e,·,o.ITo •. ned, it = ...1 on(.~l;;
contrasts with the sheep data. Adults W2~2 the largest siGgla
gF·{J~Jp (36~3;~)~ t~hile 5ub'-2dults (30~1%) ~ juverlilss (22u2%) and
infants/foetus l11.0%) followed in decr82sing frequ~ncy. The
m2ji:~1-:i.·ty Gf cottle WEI~S 51~t_lght~l~ed ~~l~icr i:c adLLltllood ~63~7X) ~

.:3. s: iTl.~i.I-I·;""

·F I' equ.(;~·nt: \/
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underrepresented somewhat, sinCE such bone is more affected by
various destructive processes (e.g. exposure, cooking, etc.'.

VCR Sus scrofa domesticus

Domestic pigs are present throughout the sequence. In
the lolt~est strata groups (lA, IIA, ID, and lIB), they ranked
second in importance varying between 26.3 and 32.0%. The trend
in 1640 to 1680 TPQ strata is toward a slight increase over
time. By the time of the 1720·TPQ deposits, they dropped to
third position (15.1%) after sheep. They declined to half of
their former importance in the assemblage (II; - 15.3%) before
regaining some of their last significance in the final strata
group C!VB 19.1%). Cattle and sheep take up much of the
slack. How· can this shift be explained. The magnitude of the
decline is not explainable as simple random variation over timE
between deposits. It is expected that when simple random
variation in relative frequencies occurs over time, it will
vary within a few percentage points of a mEan value. This was
not the case~ however. During this time period, the conditions
for pig husbandry in New York were altered. By the end of the
18th century (1780'5), pigs were no longer allowed to freely
roam city streets. They had become such a serious health
hazard and impediment to the flow of traffic through the city
streets that a neW set of city ordina~cEswere passed prohibiting
lax husbandry practices within city limits. Any pig found
freely wandering on city streets became the property of the
finder (Pomerantz 1938~ 270). However, the strictures on the
USE and movement of pigs may have begun before these 18th century
ordinances. A second variable may have been the shift over time
toward increasing frequencies of the city's occupants with
dietary preferences o~ientad toward artiodactyls. The decline in
pig frequencies may be 2ttributable to th~se proceSSES.

•

The body part distribution (table 5) reveals that a wide
rang~ of body parts were found in each of the strat~ groups.
Cranial~ trunk, limb and podial elements appear in each. Only
pelvic areas are consistently absent. Meat producing parts
outnumber cranial and podial elements in strata groups lIB and
IVB. A similar situation was found among sheep and cattle. It
is apparent from theSE data that either each of the species
were butchered and consumed in an identiic&l manner or that the
depositional context of the remains has skewed the
ci i S·tl- i but.ion. FI~om the p ;;;..st e~~per i enc':?of -t·.he au t hor wi th
other assemblages, the former is highly unlikely. Cattle,
sheep and pigs arE butchered and consumed differently. For
example, large parts of pigs ~re regularly consumed, even
today~ which a~2 r~rely 2vailable in the Dthe~ species for
household consumption (e.g. bears head, pig knuckles, et~.).
Il~I"'lo.t is so ciffl~I-2f11: ~T.bc!L~.~t!-"'IE·Ge t:1.~'-.I0 c on t ox t s? Stl~··ai.:c:~lIB .3.nd
IVa represen"t tt12 f:lJ.l of pl'-i.viss ~nd a bric~·~ structure~ Ttley
tA;l(·:::::'- rE- h ()t.lsehc.j 1c:1 t--ef t..~5i:.:-" -!: f~<;.-t-: 1..,\lei'- e d u.r;~pE·~j t1 i i'-eet J. ';l i ]-j t; c t r-iE:5G
fe~turE~ af~:2r' t!12Y we~e ~~C)lCJngsr- i~ L:S2~ Tf12 ot:hei- Etr~at:2
gi~Gt.A~3 c!:Jn~~ist2d of matelr-i01 ~_e'ft
vaf-~.ouS p21~iGc15 of tj.n~e., Att;riti,i:Jrl

on the ~;urfaC2 ·~O~
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much of the 1ess dense meat bearing bones, 1eav iriq the harder
crani21 and podial elements in disproportionate frequencies.
The age distribution of pigs shews that the vast majority of
age~ble remains were immature (table 6). Only 6% were adults.
The largest single group were juveniles (51.66%). 68% of the
sample were piglets, under a year of age. Half of the adult
remains came from loose teeth, while the other half were hind
limb parts (femur and fibula). Sub-adults and juveniles were
well represented in all body parts. Pork production was very
age selective. Immature individuals were preferentially culled
because of their rapid growth rates to generate higher profits
for the breeders.·

VD. Canis familiaris

Domestic dog appeared in three strata groups (lIB, 1117
and IVB). All of the remains were phalanxes frcm sub-
adult/adult or old adults specimens, with the exception of a
single puppy phalanx (IVB). They never were very common in the
strata groups, varying from 2.1% in the earlier to 4.2% in the
later groups. Why only phalanxes were found is a difficult
question to answer at this moment.

Felis Ce.ttus

Three articulated fragments of an 6-8 week old kitten
were encounten?d in component 76 (I I B; • It was probabl y t.hr ovin
into the fill deposit soon after death, since the very fragile
remains were well preserved and articulated.

l,/E. GcD.I:'.:Jileusv t r-qi n f anuss

•

Virginia white-tailed deer are present throughout the
early phases of the stratigraphy history of the site. They
were somewhat of a surprise sin~e Gone were found at 175 Water
Street (Biddick 1982), although the author did find deer
remains in the earliest layers from the Stadt Huys/Stone Street
site. They are relatively common in the earliest strata groups
(IA and IIA 11.8%; and increaSE slightly in the succeeding
group (1D and VB - 15.8%). Subsequently, they Experience a
dl~2"dn61.ticdc·cline tc apprc:fim;"J.tel'/11., \Ie, lIB, and III). B-../
the final strata group (IVa), they have completely disappeared
from the assemblage. The decline and diEappearance of deer is
directly associated with the urbanization of the region and the
di~Gppe2ranc2 of Extensively forested areas near to the city.
Early settlers did rely upon wild game to some extent, but less
=''lnd les~-5o,·/,~!~ t i rne, Thf2r·s' is ;-10 2\/idc·r1cefor- >-::he:..lse of ~<Jild
game in the later period~ for either the higher or lower status
communities. It had been thought that, as in contemporary 19th
c errturv :;:'l_\l'··cpe 1 deE!'· .'.ou]. d conti rn..lJ'':' te, ,3.ppea.r·· as .....tr"cphy
anim2]. f(~t- the r-iC!"1 or ~s ~ ~upplemel'lt2ry fcod SOllYWCE -fol- the
v~r·y ~GO~~~ H wide d:~;3tf·:~bt..~tic~~ (J·f ~~~dy ~:art~ ~:dS fotJ~d,

"U-, d p D (:"1i :::.1
t C"'CJ:1 so, ::~rH
-t-: to' C:I in t:h r:?

tt'2 I..t~e ;J·f 2r1tJ.2~ ftJr-
boej1 P~~II-'!:E !:~J t:~E hrClJght
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kill sites to the city. The age distribution indicated
most of the specimens were adults (1 sUb-adult, 4
adults/adults, and 4 adults).

that
sub-

VF. Sylvilagus/Lepus sp.

Rabbit/Hare remains were few and fragmentary. They
appear in strata group lIB (2.11.), increase in III (4.91.) and
then decrease' in IV8 (2. 4i.i • They are not found in the earl iest
strata groups at all. This may be a function of sample size
bias, since these were the smallest. They would have been
expected even in the earliest, since trapping was an important
activity in the early trading post days. Most of the remains,
with the exceptio~ of a single problemmatic rib, were phalanxes
or mandibles. This may indicate that rabbits were collected
more for pelts, which retained the face and podial elements,
than for food CIIB - 2 second phalanxes; III - 1 mandible, 3
first phalanx; IVB - 1 worn tooth). All of the phalanxes were
from sub-adult/adults~ while the mandible and tooth came from
adult individuals.

VG. Emydidae (family)

Turtle remains were found in IIA (57.), lIB (1.1%), III,
(l.O/.) and IV (2.4/.). All remains were from pieces of turtle
shell. Whether they were from land or riVEr species was not
determinable due to their fragmentary state. Both forms were
probably collected as a food source, since turtle soup is a
well known delicacy.

VH. Castor canadensis

A single lower incisor
group IA (7.1~~). Sec-ever wel~e
area in early colonial times,
mf;at arid pEl t.

of a beaver was found in strata
locally available throughout the
and were hunted both for their

VI.. Rattus Spa

•

The remains of several rats appear in strata groups ID,
lIB, III,. and IVB. Only one bone each were found in ID and
III, laying open the possibility of intrusions. In lIB and
IVB, where larger numbers of bones comprising SEveral
individuals were found, we have returned~ once again, to our
pr i vi es (lIB) arid fill of ov el yell en'! tir i c k structure (! VB) •
TheSE are the same kinds of contexts that rat specimens were
fou~d in at 175 Water Street (T. Amorosi - pers. comm.). They
are Got considered to be intrusive elements, since these
cont2~ts were very protectivE of even the most fragile remains
found within them. All were from adults, ~ith both 8nds of the
bones being ~used. With the 2ppsar3nce of European spciss of
i~·a·tE in early col(~n:~al Lt~l~an 3qglomerations~ n2t~ vEctcr~s for- the
ti~ar1~5mj.ssj.8no·f d:~828SE CGme i.11tO plJyu
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59 fragments of bone showed evidence of butchering

activities. Only remains with clear-cut knife, saw or cleaver
marks were considered in thE analysis. This was to avoid the
frequently made assumption that recurring patterns in the shape
of bone fragments probably reflects systematic butchering
activites. However, this confuses natural lines of fracture
with butchering. The fraction of butchered remains (table 9 and
10) never exceeded 5.3% of the total fragment count from any
single strata group. Strata group III contained the largest
absolute and relative frequencies (5.3'l.), while group II
contained the smallest (0.9%). When the earliest strata groups
(IA and IIA) are combined and the rest are arranged in
chronological order1 the percentage of butchered remains in the
assemblage increases over time. Only group III breaks the
pattern, with a higher than expEcted relative frequency (table
10). This trend may be a reflection of sample size bias, where
the probability of finding larger numbers of the normally
infrequent butchered bones increase with sample siZE. The
later strata groups' samples are generally larger. Context
variability also appears to playa role. The·unusualy deposits
in lIB and IVB contain larger quantities of fragile material
that normally would have disintegrated when left exposed.
Butchering cuts through and exposes the softer spongy interior
of the bone, allowing destructive orces to more quickly act.
Strata group III represents an exceptional situation. It is
unlikely that changes in meat preparation, such as cooking, could
have accounted for this trend (e.g. frGm roasting to boiling).
None of the butchered pieces were burnt of show any obvious
signs of cooking. Only a single piece had been chewed by a dog
(I IE:) • A rat; chewed a second (VI). If a piece had been
butchered, it was highly unlikely to haVE been left exposed
where dogs or rodents could later get at it. Conversely, those
that were not cut up did have a slightly greater probability of
being chewed. This eQuId also imply that most of the bonES
that were ~hrown to the dogs or rats were lost to the
archaeologic21 record. None of the features showed any
concentration of ~emains that may have indicated an industrial
L'.se (jf bone mat.el~iE,l(e.g. fOI~ glue r-oduct i on r ; All <:l.ppeart.o
have been dcmestic household.

I

I.

There is strong evidenCE ~or a shift in butchering
practic~s over time. When the study was first undertaken,
Lyman's (1977) WEll illustrated code for common early 20th
century butchered bones from Fort Walla Walla was employed.
The choice of this system was reinforced by its use at 175
Water Street. However, 8~ analysis progressed, it was soon
realized that a large proportion o~ the butchered remains did
net conform to the V~riGU5 forms in the code. This too~ on a
tempor-a.l d i mssnaa on (ta::'1i:.e 10) 'J 1"1;ien2 'trie EEu··lier pel~iQds had
increasingly gre2ter ~requeGcies cf previously unrecorded
bL~·tchering mar-ks~ It was ;~nly i!-~ ~t'le late~t (jeposi·t~ (IV8
f r ~:~+;il the 1C?~.~1 ~:Er; t L~r v : t h .:3. t L ~;·/(n,:=-:i.r~. =~ ·f 01'- ITi=, b ec: ~·.(nf~ i~lC'5-t; i.J Sf·~~~~)+l ~-;'.~

l'-~~f12c~i8r'~~~: ·tt1E ,jsv21~~r~~er·~tc·f
1 ·:~dr' t."] F~tR' • ~~~, t: ,:0.1 ~:~ i :1c~L~.:~::.t !-~i': :/~d~~f!-.~j .... ~ :~
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practices became codified and widespread. The qUEstion whether
large sides of meat or smaller cuts were purchased is difficult
to answer with such few data. The few articulated cattle distal
limb remains indicate that some parts were sold together. Most
c~ the butchered vertebrae derive from the later deposits.
This does not indicate that sides of beef were not sold in the
earlier periods, but th~t the earlier strata either did not
contain or that the sample were too severely biased from
attrition to preserve such fragile body parts •



• . TOTAL BONE COUNTS

CLASS NO. %

MAMMALIA 3122

AVES 1268

PISCES 1081

TOTAL: 5471

Table 2: TOTAL BONE COUNTS

(57.0)

(23.2)

(19.7)
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• •
NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS FROM MAJOR BODY PARTS

STRATUM TPQ CRANIAL VERT .fRIll PELVIS FORELIMB HINDLIMB METAPODJA PODIA TOTAL CRANIAL EDIBLE PODIAL

IA 1640 2 1 - - - - - - 3 2(666) 1(333) -
IIA 1640 2 - - - 1 1 - 4 2(50) 1(25) 1(25)
ID 1650 1 1 - - - - 1 3 1(333) 1(333) 1(333)
lIB 1680 1 5 3 7 5 2 - 23 1 20 2
III 1720 8 5 - 8 - 3 - 24 8 13 3
IVB 1800 2 - 2 3 5 3 - 15 2 10 3
VI 1700-

1800 4 1 - 3 1 6 - 15 4 5 6

IA - 1 - 1 - 1 1 4 - 2 -
IIA 1 3 - - 1 - 3 8 1 4 3
ID 3 3 - 1 - - - 7 3 4 -
lIB 4 17 4 2 3 - 4 34 4 26 4
III 4 7 2 6 7 3 21 50 4 22 24
IVB 2 5 1 1 4 1 5 19 2 11 6

IA I - - - 1 - 2 4 1 1 2
IIA 3 1 - - I - - 5 3 2 -
ID 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 5 1 3 1
lIB 4 5 - 5 10 2 4 30 4 20 6
III 2 1 - 1 4 1 6 15 2 6 7
IVB 1 3 - 1 4 - - 9 I 8 -

Table 5: NUMBER OF FRAGMENTS FROM MAJOR BODY PARTS



• •
Table 6: AGE DI8TRJRUTION BY STRATA GROUP (%)

Strata Group---- lA, IlA ID lIB III IVB VI TOTAL %

sfI1mp
Unknown (1) 2 3 7Young fBNewborn/Fcotill 1(8,3) 1.6Infantile (3mos) (J) 1(8.3) 1.6

(1/.1) -
Juvcnile(3-12mos)(J) 5(50} 8(47} 8(44.4) 3(25) 5(62.5) 26 43.3(.lIS) -
Sub-adu1t(I-Jyr) (5) 5(29.4} 2( [I.I) 3(25.0) 2(25.0) 12 20.0

(SI A) I 2 6 5 2 I 22Adult (A) 2(50) 1(100) 4(23.5) 6(33.3) 4(33.3) 1(12.5) 18 30.0Young Adu It (YA) - 2(11.1) - 2 3.3Old Adult (OA) - -(11.1) -
TOTAL 7( 100) 3(100) 23( 100) 26 15( 100) 15(100) 89

CA1TI.E
(1) I 2
(F) 1(7.6) I 1.5
(l) I(7.6) 4(15.4) I( 10) 0 6 9.5
(I/.I) -
(.I) 1(20) 8(30.7) 4(40) 14 22.2
(.lIS) -
(8) 1(25) 3(60) 7(53.8) 5(19.2) 3(30) 19 30.1
(Sill) 8 2 20 20 5 II 66(A) 3(75) 1(20) 4(30.1 ) 8(30.7) - 3 19 30.1(YA) - 1(3.8) 1(10) 2 3.1(OA) - 1(10) I 2 3.t

TOTAL: 12 8 34 46 IS IS 130

PIC
(1) I 1
(F) 2 2 5 8.3
(I) 4 I 5 8.3
(I/.I) -
(.I) 3 12 9 6 31 51.6
(.lIS) -

2 2(8) 3 I 3.33
(Sill) 2 4 2 I 2 13 21.663 4 4 4 3 20(A) 3 3(YA) 1(50) 6.66

I 6.66TOTAL: 9 5 30 IS 9 13 81
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• OISiRIBUTION OF 81."TCHERED BONES

snAni!'l SPECIES EL..""IE...'{l' PART ~EQ.l Lm~ CODEZ ~
IA Dee~ Tho~. Vert I 95

TOTAL: l( l.4'1;)

ID Pig fem\l~ Dist. I 6f
Cow Thor. Vert I gA

TOTAL: 2( 1.6%)

rIA Cow Cuboid 01 Chopped 1/2 way through
Cow femur shaft 61' lateral side.

IrB Sheep ~etacarpal shaft 1 07 KnLfe slice
Sheep scapula body 1 07 ~nife slice
eow Cerv.ven 1 9T
Cow Hut:lerus Dist. 1 2f
Cow PelvLs Acet. 1 4.
Cow Femur Pro~. 1 60
Cow Femu~ Pro~.shaft 1 6C
Med. 11amma1 sacrum. I 90

TOTAL: 3(2.3%)

IIr Sheep eery. ver't l 91:
Sheep ce~v. vert 1 9T
Sheep thor ..vert. I 9T
Sheep lum. vert 1 9T
Sheep <ib p~a>(. I 71
Caw cerv , vert 1 9T
Cow thor. ,'ert 1 9T
Cow Iua , "'-art. 1 9U
Cow scapula body 2 ic
Cow humerus p~ox. 1 2J
Cow ::IetaGarpal whole 1 split lengthWise down shaft
Cow femur dist. 1 61(
Cow tibia dist , 1 7M
Pig femur shaft 1 6~
Med. :-taCllllal ver-ttt 4 9T
Med. :-lam.mal rib prox. 2 7Ipro>(
Lge. ~mmal vert. 1 9T
Lge , :-tammal unidentified ::Ieatremoval ~~kunknown thor. vert 9Ti'OTAL: 24(5.3%}

I~B Sheep humerus dist. 01 slice on medial side
for dismembe~ntCow Vef"t. 1 aL

Cow ver-t. 1 aD
Cow thor. vert 1 9S cleaverCow lwa. vert 1 9M cleaverCow 1 91' saw, senile. exotasCow ilium 1 5E
Cow tibia prox. 1 7Eprox.
Pig Iua, vert 1 9M
:-!ed. ~l vert. 1 91'
~ed. 11aIIIma1 tum. vert 1 9TMed. ~l Lum. vert 1 9T also slice =arks (07)Lge. )iammal vert. 1 80 cleaverUnidentified vert .. 1 01 choppedlUfAL: 14(3.1%)

VI eow nWll8rus prox. 1 61' choppedCow radius prox. 1 07 slice mark on medial sideCow ilium body 1 5E sawPig ilium body 1 05 sawLge. Mammal lum. vert 1 01 sawMed. ~l thor. vert 1 01 58wMed. 11amma1 lum. vert 1 9T sawUnidentLfied scapula body 1 IJ sawUnidentified Wlident 1 01 sawTOTAL: 9(2.5%)

NOTFS: i~ percentages are for entire component •
• Code additions - schematic illustration in report appendiX. 01. as. 07 - see code appendix.

• Table 9: DISTRIBUTION OF BUTCHERED BONES



• DISTRIBUTION OF BUTCHERED FRAGMENTS BY CODE

STRATA BUTCHERED LYMAN GREENFIELD
FREQ. (%) FREQ. (%) FREQ. (%)

IA 1(1.4) (1.15%) 1(100%)
IIA 1(0.9) (1.15%) 1(100%)
ID 2(1.6) 2(100%)
rIB 8(2.5) 3(37.5%) 5(62.5%)
III 24(5.3) 4(21%) 15(79%)
IVB 14(3.1) 9(64%) 5(36%)
VI 9(2.5%) 3(33.3%) 6(66.6%)

Table 10: DISTRIBUTION OF BUTCHERED FRAGMENTS
BY CODE

•



• •
TahIr II: IlISTR[BlITION OF BIRD BONES BY STRA11JHAND COfI'ONENT

~
SPF.CIES:

FAI£ONI- UNKNOWN NOTESSTRA11/M O1P (;0\1.J.II5 11E:LF.A AHAS ANSER GALLIA- CHARA- LARID-
GAl.urS GRIDAF. GAl.. SP. SP. FORME DRIFORHE AE OAF.
(Chicken) (Turkey) (Duck) (Goose) (Shorebird) (Gull) (Falcon?)

fA 2 6
5 cRrant6 'j 2 Ie 59

3 sp.
itA 8 2

9 2 9
10 I 5
12 3
13 I 3
61 I

1640 rorAL: 10 2 90

ID 3 2 3
4 I J7
40 5

lUrAL: 3 25

Ie 1 I bl-anasplatra (mallard)liB 14 31 3 2 57 I-aytha co (ringneck)38 3 5
62 I 3 I-enas sp.76 14 2 3b 2 I 291680 lUrAL: 49 6 3 2 3 94

til 52 2 3 *s8me53 7+31* individual54 (,
11 a_possible turkey63 3 2+18

F20 lUrAL: 49 3 29

IV8 IS 47- 199

SUH TOTAl.: 153 10 6 2 3 3 423 602
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A • SUMMARY OF RESULTS: THE CHRONOLOGICAL RECORD
This rescue excavation has

and range of variation of all excavated

Colonial shorefront block

was found sealed and buried under the

floors of the site's most

addition to recording the location

Augustine Heermans' warehouse fr

rescue effort retrieved 43~318

other 17th century

which

Dutch re.sidents

Company.

record

which

the

traces of three

of Colonial features

important early

h West india

The primary goals of

effort have

iorities of this rescue

assumptions and perspectives.

ains represent a non-

fast being lost as an

period of American history.

First~

en documentary accounts of past events and

the rapid loss and considering the

material remains for reconstructing an

of past cultural and environmentai events,

must be one of data documentation so as to

res urce base for future students, regardless of

current theoretical views and biases . Fourth, that given the
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CONCLUS[ONS

•
fact that these dated remains can ~eflect patte~ns both th~ough

the nuances and idiosync~acies of the o~nate a~tifact catego~ies

as well as th~ough the shifts in the relative proportions of

these and more mundane remains through time, then this a~chive

must be preserved in a stratigraphically based, p~ecisely

recorded and quantified three dimensional data. base of all

excavated materials. Finally, conside~ing the fact that the 17th

century o~ganic remains predate scientific records by hundreds of

yea~s, the dated plant and animal mate~ials emerge as important

environmental time capsules fo~ ~econstructing past conditions.

Accordingly, this perspective has dictated both the topic and

forms of the analysis of all categories throughout both the

excavation and data documentation phase. The computerized data

base included the Component by Component definition of the

identity, date, origin (where determinate), count, weight and

associatIons of all excavated materials. For both the strata

defined, and the material remains recovered, the precise

computer-transit recordings of the X.Y.Z. locations to 1/100th of

a foot have been gene~ated and reco~ded to 1/100th of a foot

accuracy. This level of accuracy is important because of the

winter field conditions under which this study was conducted, and

because, as was demonstrated by this bu~ied Colonial site,

differences of decades of even centuries can be reflected by

locational and depth differences of less than a few centimeters.

•
In addition to the final computerized data bas~ and the

descriptive and analytical sections of this report, a primary

1-2



CONCLUSIONS

focus of this ~epo~t has involved the photographic documentation

• of both the ~ange of va~iation as well as the key chronological

indicato~s for each of the unmixed 17th and 18th century deposits.

This is due to the central importance of clearly defined dating

evidence for reconst~ucting the chronology and proper

associations of contempo~a~y events and ~emains. This photo

documentation includes both elaborate artifacts, as well as less

aesthetically pleasing clues to the identity and date of

important features and events in the site's history.

Finally, in addition to its p~imary objective of documenting

these now destroyed remains, the recovery of well dated

stratigraphic deposits has permitted the identification of some

significant shifts and transformations in the nature and

p~oportions of the excavated materials through time. L>he purpose

of this final summary of results will be to focus on these

changing cultural patterns as documented f~om a 70 yea~ period

(f~om 1650-1720> represented by unmixed primary Colonial deposits

identified f~om the site. As will be summa~ized below, this

chronological framework has permitted the identification of

changes in the nature and construction techniques of the

st~uctural ~emains and associated featu~es identified for the

17th century deposits, many of which we~e eithe~ not documented

by contemporary, or if discussed, did not match the written

versions. This dichotomy between the written and archaeological

record was especially evident in the case of Mr. Heermans'

warehOUSE. These shifts in the nature of the structural ~emains

• we~e also matched by significant shifts in the origins and

X-3



CONCLUSIONS

cultural affiliation of the artifacts encountered between 1650

• and 1720 . Finally, through the study of changes in the relative

composition and percentages of animal and plant remains through

time, the early Dutch and British remains have provided some

strong indications of important changes in both the food patterns

and environmental conditions of this settlement and its

inhabitants .

•
X--4



CONCLUSIONS·

B. THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SEQUENCE:

• The purpose of this section is to summaFize the stratigraphic,

chronological and documentary correlates for all of the excavated

deposits or Components. Subsequent to being defined (by Mr.

William I. Roberts IV) as distinct stratigraphic deposits or

Components, the artifact analysts prOVided independent

assessments of the time range of each Component containing

artifacts through identification of the TPQ or initial

manufacture date of the latest artifact encountered. These

independently dated artifact categories were then compiled and

compared to establish the most acceptable TPQ date for each of

the deposits of Components. Finally, based on these multiple

independent lines of chronological information, it was possible

to compare and group the various defined and dated Components, or

natural stratigraphic deposits, into larger clusters of

temporally and functionally defined groups designated as Strata

Groups.

This process resulted in the incremental reconstruction of eleven

distinct Strata Group clusters comprised of 80 natural

stratigraphic Components, which in turn were defined from a total

of 576 Contexts during the actual data recovery. The preceding

body of this descriptive report has focused on the detailed

Component by Component analysis of the range of variation and

dating evidence for each major artifact category: Ceramics,

Glass, Pipes, and Small Finds. The purpose of this overview is

to summa~ize the multiple lines of chronological evidence for

each of the major Strata G~oups th~ough time and space throughout

X-5



CONCLUSIONS

the project area .

• Based on criteria of relative stratigraphic and chronological

isolation and contemporaneity, these eleven defined Strata Groups

reflect two major subdivisions of the data base: 1) Primary and

relatively undisturbed natural stratigraphic deposits, features

and structural remains dating from the mid-17th through the first

decade of the 18th centuries (Strata Groups 1-3); and 2)

Subsequent multi-Component and mixed secondary deposits and

feature fills representing mixed and later intrusions and impacts

to the original buried remains dating from the late 18th through

to the 20th century. With few exceptions (Component 15), these

later deposits of Strata Groupings or Components contain mixtures

of both earlier remains together with later materials dating to

their time of deposition. Although through the use of TPQ dates

versus Ceramic mean dates it was possible to fix their date of

deposition, their utility as units of relative contemporaneity

are limited because of the long time span represented by their

artifact contents. As summarized in Table VII-!, these later

deposits with long time spans are indicated by a wide divergence

of dates between the distinct artifact categories, for example,

early pipe dates and late glass or ceramic TPQ dates. As pointed

out in the stratigraphic section of this report, these wide

divergences generally do not reflect stratigraphic' contamination

or mixture during excavation. Throughout the identification

•
process, Contexts which were mixed or disturbed or that

represented poorly distinguished interfaces were segmented from

X-6
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CONCLUSIONS

the sample and generally excluded from the dated sample in order

to provide valid time ranges for each dated Component and defined

Strata Group.

Finally, as a preface for the following summary, it is pertinent

to point out that during the actual data recovery and during the

data processing phase, a major stress involved the stratigraphic

identification and definition of the dates of the contents of

builders' trenches for both features and structural remains, as

well as the contents of the features themselves. This

distinction is important and central for any overall site

reconstruction. The fill of features dates the time span of use

or abandonment of a feature. The dates of artifacts from the

contents of the builder's trench provide a date for establishing

the time after which the feature was initially constructed.

Thus, by addressing the feature deposits and their dateable

builder's trenches, it has been possible to reconstruct both the

date of construction as well as that of the abandonment of each

through time. In some cases this difference presented a span·

of a decade or two, and in others indicated a longer gap in time

of a half a century or more between the initial feature

construction and subsequent abandonment; used for the

deposition or disposal of later mat~rials.

Of the total of 43,318 artifacts catalogued, 21,746 or 50% were

associated with the earliest, mid-17th through early 18th century

deposits. In terms of the stratigraphic sequence, 226 or 401. of
4

all excavated Contexts, and 35 or 441. of the 80 identified

X-7



CONCLUSIO~S

• Components belonged to primary undisturbed Colonial-era remains .

The remaining artifacts and strata Groups post-dated 1720 and

pertain to the subsequent three hundred years of late 18th

through 20th century intrusions and alterations to the original

buried shorefront Dutch West india Company settlement. ~

The Chronological Framework:

This approach permitted the definition of five major phases

spanning from the mid-17th century through to the mid-19th

century. A sixth phase reflecting subsequent late 19th and early

20th century impacts and intrusions could be identified, but its

physical manifestations were limited to interfaces below the

latest building construction phases. The relatively small numbers

of diagnostic cultural material, rendered this phase of limited

cultural and chronological utility as a primary analytical unit.

The five major Time Phases of the reconstructed site sequence

represented by clusters of contemporary and single component

Strata Groups are: 1) 1640-1650 (Strata Groups 2A and 1A)

early-mid 17th century deposits and features; 2) a 1680 sample

(lD, 28 and 5B) late 17th century deposits and feature fills; 3)

1710 (Strata Group 3)deposits and structural remains; 4) a group

of mixed late 18th century post 1795 Components (Strata Groups 4A

and 5A) and 5) the mixed 18th and 19th century fill of a single

feature (Component 15 of Strata Group 48), the fill of the oval

yellow brick cistern which was filled and abandoned sometime

after 1844. These primary stratigraphic and chronological Phase• clusters of natural stratigraphic units reflect only the refined

X-8



CONCLUSIONS

and dated deposits of primary chronological utility. They are• characterized by clear natural stratigraphic units of

contemporaneity and relatively larger sample sizes of dated

artifacts. However~ based on their stratigraphic relationships~

additional Components and Strata Groups could be associated in

time and space and will be addressed accordingly in the following

discussion.

While some of the archaeological sites previously excavated and

reported on for urban Manhattan could be discussed in time and

space relative to their 19th century lot lines~ this physical

framework is not applicable to the early remains at the Broad

Financial Site for two reasons. First, the later 19th century

lot lines do not correlate with the early Colonial period lot

dimensions and locations; and second, the long sequence of dated

deposits identified reflecting different periods of occupation,

were not contemporary throughout the site. Thus, although their

locations relative to the most recent lot numbers and locations

will be used as convenient reference points throughout this

discussion, the excavated remains will be addressed principally

as relative units of contemporaneity within the five phase

temporal framework described above.

With a few exceptions, the Components comprising the earliest

dated deposits are composed of the builders trenches of the early

features and structural remains encountered. The definition of

the subsequent tempora1 group at the site conversely consists of



the fill contents of these featu~es as well as seconda~y deposits

• ove~lying the original 17th centu~y su~faces • Taken as a group,

the excavation identified the remains of four 17th century

structu~es which included the th~ee walls and cobble floo~ of Mr.

Heermans' post-1650 wa~ehouse (~t~ata Group lA), the original

su~face upon which it was built (Strata Group Ie), a group of- --
contemporary but unrelated wall elements in Lot 8, (Strata Group

1B) , the builders t~enches and fill of three ea~ly double-

ba~~eled buried wooden privies or ciste~n featu~es (2A and 2B), a

post-1680 series of secondary construction or destruction debris

deposits (Strata Group ID), and finally three 17th century yellow

brick features, one an oval yellow brick cistern, a rectangular

yellow brick structure at the rear of the excavated warehouse

which was cut through and associated with a semicircular oval

yellow brick earlier cistern at its northern end. While the

construction of these features dates to the 17th century, the

fill deposits within are later.

Thus, in addition to Heermans' warehouse, the 17th century

featu~es were restricted to three double-barreled buried wooden

cisterns or priv~es and three yellow brick features. One of

these ba~rel featu~es was found in Lot 14, at the western end of

the site, and the other two were found in close proximity in the

rea~ of Lot 8 at the eastern end of the site. The three yellow

b~ick features were all encountered in the rear of Lot 10,

associated with and situated behind and to the no~th of Mr~

Heermans' warehouse. The subsequent early 18th century, post-

1710 deposits were represented by the fill of the small stone
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structure at the rear of lot 11, and by the fill of a circular

red brick cistern initially encountered during the testing phase

in the rear of the western-most Lot 14. The dating evidence for

each will be discussed on a Phase by Phase basis so as to

maintain their relative and distinct chronological relationships

throughout the 350 year occupation at this site.

The ~iatQ~i£Q££~Q~tiQQ §~ci~£~~
The earliest stratified remains were the original 17th century

occupation surfaces, represented by Strata Group le. These five

Components <1, 37, 46, 48 and 59} were comprised of two primary

deposits, a reddish sand in several cases permeated by

concretions of precipitated iron oxides, and two by a distinctive

greenish silt deposit. Both were encountered throughout the

site, but the two also overlapped in several areas. Tne reddish

sand substrate visible at or near the surface in the front or

southern end of each 19th century lot was overlain with

increasingly thicker greenish silt deposits towards the northern

or rear end of each lot. Both are being interpreted as the

originaY and predominantly sterile primary surfaces and

substrates upon and into which the initial 17th century features

and structural remains were either cut or overlain during the

occupation phases. The greenish silt surfaces also correlate in

character with the historic documentary descriptions of

Manhattan's characteristic "green bank" of the original shore

line (Historic Tales of Olden Times, p.l02) .

•
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Both of these p~imary subst~ates were almost culturally sterile

and contained only 131 artifacts (11 f~agments of glass, 12

ce~amics and 4 pipe fragments) which togethe~ amounted to less

than 1% of the p~e-1720 sample. Only Component 1 of this Strata

Group le sample contained diagnostic artifacts, dateable by a

pipe TPQ to post-1670 with an end date of 1720, in addition to a

glass TPQ of 1676 reflecting the presence of lead glass.

Although these substrates represent the original surfaces and

interfaces for all subsequent deposits, and while thei~

stratigraphic position argues for a pre-1640 time frame, the

limited numbe~ of dated a~tifacts suggest that they were exposed

and lived on from the mid--17th centu~y th~ough to the early 18th

century based on the date range of Strata Group 3, which post-

dates 1710.

THE EARLIEST 1640-50 FEATURES AND DEPOSITS

The earliest deposits cutting into these primary surfaces

consisted of the contents of 17th centu~y builders t~enches <8T)

and the fill of the northern-most wooden double barreled feature

found in Lot S (CMPS). Grouped together into Strata Group 2A,
these seven contemporary Components deposits (8, 9, 10, 12, 13,

22, and 61) all contained dated artifacts with early TPQ's

post-dating 1640-1650, but without diagnostic artifacts which are

hallmarks of the next 1680 time phase. The 1640-50 group

consisted of the builders trenches of the th~ee buried double

features and that of the rectangular yellow b~ick structure. In

X-12
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•
addition, th~ sample was represented by the fill of' the earliest

double barrel feature (CMP 13) encountered under an 18th century

wall in Lot 8, and the contents of an associated pit outside of

it (CMP 12) with a wooden plank in the bottom, which appears to

have functioned as a stepping platform.

As a group, these deposits yielded a total of 1454 artifacts

representing only 6.6% of the pre-1720 sample. This sample in

turn contained only 247 identifiable ceramic, glass and pipe

fragments, but permitted the identification of ceramic TPQ dates

for each of the Components, pipe Mean dates for three of the

Components, and two post-1630 glass dates for Components 12 and

13. Each of the

date post-1650.

seven ceramic T~Q dates post-1640, two

These clustered and consistent dates indicate

that each of these were initially constructed between 1640 and

1680 and represent the initial manifestation of occupation at the

site. Of the seven contemporary and dated Components in this

sample, three were associated and functionally interrelated as

the builders trench (CMP 8), the fill (CMP13) and contents of the

associated pit (CMP12) of the earliest double barrel feature

encountered in Lot 8. Together these associated components

yielded 50.6% of the mid-17th century sample.

•
Of the three double barreled wooden priVies or cisterns, one was

located in the middle of Lot 14, the former location of the

Kierstede family at this time. The second early double barreled

X-13
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feature was found in lot 8, under an 18th century wall in the

• rear and behind the former mid-17th century warehouse and home of

Van Tienhoven. The third" of these features (CMP ) was also in

lot 8, but to the south of, and inside of the 18th century wall.

This stone wall ran east-west across both Lots 8 and 10, and cut

through the north-south wall of the mid-17th century wall of

Heermans' cobbled floor warehouse.

The chronological placement

tvJJ(»f ~/1-eAl...C c( '-16
of the three 17th century wooden

The first of these double barreled features (CMP 61) was

I encountered during the backhoe scraping of the truncated and

frozen surface in Lot 14. The upper portion of the top barrel

was eclipsed and lacked approximately a foot of its original

height. The builders trench around it contained a total of

149 artifacts, 3 fragments of glass and 5 of ceramics.

Nevertheless, the ceramics provided a TPQ date of 1640 indicating

that the feature had been constructed sometime after this decade.

However, the fill (CMP 62) contai ned 563 art ifacts, incl udi ng 10

fragments of glass, 25 of ceramics and 52 pipe fragments which

yielded a series of four consistent TPQ dates which clustered in

the 1680's (Table VII- ). These construction and fill dates

correlate in time with the period of occupation by the Kierstede

family which spanned from 1647 to 1710. The contents of this

feature, analyzed in detail in each of the artifact sections of

this report, can be taken to reflect the belongings of at least

the first or second generation of the

cW- wuufc( .6-e 1~/oJ
W h ~ do-e,a L/ UvlA --Ad{

x-"""14

Dutch Doctor's family.
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The second and third wooden barrel features, both located in Lot

8 are chronologically consistent, both based on the artifacts• associated with them and by their stratigraphic

interrelationships to each other and to the stone wall which

overlay them. The earliest of these two features, found under

the wall appears to have been constructed and filled over a short

time period, after 1640 and before 1680. The builders trench

(CMP 8) which contained 154 artifacts yielded a ceramic TPQ of

1640 and a pipe Mean date of 1635. The pit associated with this

feature (CMP 12) which contained 124 artifacts yielded a ceramic

TPQ date of 1640 and a glass TPQ date of 1630. The fill of the

barrel feature itself (CMP 13) contained 459 artifacts with four

consistent glass, ceramic, and pipe dates indicating that it was

filled sometime after 1650 but before the 1670·s. The pipe end

date of 1665 and the lack of lead glass together strongly suggest

that the fill of this feature at least predates 1676.

This date range corresponds with the occupation dates of Von

Tienhoven's "warehOL\Se and Greathouse "which are mentioned in

1653 and 1656 deeds respectively. Cornelis Van Tienhoven was a

political and economic force and official under three

administrations until he was discredited and dropped out of the

documentary record in 1656. Tienhoven was also infamous for

leading the fi~st Dutch raids on the natives of Staten Island,

which in turn precipitated the Indian Wa~s of the 1640'5.

However, his wife continued to reside there until her death in

1663, and then his son until 1679. Thus. this double barreled

feature appea~s to have been constructed while he was alive, and

;'-15
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The third double barrel feature (CMP14) and the second in Lot 8

were identified and excavated to the sou~h of the first, inside

the 18th century east-west wall. , This association was important

because the wall was built over the earliest wooden barrel

feature, and its builders trench cut through the builder's trench

of fhe second double barrel feature. As shown in both the drawn

profile and the photo (Fig. ,Plate ), this stratigraphic

relationship demonstrates that the second barrel predated the

construction of the east-west wall which, based on the ceramic

TPQ date ,of 1800, may have been built as late as the beginning of

the 19th century.

In addition to this stratigraphic evidence, the latest dateable

artifacts from the fill of the builder's trench of this third

double barrel feature <CMP 9) appears to have first been

constructed at least ten year. after the earlier double barreled

feature in Lot 8, or around the 1660's. It yielded a ceramic TPQ

of 1650 and a pipe Mean date of 1664. The latest date~ble pipe

fragments have an end date of 1700, so the feature must have been

built within this time bracket.

The fill of this barrel feature (CMP 14), in addition to a larger

number of well preserved artifacts (a total of 1985 which

included a series of intact red ceramic roof tiles), yielded
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parallel ceramic and pipe TPQ dates of 1680, a pipe Mean date of

1697, and a pipe end date of 1710. This cluster\ of independently

derived lines of dating evidence indicates that the feature was

filled during the last decade in the 17th century, and that the

artifacts found within it date to (or before) this decade.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to correlate this dated feature

with an historic occupant within this old Tienhoven lot. The

deed history has a gap of almost one hundred and twenty years

between the last Tienhoven deed of 1656 and the next record of

1795 when the lot was registered as containing a dwelling of

Robert Watts.

In the front of the eastern Lot 8, and south of this second

double barreled feature (CMP 14), the excavation Crew uncovered a

group of short stone wall segments consisting of a line of dry

laid stone (CMP 43), a line of mortared wall stones (CMP 44) and

a single square stone slab (CMP 45) resting on the sterile

reddish sand. These three stone wall segments were difficult -to

date because they lacked any association with diagnostic

artifacts and were difficult to stratigraphically relate to the

warehouse walls to the west because they were separated from it

by a 8-10 foot wide oval shaped 19th century pedestal pier pit.

Grouped together as Strata Group 18, they are tentatively being

associated in time based on their general stratigraphic

relationship to the Heermans' 17th century warehouse. In his

stratigraphic reconstruction, Will Roberts noted the potential

sequence of construction for this g~oup base~ on the presence of

X--.t 7
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-. "beam slots in the sterile underlying silt matri>:, one parallel to

the laid stone wall, with three decayed beam slots oriented

perpendicular and to the south of it. He suggests that the beam

slots represent an initial wooden foundation structure, followed

by the dry stone alignment, and finally followed in time by the

mortared stone alignment.

The idea that the sand filled decomposed beam slot represents an

early construction phase is augmented by the presence of two

dateable artifact categories. The sand beam slot fill contained

twenty sherds, one of which provided a ceramic TPQ of 1820. The

20 pipe fragments encountered provided a Mean date of 1702 and an

End date of 1700. These two lines of Evidence suggest that the

wooden beam slots had decomposed prior to the 1820 ceramic TPQ

date. Their stratigraphic position suggests that the beams were

in place during the 17th century. If indeed the case, these

associations argue for a 17th century date for the original

wooden beams, and thus would correlate in time with the general

period of Secretary Tienhoven's residence in this lot. The

location of these probably multi-phase structural elements, which

have collectively been called "Building C" also correspond in

location with the position of Tienhoven's home as shown on the

1655 Innes lot plan of the block (Fig. ).

In addition to the 1650 and 1680 structural remains and feature

fill deposits which could be associated with recorded structures,

and people of the original Dutch occupation, thiS temporal sample
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was augmented by th~ee components to the west of Hee~mans' under

the 19th centu~y Lot 10• Grouped together under St~ata Grriup 10,

these four post-1680 Components (CMP's 3, 4, 39 and 40) consisted

of two deposits of refuse and const~uction (CMP39,40) or
dest~uction deb~is (CMP3,4) and the builders trench and fill of

north-south trench or drain which ~an roughly parallel to the

western wall of Heermans' warehouse (Fig. ) . The two

const~uction/destruction debris deposits were both identified in

four 5'x5' excavation units. the trench was identified in the

last days of excavation in one 5'xl0' floor unit. Within the

Strata G~oup, the Yellow Brick debris (CMP 4) yielded the second

largest number of artifacts f~om this temporal sample, 602, and

the second largest concentration of pipe fragments f~om the 1680

sample.

Interpretation of these deposits is limited by the restricted

area coverage, but the ~resence of a crossmend ceramic 46, a

ginger/g~een glazed redwa~e dairy pan, between this group of

Components and the adjacent Lot 11 building dest~uction debris

suggest that they may not have been ~elated to Heermans'

warehouse, but instead ~o 17th century events in Lot 10, the

location of the documented but archaeologically invisible Dutch

West India Company Pach-Huys warehouse.

The ~escue excavation identified and exposed th~ee walls and the

inte~io~ cobbled floor of the pre-1651 warehouse of Augustine

Heermans and three associated yellow brick features to the rear
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of it . It corresponds in location with the former Lot 9 which

was subsequently covered over and incorporated sometime during

the 19th century into Lots 8 and 10. The most recent dividing

wall separating these two lots cut through the center of the 17th

century warehouse. The warehouse identification is further

established by the precise correspondence of its recorded

dimensions with the documented dimensions of 26 by 59 English

feet (Innes 1902:53). This exact overlay of the archaeological

building with the 1655 building and block plan compiled by Innes

permitted the reconstruction of the actual and original Pearl

Street shore front block~ relativE to modern city lot and block

dimensions. Both Mr. Heermans and his warehouse structure were.
central and important elements in the 17th century economy and

physical make-up of the original financial district of 17th

century New Amsterdam. Described by Innes as one of the "most

SUbstantial buildings" in the 1650's, it is recorded as a three

story brick building with two foot thick wal·ls, with a tall

gabled roof. The large number of 17th century red roof tiles

excavated from features and destruction debris in both Lots 8 and

10, suggest that it may have been roofed with red tiles as well.

The warehouse was both visually imposing and represented a major

financial investment of this period~ with an assessed value in

1653 of 8500 Dutch guilders~ or approximately three times the

value of a contemporary farmstead consisting of a house, barn~

outbuildings and land (Innes 1902:280~ 285).
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• Hee~mans was both multilingual ( Latin, German, English, Dutch,

French and Spanish) and multifaceted in his skills. Described by

others as a "soldier, scholar, artist, me~chant, land-sLl~veyor,

speculato~ and manoral proprietor" he was also a p~ivateer and in

his own words ... "the fil~st beginner of the Virginia tobacco

trade" (Innes 1902:54,281). This reference indicates that not

only did the excavated warehouse playa central role in the early

inter-colonial tobacco trade, but also that this inter-regional

exchange network was actively facilitating commercial exchange

between the Dutch and English Colonies p~ior to 1658.

Heermans came to New Amsterdam in' 1644 as the agent of the

Amsterdam trading house of Peter Gabrys. In 1653, when he ran

into severe financial trOUbles following the illegal pirating of

a Spanish ship. The warehouse was taken over and remained under

the financial control of this Amsterdam firm until it, together

with the adjoining Dutch West India Company warehouse, was.

confiscated by the B~itish in 1664 (Innes 1902:54-55). Thus

"Heermans' Warehouse" was really another financial holding of a

Dutch controlled, Amsterdam based company, which as indicated

by Rink's work (cited in the introduction to this report) played

important roles in the diversified multi-corporate control of New

Amsterdam's pre-British economic base. This Amsterdam based

control of both the warehouse and the coastal tobacco trade also

corresponds with the shift to local inter-regional tobacco trade

routes subsequent to the prohibition of direct Amsterdam-Virginia

trade in tobacco precipitated by the English NaVigation Acts
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after 1656 (Rink 1983:7).

The archaeological and structural remains relating to Heermans'

warehouse are grouped together as Strata Group lA, and consist of

deposits identifiable as the original builders trenches of the

building (CMP 5), the sandy matrix below the floor (CMP 2), the

cobbled floor of the warehouse (CMP 6), the cobble-free

decomposed beam slot, tentatively identified as the remains of a

former interior wall within the warehouse (eMP 42). Because of

the concentrated later intrusions of 19th century pier and column

support stone footers and builders trenches, together with the

superimposed elements of an apparent rebuilding phase identified

as Building B, post-dating the last decade of the 17th century

(Strata Group 58, eMP 19), the clarity of associated dateable

artifacts with the earlier warehouse remains, is obscured by

disturbances and limited sample sizes. Dateable artifacts found

in the warehouse wall builders trench (CMP 5) were limited to a

post-1580 sherd. The disturbed interior sandy substrate of the

warehouse cobbled floor yielded a ceramic TPQ of 1640, a pipe

Mean date of 1659 from 37 pipe fragments, and fragments of lead

glass post-dating 1676. The floor cobbles themselves were

associated with a combination of 17th century pipe and glass

dates but a late TPQ date of 1762 which is consistent with the

documentary indicators that this interface with overlying

destruction debris was in use well into the mid-18th century

after the British confiscated the three Dutch warehouses on the

block~ The long period of use indicated by the late date of some

• of the artifacts in the cobbled floor was matched by a number of
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early finds as well•. Among these was thL OnlY~ century coin~.. >
recovered from the site, a 1590 Dutch token (Fig. ) which was-found wedged between the cobbles.

/'

The structural alterations indicated by the overlain BUilding B

wall and cobble floor elements found superimposed and cut into

the earlier Heermans warehouse corresponds in general date

(assuming an archaeological "fudge" factor of plus or minus.5-10

years in the reliability of the dateable artifacts) with

documentary indications that the original Heermans warehouse was

altered and joined with a common facade to the adjoining Dutch

West Indian Pach-Huys sometime between 1664 and 1679 (Innes

1902:55). The 1680 ceramic TPQ and post 1676 lead glass

fragments found associated with this Building B reconstruction

phase of the warehouse, demonstrated that the stratigraphically

earlier Building A elements predate the 1680's. The Building B

(CMP 19) floor and wall elements yielded a small number of pipe

fragments with a mean date of 1695, but the sample of 13 pipe

fragments is too small to provide a reliable date and must be

rejected. Thus, despite the multiple intrusions and subsequent

alterations and mixture of dateable artifacts between these

different building elements, the building dimensions and location

together with the stratigraphic interrelationships fix Building A

in both time and place with that of Augustine Heermans, dating to

the mid-17th century •

•
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Associated with the rear or backyard area of Heermans' warehouse

were three yellow brick features which were built after 1640 and

destroyed by 18th and 19th century site alterations. The

northernmost of these, was an oval yellow brick cistern defined

in time by its builders trench (CMP 10) and later fill deposits

(CMP 15). The builder's trench yielded a ceramic TPQ of 1640.

The limited number of diagnostic ceramic, glass and pipe

fragments recovered precluded the definition of either glass or

pipe dates, although the lack of lead glass supports a pre-1676

date of construction. However, this low sample size combined

with the small percentage of TPQ material in each of the 17th

century deposits suggests that the oval yellow brick cistern

could have been constructed at a considerably later time period.

The presence of yellow brick alone is not sufficient to argue a

17th century date range given the fact that yellow brick

construction elements have been documented from both 18th and

19th century sites (Paul Huey, pers. comm., 1984).

The potentially late date of this feature is also indicated by

the fact that many of the brick elements were broken, suggesting

that they may represent re-use of earlier materials at a much

later date. The second line of argument for a relatively late

date for this particular feature derives from the fact that the

feature fill (CMP 15) contained a large number (2957) of mixed

mid-18th through mid-19th century a~tifacts. The earlier 18th

• century fill elements are indicated by a pipe mean date for the
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recovered 84 pipe fragments of 1730, a pipe TPQ of 1762 and a~ ,
\

pipe end date of 1823. The glass yielded a TPQ of 1800 and the

2eramic TPQ was 1844.
\

I However, the other two yellow brick structures both appear to

share a 17th century construction date and were found adjacent to

I each other outside the rear northeast corner of Heermans'
\

.warehouse. The most prominent of these was a unique rectangular

yellow brick structure measuring 5 feet by 10 feet in plan, with

an interior rectangular basin and a thick 7 course yellow brick

base. The interior of this feature was plastered with triangular

tiles sealing the basin corners. At the western end of this

feature was a half yellow brick cistern which appears to have

been built prior to the rectangular feature. This-sequence is

indicated by the fill of a builders trench associated with the

rectangular yellow brick feature which separated the semicircular

yellow brick feature from it. The builders trench contained only

mid-17th century ceramics (eMP 22) and only two pipe fragments

which suggested a TPQ date of 1630. The two features were not

structurally related and the two ends of the half cistern

had jagged stretchers and header bricks clearly separated by

several inches from the well finished outer surface of the buried

rectangUlar brick feature. These artifact and stratigraphic

indicators suggest that the rectangUlar feature was built through

and after the half-yellow brick cistern at its western end.

However, both appear to represent mid-17th century features and

correspond in time with the period of use of the warehouse •
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• The stratigraphically indicated multiple construction sequence of

the yellow brick features suggests also that their function may

have shifted through time. Potential functional interpretations

depends on four lines of evidence: 1) dating; 2) the nature of

Dutch use patterns for yard areas; 3) physical evidence such as

stains or ash and 4) the potential availability of comparative

samples published or recorded by previous documentary or

archaeological examples for comparisons.

Beginning with the last line of evidence, this rectangular yellow

brick feature which has not been previously documented in the

archaeological or written record, does not match any cistern or

feature types known from this period and had no clear

archaeological clues associated with it. Aside from traces of

plaster liner, there were no burn or chemical stains or debris.

However, given documentary and ethnohistoric descriptions of

Dutch attitudes and use patterns of backyard areas, there are

several possibilities indicated.

Because of the thickness of the floor, several observers

suggested a possible use as a powder magazine. But the walls

were relatively thin double course brick and the interior area a

small, less than 50 square feet. Another suggestion was as a

tanning vat, but no stains of tannic acid were visible and

illustrations of 17th century tanning facilities in Diderot

illustrate lines of circular vats in a large work area. On
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possibility, given the location at the corner of the building, is

• that the two features represented first and second attempt water

catchment cisterns for rain runoff. One 17th century account

referred to the use of backyard cisterns for clothes washing and

street as drinking water ~~.

Finally, there is another consideration, the configuration of the

the cleaner well water from the

rectangular well-built feature with a semicircular basin at one

end suggests a planned or ornamental function. A semi-ornamental

function is also suggested by the open join between the circular

and rectangular feature. As Dr. Hershkowitz documents, Dutch

backyards were a focus of carefully maintained flower gardens.

gardens were also shown to be highly visible in this block in the
-~

view of New Amsterdam. The backyard garden was an--...::::'----- -
enclave and source of independent income in the local market

r:'>system ( ).
\...

Ornate gardens with landscape hedges and exotic flowers are

described for the high status residences in general, explicitly

for this block, and was a noted feature of the backyard and

rectory area of the 1633 church on the block. Thus, it may also

have served as a garden element, a cistern of some sort, both or

neither.

Research on the uses of yellow brick in 17th century New York by

Joe Sopko of the N.V.S. Bureau of Parks provided a 1703 reference

to the LIse of imported yellow Dutch bricks as "Soap-boilers fats

(Vats), and in making of Cisterns~ II (Mo}:on 1703; Huey 1984 pers .

• comm~). This early 18th century "Doctrine of Handyworks" also
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desc~ibes Dutch ve~sus English b~icks with the following

cove~age: "In Holland, they make small ones, being about si x

inches long, th~ee inches b~oad and one inch in thickness. They

a~e made of Ea~th, o~ which the whitish chalky sort of Earth, and

the Redish a~e the best. At Lunenburg in Saxony, they make them

of a fat Earth full of Allom. Also there are good bricks made at

Pitane in Asia, of a Pumice so~t of Earth, which being d~yed,

will swim in Water and not Sink. Likewise, the Antients made

them of Earth which was Sandy. But here in England they are made

for the most part of a yellowish coloured fat Earth somewhat

Redish. And they are made of several sorts of sizes. In Holland

they make small ones, being about six inches long, three inches

broad and one inch in thickness. Which sort of Bricks, is

commonly used here in England, tq pave Ya~ds or Stables withal;

and they make a good Pavement, and are very Durable, and being

laid edge-ways looks handsomely, especially if laid Herring-bone

fashion. They are also used in Soap-boiler Fats, and in making

of Cisterns. The common Bricks that are made he~e in England,

are nine Inches in length, four Inches and 1/4 in Breadth, and

two and an half in thickness; and sometimes three Inches

thick ...".

The yellow bricks of the rectangular yellow brick feature matches

the Dutch versus English dimensions, measuring 1.5 by 3 by 7

inches. These probably impo~ted Dutch bricks as well as with the

corner tiles to seal the interior together suggest that the

rectangUlar feature functioned as a cistern for Heermans'
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warehouse. This interpretation is supported by the wear and

• erosion evident in the thin interior plaster veneer suggestive of

being water worn.

~Unfortunately, the archaeological presence of these two

associated and stratigraphically interrelated yellow brick

features does not coincide with the documentary description for

the rear" of Heermans' warehouse. There are also inconsistencies

OVer the interior of warehouse. Innes described the warehouse as

having a cellar on the inside and in the rear yard an "out-

kitchen, fitting it for a residence as well as a store house"

(1903:54).

~n contrast, the mid-17th century building matching Heermans'

location and dimensions found in the excavation had a cobbled

floor at the same elevation as the original buried 17th century

surface. No below-ground cellar was indicated. The

archaeological finds also did not match the written rear yard

description. Only the possibly late oval yellow brick cistern in

the rear, and the corner yellow brick features were found. No

building or structural elements were identified.

Ib~ ~Ecl¥ l§~b ~~Qt~c~ Q~QQ2i~§~ §~CE~§ §Cg~Q III

In terms of stratigraphic integrity and chronological isolation,

the final temporal group of archaeological r~mains which survived

the subsequent 18th century and 19th century impacts, were two

groups of Components which consistently date to the first and

• second decades of the 18th century. These Components represented
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uridi sturbed and strati graphi call y seal ed deposi ts both j1,a.rge• and well-preserved diagnostic artifact yields. The fir-st of

these post-1710 Components (CMP 63) was r-epresented by the fill

of a red br-ick featur-e found in the r-ear of Lot 14, Dr-.

Kierstede's r-esidence, dur-ing the fir-st week of the initial

testing program. The second group of contempor-ary Components

(CMP's 51-55) came fr-om the r-ear-of Lot 11 and from the interior

destr-uction debr-is of a small stone rectangular- outbuilding.

This red brick cistern fill, pr-eviously described in detail in

the Phase I testing report, contained 3337 artifacts, including

204 pieces of glass, 127 ceramic sher-ds including whole

reconstructable vessels, and 265 diagnostic pipe fragments. Its

contents from this 1710-1720 period included a pewter- goblet,

reconstr-uctable earthenware vessels, and a number- of domestic

utensils, and one of two complete onion shaped glass bottles

r-ecovered fr-om the site.

This early red brick cistern post-dates the first double barrel

featur-e (CMP's 61) found in the same lot by over half a century.

It's date range also corresponds with the 1710 date of the last

Kierstede family occupant in this lot, Lucus Kierstede, their son

by a second mar-r-iageof Mrs. Kierstede, the doctor's wife.

Unfortunately, the surviving documentar-y recor-d from Wills is

blank for over eighty years, from 1710 to 1795, when the property

is registered as belonging to Miles Sherbrook... I

4-(oY'i' .f/<!P ?f;'i&h bilL c/c: tCUJ-:t;;;;,J QIJ.M..-.- t":
d-. CUJJ o....~ X-.:'t"j r.te.v~,c<--{!P~e..."tLV1'J) O-b<:n...~
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The second group of Components dating to this short ChrOc:~giCal
period, was represented by 11,522 artifacts which included ornate

Delft plates and unique deposit of over 7000 English pipe

fragments, which represent one of the largest single lot

collections of clay smoking pipes excavated from a single and

undisturbed stratum for this time period. As analyzed in detail

by Diane Dallal in this report, the collection of pipes probably

represents a single shipment from a single manufacturer in

Bristol, England. This unit of stratigraphic and chronological

contemporaneity has provided a large sample which will provide

control of the range of variation of Bristol imports for this

period of Colonial history. The sample included numerous

discards, pipes with two holes, and clay repair patches, stems

reworked into whistles, and finally, a sufficient sample to

permit the reconstruction of several complete pipe bowl and stems
~

prior to being shortened with use. This sample included the most
'/--1 mendable ceramic vessels recovered from the site, including a

delft chamber pot, posset pot and Steinzug tankard.

The next identifiable temporal group of deposits skips in time to

the post-1795 period and is represented only by the bases of

truncated features, destruction debris over earlier 17th century

materials or structural remains, and the fill of robbers·

trenches . Like all subsequent deposits, this cluster of late•• 18th century destruction debris is characterized by temporally

:;(-·31
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•
mixed artifacts ranging in date from the mid-17th century through

to the late 18th century. In other words, these later and

overlying deposits reflect the re-deposition of both early and

late destruction debris, and thus are of limited archaeological

value for c~aracterizing the artifact range and cultural or

material patterns for anyone period. They are useful, however,

in the reconstruction of the site formation processes. They

suggest by their mixed and multi-component contents that the mid-

18th century was destroyed and left only as secondary fill

deposits over" earlier, but relatively undisturbed and deeper 17th

century remains. The dates of the overlying and later Components

from 19th century construction activities suggest that the mid-

18th century surfaces were higher than that of the 17th century,

but was cut away sometime after the mid-19th century during the

-construction of uniformly deep brick and cement laminated

basement floors.

The ceramic and glass dates combined from this post-1795 group of

Components in Strata Group 4A, document that the underlying

rectangular yellow brick structure had been destroyed and

abandoned by this time period," and that both the earlier

foundations of Buildings A and 8 associated with Heermans'

warehouse had been pilfered by robbers trenches at least by the

end of the 18th century.

In addition to the fill of the oval yellow brick cistern (CMP 15>

and the beam slot fill from Lot 8 (CMP 7> the second group of

destruction debris-related deposits (Strata Group 48) all date
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to the mid~19th century . These were represented by the fill of

two mid-late 19th century truncated trash pits under the brick

basement floor of Lot 14 (CMP's 65 & 66). Like the 18th century

destruction debris, these 19th century deposits also contained a

multi-component mixture of mid-18th century through 19th century

debris.

The sealed and stratigraphically isolated 17th century and early

18th century remains recorded in the eastern end of the site

under Lots 8 and 10 were uniformly capped by a layer of sand and

silt CCMP 34) and then by a layer of stone rubble (CMP 35) under

the brick basement floors which yielded large numbers of

diagnostic artifacts and consistent TPQ dates from both ceramics

and glass of post-1830 and 1820, respectively. However, these

destruction debris interface deposits also contained a number of

sa+etv glass fragments with reinforced wire mesh which post-date

1891. These very late artifacts may either represent mixture

from the most f-ecent demolition phase or possibly, the existence

of two 19th and 20th century phases of basement construction.
,

The 1830 cluster.of ceramic and glass dates correspond in time

with documentary indications mentioned in the introduction which

suggest a series of early 19th century reconstructions in and

around the block; many related to the Great Fire of 1835.

The reconstruction of subsequent impacts and alterations to the

site are further clarified by the dates of artifacts from the

.~..~.A-.~.~
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fill of the most recent lot walls and f~om the contents of eight

• large pits dug into and through the earlier 17th century remains

to support a series of multi-element stone pedestal piers. The

wall builders t~ench fills are represented by Strata Group VII~

and the Pier Pit column fill deposits by Strata Group VIII for

Lot 10 intrusions. and by Strata Group IX for the Lot 8 pedestal

pier fills. The three Components of Strata Group VII from the

most recent lot wall construction post-date the 1770 and 1780

period. One builders trench from the Lot 8-10 wall builders

trench (CMP 26) yielded an 1844 ce~amic TPQ. The earlier late-

18th century TPQ dates probably reflect the relatively small

sample sizes from these Components, while the post-1844 TPQ dates

for the Lot 8-10 wall builders t~ench came from a more secure

sample of 785 artifacts. This evidence, togethe~. with the

recovery of a post-1857 glass bottle base unde~ the brick floor

of Lot 14, suggest that the most recent impacts and alterations

to the site occur~ed after the mid-19th century.

The eight pedestal pier pits running at 10 foot intervals down

the center of Lots 8 and 10 were associ~ted with and structurally

integrated with the overlying brick floors from the post mid-19th

century construction phase. Two of the eight identified pedestal

pier pits were excavated and yielded a large number (5637) of

diagnostic artifacts spanning in time from the early 18th century

to the late 18th century. The largest pit fill sample (CMP 28)

also from under Lot 10, the western half of the company

warehouse, yielded thousands of broken roof or pan tiles, as well

• as the personal bottle seals of Archibald Kennedy, the first
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British tax collector for the requisitioned Company warehouse

which was renamed the Customs House after 1664.

Sometime after the mid-19th century, the underlying 17th century

deposits were again disturbed by the construction of a red brick

drain and catchment system (Strata Group 10) which contained post

1850 glass fragments and stratigraphically could be argued as

post-dating the pedestal pier pit intrusions because the brick

drains were curved around the pier pits when constructed (See

Plate ).

•

This sequence of events and site formation processes suggests

from several lines of evidence that the mid-18th century deposits

which onc~ accumulated over the deeply buried 17th century

remains were cut away and preserved only as mixed, multi-

component strata sometime in the mid-19th century. This gap

in the archaeological record for the 18th century coincides with

the loss of the rear backyard areas indicated by the 19th century

Atlas maps for the block used as an initial excavation strategy

tool in the first stages of the testing program. The destruction

of the 18th century surfaces and remains is also indicated by the

recovery of only the base of a plaster lined red brick cistern

whose bottom was on the 17th century surface in the rear of Lot

8. The subsequent deep basement construction cut off or

truncated all but the base of this 18th century feature. The

fact that its base was at the 17th century level and that it

coincided with the modern mean water table which today also
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corr~sponds in depth with the 17th centu~y su~face, suggests that

survival of the deep ~emains ve~y likely was an artifact of the

rising water table.

The deep brick basements extended only to the depth of the

fluctuating water table. Multiple lines of evidence (citations

for water table fluctuation) indicate that the historic water

table had been lower than it is today, and that it has risen at a

rate of approximately one foot per century since the Colonial

era. Given the modern depth of the wate~ table at the 17th

century surface level, it appea~s probable that the water had

~isen at least two feet since 1650, and that by the mid-19th

centu~y it had ~eached the level of the buried 17th century

archaeological remains at high tide. Thus, it appears p~obable

that the increasing thickness of the laminated brick and cement

19th century basement floors stopped in depth at the 19th century

water table, or at least the high water mark •.---=;
Finally, this ~eview of the stratigraphic record and in

partiCUlar of the dating evidence for establishing the dates of

initial construction and subsequent filling of each of the

features permits the definition of a general but consistent

chronological contrast of these colonial features. In

partiCUlar, this sequence highlights the significant shifts in

const~uction techniques and materials before and after the 1680

temporal phase of the site sequence. specifically, the analysis

of builders trenches TPQ's versus feature fill TPQ's for each of

the features excavated highlights the fact that the use of double
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barrel and yellow brick construction consistentlJ
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1680 phase. In contrast, the LIse of red bricK" i8

pre-date the

cistern

construction does not become evident until after the 1680 period.

In addition to the 2 features excavated, this transition was also

evidenced by the comparison of quantified total for yellow versus

red brick when contrasted through time between the 1640, 1680 and

1710 deposits. As illustrated in Figure X-3, although red brick

fragments from some construction-related activities were present

in the two earlier phases, yellow brick predominates in both.

The 1640 and 1680 deposits showed a severe shift in relative

proportion to a predominance of red brick in the 1710 deposits.

Thus, in addition to documenting the relative shift in structural

materials, this example illustrates the utility of using

quantified stratigraphically based samples for the definition of

general chronologically specific patterns through time for the

early historic occupations .

•
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c. ARTIFACT CONTINUITY AND CHANGE THROUGH TIME: 1640-1850
..~

Although tightly dated, stratigraphically control,led studies of

artifact variability are only beginning to emerge for the

archaeological study of 17th century non-English Colonial period,

similar work in other regions such as Spanish St. Augustine in·

Florida, have demonstrated that changes in artifact patterning

through time can be clearly linked to historical and cultural

shifts which mayor may not be documented elsewhere in the

written record (Deagan 1982). In addition, as will be addressed

in the following section, other archaeological work with

quantified animal remains have shown ..•• "that there is a

predictable relationship between the specific components and

proportions in a given faunal assemblage, and the function of the

site from which it came, the ethnic affiliations of the site's

inhabitants and the economic status of the inhabitants" (Deagan

1982:166; Cumbaa 1975; Mudar 1978; Reitz 1979).

Most recently, and or immediate relevance to this Dutch data from

New York, the comparison of the relative percentages of

identifiable European and Native American ceramic types from

early and late 17th century Spanish sites in Florida has

demonstrated a pattern of cultural assimilation which was quite

distinct from that of the contemporary British colonial

traditions in the Atlantic coastal regions. Specifically, through

the use of well controlled, naturally stratified and dated

ceramic sample, Julia King has argued that towards the end of the

17th century, the Spanish settlers had increasingly become

~-38 /
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acculturated with the native population, which was reflected in

• the archaeological record by an increasing dependence on

aboriginal ceramic types (1982, 1981). Through the use of
-quantified computer data base of the St. Augustine excavation,

she was able to demonstrate an overall drop from 58% to 33% in

European Ceramic types, which were replaced by a parallel

increase from 41 to 661. of Aboriginal types. This shift was most

noticeable in the specific replacement of the Iberian Olive jar

forms with functionally equivalent native vessels (King 1982:78).

Although published comparisons of contemporary non-English

colonial assemblages from the New York region are not as yet

available, comparable quantified work on Dutch material from the

17th century Fort Orange site are suggesting that shifts in the

relative proportions of different artifact types through time are

also identifiable and suggestive of historical and cultural

trends. In particular, Paul Huey's work with this collection has

shown a chronologically significant shift in the relative

proportions of certain ceramic ware types at the Fort~ange

site, which are specific for each identified time period (P.

Huey, pers. comm., 1984).

An internal analysis of the quantified and dated stratigraphic

sequence of both the artifacts and the animal and plant remains

has prOVided some clear indications of significant cultural,

economic and environmental shifts through time from this site as

well . As the final step in the data documentation and

• identification aspect of this study, each analyst was directed to
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-identify shifts in the character of the stratified samples

• through time. Using the computer based inventory which codified

the identity, provenience, dates, of all excavated materials this

chronological comparison focused both on the addition of new

material or artifact types through time as well as shifts in the

relative proportions and percentages of different groups or

attributes of the excavated materials throughout the sequence.

By the last month of the data reduction laboratory phase of the

analysis, it was possible to identify five stratified temporal

groups of dated materials or phases of the site's history. Based

on the use of the TPQ dates for each artifact category included

in the analysis, (ceramics, glass, pipes, small finds, as well as
,

faunal and floral remains) these five phases could be defined as

post-dating: 1640, 1680, 1710, 1795 and 1844.

When the attributes used in the analysis of each artifact

category were tabulated and compared through time, this dated

sequence of deposits from the mid-17th century through to the

most recent 19th century remains showed both individually and

together, clear and numerically identifiable shifts in the

diversity of identified types, the origins of imported and

domestic goods, and in the cultural preferences and changing

ethnic makeup of the inhabitants of the block through time.

These changes in the dated and quantified excavation materials

also provides a basis for addressing one of the central questions

posed at the outset of the excavation and analysis phase of this
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study. To what extent and when, if at all, does the material

record permit the identification of a shift or transition in the

sequence from a "Dutch" to a "British" orientation? And, in

general, what patterns or associations of material attributes

characterize the cultural patterns of each of these

distinguishable periods of the site's history?

~eginning with the 1640 material as a baseliMe, it is possible to

generally characterize the range of variation and salient

characteristics of all excavated materials for this period as a

basis for identifying shifts and contrasts in the character and

makeup of subsequent dated samples. These shifts are reflected

by the advent of new artifact types, changes in the relative

proportion of previously identified types, as well as preliminary

indications of changes in the origins and sources of manufacture

of a small number of identifiable artifact sources of manufacture

through time.

Although these trends and patterns have only recently been.....

defined for the dated collection, and that it is easier to

describe what happened versus why it happened, it is apparent

that beginning with the 1640-50 collection there are strong

consistencies in the range of variation of all identifiable

artifacts in each of the diagnostic artifact categories. Both

ceramics and pipes showed a limited diversity and restricted

origins. All but the late 16th century Westerwald sherds were

exclusively earthenwares. Limited in number to seven types,

versus 10 for the subsequent phase, 871. of the sample was

;(-41
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characterized by a predominance of Redware (471.) followed by• several varieties of Delft (361.) and 4% Majolica. Five types

made up the remaining 131.of the diagnostic sherds. This

earliest temporal group at the site contained no Midlands or

Buff-Bodied Slipware, which provided the 1680 TPQ for the

subsequent phase at the site. These early deposits also

contained the largest number of Delft tiles in the collection.

Parallel with this limited range of ceramic variation and the

majority limited two types, Dallal's analysis of the pipes showed

a similar clustering. These early pipes were characterized by

exclusively Dutch bowl forms and a complete lack of English

varieties. -All of the identified bowls were manufactured in

Amsterdam, and were associated exclusively with Amsterdam makers'

marks. The 1650 sample was also distinguished from later ones by

the fact that 151.of the stems were decorated, of which 801. were

decorated with a specific, and presumably Dutch "fleur de lys"

design. Validating the use of bore stem diameters for 17th

century samples, Dallal demonstrated how the majority of the

bores were consistently large relative to l~ter examples.

Consistent with this pattern, she found that 43% were 7/64" and

381. a larger 8/64". Later 1680 and 1710 samples were

consistently smaller than this mode. Finally, the earliest

sample included a relatively small number of reworked stems, many

notched into whistles, an artifact category which increased in

proportion through time.
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Of the three artifact categories, the analysis of glass by Joseph

• Diamond was the most difficult for several reasons. Dated

comparative examples are limited for this period. Because of

early plateaus in technology, much of the earliest glass probably

did not survive the archaeological burial, and finally, glass

appears to have been less common in the earliest sample at the

site. Nevertheless, Diamond was able to show shifts through time

in several categories of the glass analysis. Because Diamond was

able to detect the presence or absence of lead with ultraviolet

rays, the scanning of the entire collection established that this

earliest 1650 sample lacked identifiable examples of lead glass.

The 1650 sample was also charac~erized by a low lOX presence of

wine bottles, and within the category of table glass, 50X

consisted of imported German Waldglas. Furthermore, of the small

number of fragments which could be identified as to country or.

region of origin, all of the earliest examples from unmixed

deposits came either from France, Germany or continental Europe.

The earliest Dutch residents in the block were clearly not of

limited means and had access to imported European glass vessels.

Each of these pattern showed a shift in the subsequent 1680

artifact samples. For ceramics, this shift was demarcated in

time by the introduction of two new pottery types - Midlands and

Buff-Bodied Earthenware, both English types and both first

manufactured after 1680. This period was also distingUished by

the introduction of Porcelain and two new identifiable vessel

forms, Delft Chargers and Chamber pots after 1660. There are

also quantifiable shifts in the relative percentage of ceramic
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• ware types. Red Bodied slipwa~e increases in p~opo~tion while

Delft and other Redwa~e types stay the same as in the earlie~

sampleM The ea~liest identifiable ce~amics, Majolica and

Westerwald, both decline in ~elative percentage, from 4% to 31.,

to 2% and 1% respectively. Finally, beginning with the 1680

sample, Nancy Stehling has pointed out that du~ing this phase it

becomes possible to identify specific origins ve~sus haVing no

cont~ol or ability to identify o~igins for the p~evious 1640-50

materialsM

By 1680, the smoking pipes showed a comparable increase in the

diversity of types and forms ~epresentedM This shift was marked

by the initial introduction of English pipes, an inc~ease in the

numbe~ and dive~sity of makers' marks and an inc~ease in the

source of supply to several manUfacturing c~nters, including

Amsterdam, Gouda and Bristol, England. Although Dutch pipe bowl

varieties comprise a large proportion of the post-1680 sample, it

is marked by a sharp increase in the number of identifiable bowl

types and by a general trend towards larger capacity bowl sizes.

This group showed a marked 501. drop in the percentage of

decorated stems f~om 15% to 7% and a sharp reduction in the

number of fleur de lys designs from 80% in the 1650 sample to 21%

for the 1680 sample.

stems from 31. to 7%M

There was also an increase in reworked

Finally, this sample was characterized by a

reduction in the diameter of pipe stem bores. Stems with a

diameter of 6/64" inc~eased from 12% to 59%, and those with a

5/64" diameter increased from 31. to 11/.of the sampleM Larger
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•
7/64" and 8/64" diameters, characteristic of the earlier phase,

dropped from 437. to 247., and from 387. to 47., respectively •

The introduction of lead glass after 1676 was reflected in the

1680 sample by an increase to 20.67. of all glass, a major shift

and key chronological indicator for this time period. This phase

was also marked by a general trend in the increase of Wine/liquor

bottles, a trend which continued throughout each of the

successive phases.

For the succeeding 1710 phase, the ceramic collection is defined

by the advent of two new types, Nottingham and Fulham stoneware,

both Engltsh varieties; shifts in the relative percentage or

proportion of ceramic types which were predominant in the

previous phases, and finally by the dropping out of two earlier
ceramic types. No Dutch majolica and no red-bodied slipwares
were represented in the sample. Although Dutch varieties of

Delft continue into post-British period of Colonial New York, the

introduction of British Delft by this time increased the

proportion of Delft in general to 57Y. of the sample. By this
period also, the percentage of redware drops from 47% of the

previous samples, by nearly 50Y. to a low of 19%. Porcelain
increases slightly from 2% to 31. in the post-i7iO sample.

It is not until after 1710, forty years after the British

takeover, that the smoking pipes shift to only British sources.

This domination of British pipe makers after 1710 is also

characterized by almost a 1001. increase in the diversity of
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makers' marks, from 8 in the 1680 sample to 15 different makers

• in the post-1710 sample~ This period is also marked by a

decrease in the percentage of decorated stems, an almost complete

drop out in the number of reworked stems during this British

dominated phase of the site's history. FInally, consistent with

the general trends through time, the stem bore diameters decrease

in size with the highest concentration clustering at 411. for

5/64" diameter stems. It is pertinent to point out that in this

1710 sample, over 11,000 specimens came from the interior fill of

the small outbuilding (Building D) in the rear of Lot 11. This

collection came almost entirely from a single workshop and over

94% of the identified makers' marks were that of Robert Tippet

II.

This shift after 1710 is also demonstrated for glass. Of the 39

identifiable glass objects, tentatively identifiable as to

origin, all but 1 came from England.

Thus, in summary, the use of both the advent of new

characteristics and the quantified shifts in the relative

proportions of identifiable artifact types in all three

categories, clearly demonstrated that the shift to a

predominantly British pattern of material culture is not

identifiable until after the British takeover of New York.

Furthermore, until the first or second decade of the 18th

century, there is a clear continuity in Dutch artifact types.

The relative proportions of Dutch and Germanic forms shifts

• through time~ but based on this date and stratified sample~ it
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would appear that the transition was both a gradual and long term

one. However, as the following section points out, the shift

from Dutch to British patterns in the remains may be more clearly

discernable from the food habits and preferences of the people as

is evident in the food remains.

The fledgling status of 17t~ century ceramic chronology in

general, and the limited availability of comparative samples from

the New York region from this period prohibit broad-based pattern

recognition, Stehling's analysis of the ceramics from the Broad

Street Site did provide an indication of general shifts in the

origin of ceramics through time. As summari2e in Table~, and

although limited to only regional and national categories, it was

possible to discern some patterns. There was a general drop from

681. to 71. in identifiable European varieties between 1640 and the

1844 samples. This shift coincides with a general decline in the

relative percentages of ceramic types from Holland and Germany,

and a general increase overall through time in relative presence

of English and Chinese ceramic types. These consistent and phase

specific shifts add credence to the use of quantified

comparative samples in archaeological analysis in general.

The technical and chronological analysis of the 17th century

sample was not only marked by the advent of new artifact

categories, but also by clear and definable shifts in the

relative percentages of identified ceramic types and attributions

of origin in general •
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D. CHANGING FOOD PATTERNS THROUGH TIME:• The definition of natural stratigraphic deposits with relatively

small date ranges permitted the evaluation of the relative

presence and changes in percentages of types, in the recovered

animal bones in a temporal framework spanning the mid-17th

century through to the 19th century. The identified faunal

remains could be grouped into four distinct temporal groups:

1640-1650; 1680-1710; 1710-1720 and finally an 1850 group.

Greenfield's bone identifications show significant shifts in the

relative proportion of domesticated and wild species when

contrasted through time, as well as major shifts in the relative

abundance of different domesticates between the Dutch colonial

and later British periods of occupation at the site. These

contrasts and changing trends in turn are pertinent to

discussions of the changing food and resource base of Colonial

New York. The sharp changes through time also appear to reflect

or correlate with differences in ethnic food preference between

the Dutch and English populations as well as correlations with

role and impact on certain domesticates, in particular pig, and

on the 17th and 18th century landscape and environment. Finally,

in light of the defined research goal of identifying material

indicators of Dutch versus English cultural patterns in the

material record, these shifts also may reflect changing cultural

preferences of the shifting population makeup of early Nieuw

Amsterdam and New York which may be as sensitive an indicator as

changing artifact styles through time.
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In addition to fish and aviary remains identified, Greenfield's

analysis provided relative percentage counts for four major

groups of domestic and wild animals, cattle, sheep, pig and deer.

Of the four, cattle, while fluctuating showed the least dramatic

changes. Beginning with 401. in the 1640 sample, cattle rose in

frequency to 47% by 1710 and then leveled off at a slightly

lower proportion of the sample by the 19th century (32%). This

relatively subtle change is SUfficiently low to suggest that the

identified shifts may reflect no more than relative sample sizes

and the fact that the latest sample was derived from a single

refuse filled cistern versus a number of deposits as was the case

for the earlier samples. However, the shifts for deer, pig and

sheep were more dramatic and appear to indicate real changes

either in availability or cultural preference between the 17th

and 18th centuries.

Of' these, the sharpest change through time was evident from the

deer remains. Deer comprised 12% of the faunal sample in

the 1640-1650 period but then dropped precipitously to less than

4% by 1680 and from then on continued to decline until it was

entirely absent from the latest 1844 deposit. This drastic

decline translates into a 66% drop between 1650 and 1680,

implying that well before the British takeover, deer had ceased

to be a major food source for at least the elite residents living

along the Strand in the financial center of the settlement •
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•
This archaeological pattern correlates well with what we know

from Colonial records of the changing environmental conditions

along the Atlantic seaboard. The demise of the deer population

in this region came about for two reasons, hunting overkill and

environmental degradation caused by European land use practices,

specifically competition from domestic herbivores and changing

habitat caused by intensive agriculture (Cronon 1983:108). In

New England, the deer populations were so decimated by the end of

the 17th century that Massachusetts •.. "enforced its first closed

season on their hunting for a closed term of three years"

(Cronan 1983:101). By the end of the 1700's, deer were only to

be found in limited numbers below the 44th parallel, and could

only be found in quantity away from the major population centers,

in northern Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine (Cronon 1983:101).

•

Within this context, the drastic demise of deer remains through

time from the Broad Street Site essentially parallel the

documentary indications for the early 17th century for the New

England region. Given the fact that the fur trade began

relatively early on in the New York region, (private Dutch

traders or advance men and trappers were actiVE in the Delaware,

Hudson and Connecticut drainages by the first decade-of the 17th

century), it would not ~e surprising if this depopulation of deer

began even ea~lier in this a~ea than in the more northern

colonies of New England. The quantified and dated faunal remains

suggest that this might in fact be the case. The p~ecipitous

drop in identified deer between the 1650 and 1680 samples suggest
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•
that this p~ocess was well unde~way in the New Yo~k area by at

least the mid-17th centu~y. In fact, the very low 1680 sample

counts suggest that dee~ may have ceased as a significant food

source in Nieuw Amste~dam even p~io~ to the British a~~ival in

1664.

The implications fo~ the status of the 17th century envi~onment

are not positive. As indicated above, the dee~ populations

declined both because of hunting overkill and loss of thei~

habitat. C~onon has ~ecently argued that this habitat change had

both to do with European fa~ming practices, the enclosure laws,

impacts f~om Eu~opean short g~ass eating he~d animals as well as

the loss of the deer habitat from the demis~ of native fire

clearing, slash and burn agriculture which fostered edge area and

shrub growth favo~ed by deer tC~onPD 1983: ). If the dee~

popUlations indeed fluctuated with these impacts, then this data

suggests that the New York region's environment was unde~going

extensive and devastating landscape alte~ations at least as ea~ly

as the mid-17th century.

Aside from these deer remains and a few small animal bones, the

only major meat or fur p~oducing wild game encountered was a

single beaver bone found only in the 1650 Contexts.

encounte~ed in the 1680 or late~ sealed deposits.

None was

•
Of the last two categories of animal bones encountered, sheep and

pig, both showed strong and contrasting trends through time •

Both animals were significant economic elements in colonial
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society, and both we~e st~ongly linked to the distinct ethnic \~~
Ifood p~efe~ences of the Dutch ve~sus the British. The shift in

the ~elative abundance of these two European introduced species

were both sharp and consistent through time.

During the earliest Dutch pe~iod ~epresented at the site by

deposits postdating the 1640 decade (Strata Groups lA and 2A),

sheep represented 201. of the faunal remains. By the ne}:t

period of 1680, sheep rose to 241. and continued to increase

in rep~esentation throughout the British period to a high of 321.

in the 19th century. In contrast, the initial representation of

pig bones started off at a higher incidence than sheep at 251.

and rose to 321. of the sample by the decade of the 1680's. As

noted in the introduction, multiple lines of documentary evidence

indicate that the Dutch cultural patterns were still ~ighly

visible in early British New York until at least the 1680's.

However, for the subsequent 1710 sample, a time of increasing

British cultu~al replacement, the pig remains dropped to

151., nearly half the 1650 ratios of the Dutch occupation

phase of the site's history, while the pe~centage of sheep rose

steadily through time to 271.. No mid-18th century unmixed

deposits or samples survived or were identified, but the single

cistern fill sample (CMP 15) containing both 18th ~nd 19th

century refuse showed a slightly higher density percentage over

the 1720 sa.mple. Again, this slight increase may reflect the

• limited number of late samples or the effect of mixture or both •
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•
What stands out is the clear and strong contrast in the indicated

trends, a drop in pig and rise in sheep populations after the

British takeover, and demise of the Dutch colonial patterns in

the everyday life of early New York. This is of mare than

passing interest; both pig and sheep were closely tied to the

d~stinct cultural traditions of the Dutch and English,

respectively.

The introduction of the pig into the New World played a

significant economic and environmental role in the 17th century

development of both Spanish, British and Dutch colonial history.

It played a central and distinct role as a food source for each,

it had direct and devastating impacts on the landscape of each

settled region, and may have played a central role in

precipitating the Dutch-Indian conflicts of the 1640's in Nieuw

Amsterdam, and other settled areas. However, despite these

shared impacts on each group, it also appears to have been viewed

very differently by the Dutch and English settlers both as a food

source and as a status indicator, which may explain the shifts in

relatiVE proportions of pig remains through time at this site.

The impact of pigs into the Carribbean Isl~nds, New England

and New Netherland, and its subsequent impacts has a great deal

to do with the distinctive reproductive and foraging patterns of

the pig, in contrast to those of cattle and sheep. Unlike

other European domesticates, the pig thrives on poorer pastures,

and reproduces faster than either of the others. Described as• the "weed" creatures of colonial New England, pigs can produce
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litte~s th~ee to fou~ times per yea~ and yield 12-16 young per

litter (Cronan 1983:135). In addition, unlike their heavily

inbred domestic cousins, if left to roam wild, the pig reverts to

a feral state with strikingly different physical characteristics

than a barnyard hog. Within a few generations of going to the

wild, pigs commonly reverted to a "fast, tough, lean self-

sufficient greyhound of a hog, much closer in appearance and

personality to a wild boar ••• " (Crosby 1972:77). It was also

appropriately more dangerous than the modern barnyard animal.

Like their wild counterparts, both for the Dutch and the English,

these feral pigs posed a serious threat to both children and

adults in the 17th century (Cronan 1983:136).

Given their unselective foraging habits and high meat yields,

pigs were big business in Colonial America for the British,

Spanish and Dutch settlers in both North and South America. They
-first made their mark and established their utility as moveable

meat supplies through their use by the Spanish ConqUistadores.

First introduced into the Antilles in the 15th century, these

island bred swine were herded by Indian servants during Cortez's

conquest of Mexico, and were brought to Flo~ida by De Soto in

1539 (Crosby 1972:77-78).

It is not unreasonable to suspect that the British and Dutch

ventures in North America nearly a century later were influenced

in thei~ use of pig by the successes they provided the earlie~

Spanish expeditions • Their profusion and easy adaptability in
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the north Atlantic coastal regions is marked by the enactment of

enclosure laws and other administrative attempts to control their

range and impacts in English settlements in Connecticut and

Massachusetts as early as the 1630's.

In both New England and Nieuw Amsterdam, two solutions were

enacted to address the impacts of swine on Colonial farmlands.

Responding to complaints in 1650 by Connecticut farmers that

".•.they would plant no corn, for it would be eaten up •.• " by

swine, New Haven mandated that no pigs could run loose closer

than eight miles from town (Cronon 1983:137). However, pigs

could not read sign posts and as town became closer and denser in

distribution, communities began to enact fencing and enclosure

laws to separate the animals from the fields. Plymouth passed

its first enclosure laws in 1633, Massachusetts in 1642 and Nieuw

Amsterdam (under Peter Stuyvesant) in 1657 (Cronan 1983:134-35;

Stokes :61 )• The second solution for both New England and

Nieuw Amsterdam was convenient for the farmers, but devastating

for the native populations. In both regions, pigs were moved to

isolated peninsulas or islands to separate them from farmlands.

The New England colonists began this process in the 1630's

(Cronon 1983:136). The Dutch in Nieuw Amsterdam appear to have

followed similar policies in the same decade. The 1639 ManatLlS

map names our modern Roosevelt Island as Hog Island, implying

that it functioned as an offshore holding area for otherwise

difficult to control pig populations for the Dutch as well .

•
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•
However, in both regions, while this solution may have been

beneficial for the farm field, it was devastating far the native

clam and oyster shellfish-gathering sites. As Roger Williams

observed in the 1630's 11 ••• the English swine dig and root these

clams wherever they come, and watch the low water (as the Indian

women dol ...Of all the English chattel, the Swine (as also

because of their filthy dispositions) are most hateful to all

Natives, and they call them filthy cut throats." (Cronan

1983:137).

Thus, by the mid-1600's, both European farm practices in general,

tree cutting, and grazing animals (the pig in particular) were

actively impacting the environment and the traditional food base

of the native landscape and populations. In New England, the

Narragansett Indian leader Miantonomo complained, in 1642, that

"..•their cows and horses eat our grass, and their hogs spoil our

clam banks, and we shall all be starved" (Cronan 1983:137).

The date and focus of these complaints concerning pigs may also

be pertinent to the advent of the 1643 Indian wars in Nieuw

Amsterdam as well. In his 1973 study of Religion and Trade in

Nieuw Amsterdam, Smith noted that although the origins were

obscure, Dutch cattle roaming through Indian corn fields played a

role in bringing about the initial hostilities (Smith 1973:154).

However, in light of the fact that "cattle" often referred to all

hooved grazing animals, and given the strong archaeological

evidence for large pig populations at this time in Nieuw
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Amsterdam~ and the documented impacts to the shell banks (on

which the Indians depended) from the roaming pigs~ it is not

unreasonable to suggest that the Dutch pig may have played a

larger part in precipitating these hostilities than had

previously been stressed for Nieuw Amsterdam.

However, aside from these general parallels, there are several

lines of evidence which suggest that the pig may have played a

very different role in Dutch colonial history than it did in New

England. In fact, the marked drop-off of pig remains after the

transition from Dutch to British control of Nieuw Amsterdam may

reflect both differences of ethnic preference as well as class

differences between the Dutch and New England colonial

populations. It may also correlate with differences in economy

between the two populations which are, it can be argued,

discernable in the archaeological record of this period.

In his recent study of New England history and ecology during the

Colonial period, Cronan cited the large number of complaints to

the 17th century Massachusetts courts over the enacted swine laws

to argue" ••. It is quite likely that disputes over swine expressed

a disguised class conflict. Because pigs were so cheap and easy

to raise, they were favored by poorer colonists as a source of

meat; wealthier colonists, who could afford to keep larger

numbers of cattle~' had less need of them." (Cronon 1983: nt. 14;

201). While possibly pertinent for ethnically distinctive New

•
England populations, this thesis does not fit well for the early

Dutch of New York.



The Dutch, like their European Spanish counterparts, loved perk •

• Speck ende keel, or pork and cabbage, as well as other pork

dishes were central to the Dutch diet (Earle 1903:143-44). The

Pearl Street excavation site was also not a block of lower class

residences,. but instead, the center of power of the Dutch West

India Company and of elite members of Nieuw Amsterdam society.

Thus, it 1S not unreasonable to suggest that the relative

presence of pig bones in 17th century refuse deposits, in

conjunction with the independent evidence of the artifacts, may

serve as an archaeological indicator or correlate fer the

identification of Dutch cultural patterns for 17th century New

York. While the lack of comparative sites and materials from

contemporary sites in and around New York prevents a broad-based

conclusion, the date shifts through time at least suggest a

material pattern in the archaeological record, which deserves

comparison with contemporary English and Dutch sites for

additional parallels and contrasts from other sites in the

••

future. At the very least, the combined documentary and

archaeological data suggbst a potential archaeological indicator
\for distinguishing colonial English and Dutch remains from
1

contrasts in the quantified food remains from stratigraphically
/controlled samples of the same mid-17th century time period.

Finally, the availabl{ documentary records suggest that the pig

may have been permitJed to roam freely longer in Nieuw Amsterdam

than in New England dettlements because of the distinctive
.t· . b I fmarl lme economlc ase 0 the Dutch in 17th century New York. In

r



addition to scavenging native shell banks, pigs seem to have

• played an important role

century New York. Until

in keeping the streets clean in 17th

1657, and probably for a period after,

when ordinances against such disposal practices were established,

the inhabitants of Nieuw Amsterdam were in the habit of throwing

"their rubbish, filth, ashes, dead animals ••. " into the public

streets, the slips in front of the Strand or Pearl Street, and

into the Canal where Broad Street now runs (Stokes Vol 1:61).

The streets also served as the primary areas for the processing

and disposal of salted shad, "...great heaps were left when

purchased at each door, and the necessary cleaning and

preparation of the shad was done in the street." (Earle

1903: 124) • In this context, the author also noted that "...those

public scavengers, the domestic hogs who roamed the town streets

unchecked (and even welcomed>, must have been especially useful

at shad-time." (Earle 1903:125>. Thus, given the Dutch

•

preference for pork, and the role of pigs in disposing of the

refuse from fish and shellfish processing for the Dutch of New

York, it appears likely that pigs may have been permitted more

license in Nieuw Amsterdam than in New England colonies (for a

longer period). The drop-off of the relative proportion of pig

bones in the date deposits only after 1680, suggests that both as

a preferred food source and its treatment within Nieuw Amsterdam,

may have been quite different than was the case in the

predominantly English settlements to the north and south. As

Greenfield points out in his analysis of the faunal remains for

this study, roaming pigs in New York City's streets continued

until the late 18th century, with ordinances preventing their
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•
wandering free being passed as late as 1780. However, it is also

clear that pigs continued to have a special place in New York

well into the 19th century. Valentine's Manual of the City of

New York commented on the state of the N.V.C. Streets and

problems of public health with the following note on the

situati on aroLmd 1816: ".•.the streets of N. Y. are the dirti est

in the U.S. There appears to be one radical cause of this and

that is the number of swine which are allowed to go constantly at

large ..• (and despite the existence of laws to the contrary) •••so

long as immense numbers of swine are allowed to traverse the

streets, so long will the inhabitants think themselves justified

in thrOWing their garbage to them for food." (1916-17: 120) .

Thus, in addition to demonstrating order of magnitude shifts in

the relative percentages of different varieties of animal remains

from 1650 through to 1710, the faunal remains also suggest

themselves to be sensitive reflectors or indicators of both

cultural and environmental transformations. The demise of the

•

deer populations matched documentary evidence that these meat and

hide supplies were facing near extinction throughout both coastal

New york and New England by the end of the 17th century. The

archaeological evidence for their sudden drop-off also reflects

historic impacts to the environment necessary for their survival.

The magnitude of these archaeologically recorded shifts adds

credence to the recent thesis by Condon which argues that the

environment of colonized eastern North America had undergone

profound degradation at least by 1800, long before the Industrial
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Revolution of the 19th century. The 17th century data from this

• site covering the period from 1650 to 1720 suggests that this

shift may have been well underway in the New York region as early

as 1700.

The archaeological faunal remains also diverged from the

documentary indicators in one important area. While the

incidence of sheep and cattle rose steadily after the British

takeover (an acceptable pattern given the known Engiish

preference for beef and veal), the pig dropped precipitously in

its archaeological representation through time. Although this

drop-off was consistent with a decline of Dutch cultural

patterns, it does not fit well with the documentary indicators

for pig remaining highly visible on the streets of New York into

the 19th century. If, as the historic documents suggest, pig

remained a vivid part of the urban landscape, it appears likely

that it served functions other than as a primary food source

after 1700. Although clearly consumed, it was not as central to

the diet as had been the case during the period of Dutch cultural

patterns, which clearly were highly visible for at least 40 years

after the British political takeover. The parallels between the

changes evident in the ceramic, gl~ss and pipe invento~ies and

those of the faunal remains, suggest that at least for the

Colonial era, food preferences may be equally sensitive

indicators of cultural preferences and patterns as the more

visible artifacts •

•
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E. PLANT REMAINS:

The Changing Plant Community:

Plant remains were recovered both during the excavation, and

afterward through the use of water flotation techniques to

extract minute trace and seed elements from the site matrix.

Samples were taken only from well dated, unmixed strata and thus

are best documented for the undisturbed 17th and early 18th

century Components. Although a large number of seed types were

extracted and catalogued, the number of identified specimens

comprised only about half of the total sample. This was due in

part to the limited botanical and museum comparative collections

that were available for study. Nevertheless, once the identified

varieties were grouped into large typological categories and then

sorted by dated Strata Group or temporal units, several clear and

chronologically consistent trends could be observed.

Fig. ~) when the two general categories of

weeds (or edge area plants> were contrasted to the relative

As illustrated in

percentage of frUits, two opposing shifts are suggested. First,

there was a continuous and steep decline in the incidence of

~weed'J types from Over 45% of the 1640 identifiable sample to

less than 30% by 1680, and finally down to less than lOX by the

1720 sample. Weeds are important indicators of disturbed or

altered environments. In contrast, there was a marked increase

in the presence of European domestic fruit specimens over the

same period • Although less pronounced in its rise than the

decline of weeds, fruit pits increased from a little over 507. to
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in excess of 90% of the sample between 1650 and 1720 . Although

the actual percentages must be tempered by the fact that over 69%

of the latest 1720 sample was unidentified, the direction and

magnitude of these shifts must be addressed.

If one works from the assumption, as Condon documents, that most

Colonial weeds were 1) indicative of disturbed environments, and

2) that they were primarily of European origin, then several

implications are apparent. On one hand, the high incidence of

weed in the earlier mid-17th century sample suggests that this

biological colonization process was actively replacing native

species in the faunal remains, and the rising ratios of

domesticates versus wi ld species (FiG these archaeological

plant remains also suggest that at least the habitat and

landscape of the New York region had been "Europeanized" with

such domesticates as the often mentioned growths of Colonial

fruit trees at least as early as the end of the 17th century.

The concomitant decline of "weed" types would be consistent with

this transformation of the landscape to a fenced, manmade

environment.

Finally, it is pertinent to mention the recovery of small numbers

of identifiable tobacco seeds from the earliest dated deposits.

Although it may represent simple sample SiZE and preservation

conditions, it is interesting to note that this important

economic base of Dutch New York, was not represented in the post-

1720 British period sample. The largest number of specimens came



from the 1650 sample, with a few examples present in the post-

1680 sample. As has been mentioned in the introductory historic

context portion of this report, New Amsterdam in general and Mr.

Heermans' in particular served as primary entrepot and

transhipment mechanisms for the indirect tobacco trade from

Virginia, until the British Colonial administ~ation negated this

intermediate step and shipped directly to England from Virginia.

It is intriguing to suggest that the lack of tobacco remains from

the later' sample is consistent with this general regional and

trans-Atlantic economic re-adjustment.
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F. CONTACT PERIOD INDIGENOUS ARTIFACTS

• The historical research has shown that Native traders and wampum

producers were working and participating in the shore front

markets during both the 17th and early 18th centuries. At least

two residents on the block had intimate dealings with the

indigenous peoples. Mrs. Kierstede, wife of Nieuw Amsterdam's

first doctor, harbored Indian women traders in her rear yard.

Secretary Tienhoven led the Dutch into battle ~gainst the native

inhabitants and precipitated the devastating Indian Wars of the

1640'5. There also exist several general references to the

possibility of pre-contact villages and coastal shell midden

work-stations in the vicinity of the site.

A total of 11 indigenous ceramic sherds and 31 flakes, cores, and

stone tools were recovered during the excavation. Based on the

reconstruction of dated strata, these Contact-period artifacts

could be grouped into two major sets - those which came from

secure unmixed and firmly dated contexts, and a second group

which was found in association with mixed, multi-component

deposits with long time spans from the mixture of earlier and

later deposits. However, none come from the pre-Dutch sand and

silt substrates which underlay the 17th century occupation

remains, which would suggest pre-Contact settlement of the site.

~@c~~i£§
Of the former, three of the native ceramic sherds came from well

dated post-1640 and 1650 Components. In addition, a single

• broken native pipe stem was recovered from post-1694 historic
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• fill deposits found during the utilities work under Pearl Street •

the remaining eight sherds came from late secondary mixed

deposits post-dating 1795, and spanning into the mid-19th century

(Strata Groups 4A-IO).

Out of the total of 31 stone flakes, cores and stone tools, 7

came from early, well dated single component post-1650

Components. Ten flakes, including a reworked blade awl, came

from well dated post-1686 contexts. the remaining 15 flakes and

cores came from mixed post-1795 deposits with artifact dates

spanning a century or more. Five cores were recovered in this-

set, and all were found in the post-1830 sediment which separated

the buried and sealed 17th century strata from the overlying mid-

19th century rubble and most recent brick basement floors.

Of the three mid-17th century sherds, one was a plain body sherd

from t~e post-1650 builders trench of Heermans' warehouse (Strata

Group 2A, CMP 5, Fig ). The only dateable historic artifact

in this fill deposit was a post-15BO Dutch majolica sherd, but we

know from the documentary record that the warehouse was probably

built between 1647 and 1651.

The two other well dated native pottery fragments were both

decorated and both came from post-1640 deposits. The first of

these decorated specimens (Fig b) was a small 2-3cm body or

•
neck sherd with a series of thin parallel incisions with acute

indentations and a line of punctuation running at an acute angle
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to the incisions. It was found in the post-1640 fill of the

• northernmost double-barrel feature in Lot 8, associated with

the location and time period of Secretary Tienhoven's tenure on

the block. This distinctive sherd seems most similar to Late

Woodland types from the Mid-Atlantic region, although detailed

analysis may permit its association with more regionally specific

ethnic affiliations. Its late stylistic affiliations and late

Contact Period associations suggest that it may have been

utilized or discarded after the arrival of the Dutch.

The second decorated ceramic sherd is a larger 5cm wide body

sherd with wide shallow herringbone incisions on its surface (Fig

c). It was found in association with post-1640 Dutch pottery

(delft) in the fill of the 1/2 yellow brick cistern to the west

of the rectangular brick structure at the rear of Heermans'

warehouse (Strata Group 2B, CMP 16). Although distinct from the

first in its light paste color and thickness, this decorative

pattern suggests a Woodland Period affiliation, it is more

difficult to assign to a particular woodland phase than the first

e}: ampl e.

The final diagnostic prehistoric artifact, a pipe stem, from well

dated contexts was recovered from post-1694 levels on the deep

fill under Pearl Street (CMP 76, ex 18, Fig ) . It measured

5.9cm in length and 1.9cm in diameter at its smoking end. There

was no decoration on it, and its only stylistic affiliations are

to the general trait of thick, wide stems on Late Woodland Indian

• pipes. However, it does demonstrate that indigenous artifacts
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• were clearly being deposited in the refuse associated with the

17th century Dutch occupations site well into the 1680 period.

Of the thirty-one flakes and cores, two lithic artifacts

appeared, both worked and altered by use. The first of these, a

unifacial thumb nail scraper measuring 1.75cm by 1.9cm, showed

edge wea~ and micro-chipping around its curved edge.

Unfortunately, this worked flake came from the mixed silt deposit

(CMP 34) between the basement floor and the underlying 17th

century deposits containing mixed 18th through mid-19th century

arti facts.

The second indigenous stone tool was more interesting and came

from well dated contexts clearly associated with the 17th century

occupation. This reworked chalchedony blade tool had two long

chipped edges, and a pointed triangular and abraded tip (Fig

). The type of this tool, probably an awl or graver, was well

worn with multiple lateral micro-chips suggesting that it had

been used in circular drilling motions. It was found associated

with the Yellow Brick destruction debris (CMP 4) to the west of

Heermans' warehouse which yielded consistent TPQ dates of" 1680

for ceramics, glass and pipes. Although purely speculative, it

is noteworthy that wampum manufacture was a major activity for

the local surviving natives of this period.



The Basket:

• Finally, it is pertinent to include the recovery and preservation

through negative mold casting techniques by the project

conservator Melba Myers, the form, surface pattern and contents

of a buried coiled basket dating to the 17th century in the

yellow/brown sandy silt of Lot 8, behind the former location of

Secretary Tienhoven's home. Described in detail in the

conservation section, the basket contained a wooden board in its

bottom which may have served a variety of purposes. Of the total

of 167 artifacts found within it, the sample included in addition

to a Dutch blue on white Delft Wan-Li motif plate(Plate F), 36

fish bones, 20 iron nails, a piece of lead shot, a copper

thimble, hook and eye, 16 marbles, three glass beads, five

unworked stone flakes (Fi9'---..-)and four complete e>:amples and one

fragment of Indian wampum (Fig ) . These four clam shell beads
.~)

(Venus mercenaria?) included three white and one purple example.

All were ground flat at either end and all were bilaterally

drilled with a straight drill bit versus being drilled by

conical. (ShiS feature suggests that they were probably

manufactured using European straight drawn metal drills (Fig

The basket appeared to be buried in beach sandy silt

characterized by sloping lamination towards the shore. Several

theories about its function and purpose of burial have been

suggested. Because of the regular holes in the circular wooden

board in the bottom of the ba~ket, together with the 16 marbles
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of various sizes, it was tentatively thought that this might

present a game set similar to Chinese Parchese • However, late in

the analysis process, a visiting Dutch amateur archaeologist,

Edwin van Drecht, pointed out that researchers in Amsterdam had

repeatedly found as basement features, buried barrels and baskets

in contemporary Dutch sites which functioned as site drains and

run-off basins. The perforated wooden base would have served

this function equally well as that of a game board. The dated

material in the stratigraphic contexts containing the diagnostic

contact period artifacts is consistent with the documentary

indications that native Indians were indeed an active social and

economic element of this shore line Dutch West India Company

complex Ln the second half of the 17th century .
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CHANGING RED-YELLOW BRICK RATIOS
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FIGURE X-2
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CHANGING CERAMIC ORIGINS 1650-1710
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FIGURE X-3
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CHANGING PIPE ORIGINS 1650-1710
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CHANGING WEED FRUIT RATIOS 1650-1710
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• PAGE-2
STRATA-GROUP ARTIFACT TOTALS AND DATES BY NATURAL STRATIGRAPHIC COMPONENTS

STRAT COMPONENT ARTIFA TOT GL TOT CE PIPE F CERAfII PIPE PIPE GLASS
lIB 16-FILL OF 1/2 YEL. CIST. 148 15 10 3 1640 0 0 1550
lIB 3S-BASKET AND CONTENTS 168 6 6 7 1664 1616 0 0
lIB 62-LT 14 BARREL FILL 563 10 25 52 1680 1684 1668 0
lIB 76-PEARL ST CONTEXTS 1080 ·0 289 206 1670 1698 1680 0

IIS
3944 255 443 413

III 51-SUBSOIL LT 11 31 9 2 2 1680 0 0 0
III 52-CONST.DEBRIS lOT 11 151 14 7 74 1640 1707 1678 0
III 53-LOWER FILL BlD D. 4115 450 200 3431 1675 1706 1678 1705
III 54-alD D UPPER FILL 6225 477 188 3691 1700 1716 167B 1705
III 55-WALLS OF BlD D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
III 63-LT 14 CISTERN 3337 204 127 265 1680 1720 1707 1710

III
13859 1154 524 7463

IVA 11-BlO A. ROBBERS TRENCH B40 188 101 22 1795 1708 1660 1780
IVA 20-Sl0. B ROB8ERS TRENCH B6 23 14 4 17BO 0 0 1760IVA 21-FIlL CIR. RD aRK CIST 363 20 40 18 1795 1692 0 0IVA 23-FILL REC YLO SRK STRUC 139 17 5 2 1762 0 a 1620IVA 50-RO BRK CISTERN &BT 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0IVA 54-ROBBER TRENCH EW WALL 65 0 1 0 1762 0 a 0IVA

1493 248 161 46

IVB 07-BLD C BEAM SLOT FILL 264 17 21 20 1820 1702 0 0IVB 15-FILL OF OVAL YEL. BRK 2957 519 489 84 1844 1730 173B 1800IVB 56-STONE FILLED PIT IT 11 186 62 14 15 1830 0 0 1903IVB 65-PIT AT N38 E27 120 31 1 0 1850 0 0 1880IVB 66-PIT AT N65 E25 281 30 11 4 1813 0 1786 aIVB 77-BRIDGE ST. CUT 0 386 322 16 1780 1725 1767 1780IVB
3808 1045 858 139

VA 17-BLD.B BlD.TRN~H 333 33 55 40 1800 1688 1668 1725VA 18-BLD.B WALL MATRIX 43 2 3 3 0 0 0 0VA
376 35 58 43

VB 19-BLD. 8 COBBLED FLOOR 81 3 12 13 1680 1695 1652 0•



• PAGE-3STRATA-GROUP ARTIFACT TOTALS AND DATES BY NATURAL STRATIGRAPHIC COMPONENTS
STRAT COMPONENT ARTIFA TOT GL TOT CE PIPE F CERAM PIPE PIPE GLASS

VB
Bl 3 12 13

VI 34-SAND &SILT BlO RUBBLE 401B 729 522 371 1830 1707 lBOO 1820VI 35-STONE RUBBLE 2066 431 61 39 1830 1702 16BO 1903VI 57-TOP DEBRIS LT. 11 1222 326 123 143 1830 1707 1700 1903VI BO-RED BR SILT LOTS 13/14 12 0 0 a 0 0 0 :'0
VI 68-OLIVE SILT 580 74 16 5 1820 0 1832 1903VI 75-INTERFACE W CONCRETE F 149 8 12 4 1780 . 0 0 1857VI

8027 1586 734 582

VII 24-BT LTS 8-10 LOT WAlL 785 84 123 81 1844 1710 1700 1630VII 25-8T LOTS 10-11 LOT WALL 125 42 4 5 1780 a 0 1780VII 26-8T LOT B-7 ClR HS WALL 98 14 9 6 1782 0 D 1770VII 67-WOODEN PLANKS WITH 8T 0 a a 0 0 a 0 0VII 69-lT 12/13 WALL 8T 109 1 0 0 0 0 0 aVII 70-LT 13/14 WALL SPREAD F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0VII 72-8RK PIER SPREAD FOOTER 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0VII 73-WALL SEG-ST. SLAB FOUN 0 D 0 0 a 0 0 0VII
1135 141 136 92

VIII 27-PIT STONE PIER aN60 262 39 35 5 1795 0 0 1735VIII 28-PIT STONE PIER a N70 5041 620 138 189 1795 1711 1730 1726VIII 29-PIT STONE PIER aN80 334 51 21 7 1830 0 0 1800VIII 49-PIT STONE PIER8N90E125 0 a 0 0 a a a 0VIII
5637 710 194 201

VIllI 3D-PIT STONE PIT AT N40 17 0 1 0 0 a 0 aVIIII 31-PIT STONE PIT AT NBD 10 a 1 2 0 0 0 0VIllI 32-PIT STONE PED AT N90 419 107 63 10 1795 0 . 0 1760VIllI
446 107 65 12

X 33-FILL BRK DRAIN SYSTEM 100 20 :3 9 17BO 0 0 1750
X 47-BRK DRAIN SYSTEM 239 48 17 13 1820 1702 0 1850
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TRAT COMPONENT

S

STRATA-GROUP ARTIFACT TOTALS AND DATES BY NATURAL STRATIGRAPHIC COMPONENTS
ARTIFA TOT GL TOT CE PIPE F CERAM PIPE PIPE GLASS

PAGE-4

x
339 68 20 22

XI 36-DISTURB CUTTING RUBBLE 230 91 11 7 1762 0 0 1780
XI 58-PIPE TRENCH LT 11 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0
XI 71-BRICK PLATFORM 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
XI 74-CONCRETE PIERS 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

XI "

250 91 11 7

GRAND TOTAL
43318 5801 3492 9347
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. . Phase /Strata Group Correlation Chart

Temporal Phase. Strata Groups ~.

PHASE 1640 110,10
pHASE 1680 . Id , lib, Vb

PHASE 1710 III

PHASE 1795 IVa, Va .
~

PHASE 1844 Comp.15

TABLE X-2
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